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Abstract

Background

There is a need for an objective method of symptom assessment in Parkinson's disease (PD) to enable better treatment decisions and to aid evaluation of new treatments. Current assessment methods; patient-completed symptom diaries and clinical rating scales, have limitations. Accelerometers (sensors capable of capturing data on human movement) and analysis using artificial neural networks (ANNs) have shown potential as a method of motor symptom evaluation in PD. It is unknown whether symptom monitoring with body-worn sensors is acceptable to PD patients due to a lack of previous research.

Methods

34 participants with PD wore bilateral wrist-worn accelerometers for 4 hours in a research facility (phase 1) and then for 7 days in their homes (phase 2) whilst also completing symptom diaries. An ANN designed to predict a patient’s motor status, was developed and trained based on accelerometer data during phase 2. ANN performance was evaluated (leave-one-out approach) against patient-completed symptom diaries during phase 2, and against clinician rating of disease state during phase 1 observations. Participants’ views regarding the sensors were obtained via a Likert-style questionnaire completed after each phase. Differences in responses between phases were assessed for using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Results

ANN-derived values of the proportion of time in each disease state (phase 2), showed strong, significant correlations with values derived from patient-completed symptom diaries. ANN disease state recognition during phase 1 was sub-optimal. High concordance with sensors was seen. Prolonged wearing of the sensors did not adversely affect participants’ opinions on the wearability of the sensors, when compared to their responses following phase 1

Conclusions

- Accelerometers and ANNs produced results comparable to those of symptom diaries.
- Our findings suggest that long-term monitoring with wrist-worn sensors is acceptable to PD patients.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Overview of Thesis

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder classically characterised by a number of motor symptoms, including tremor and bradykinesia. Periods of time where motor symptoms are adequately controlled are often referred to by patients and clinicians as ‘on’ time. Conversely, ‘off’ time describes periods where motor symptoms are prominent and are sub-optimally controlled. As PD advances variability in motor symptoms and fluctuations between these disease ‘states’ is seen. Furthermore, long-term administration of anti-parkinsonian medications is associated with the development of additional, involuntary movements known as dyskinesia.

In routine clinical practice, the assessment of PD motor symptoms is undertaken via history and examination. History taking is dependent on a patient’s recollection of their motor symptoms and thus may be confounded by recall bias. Recall bias may be exacerbated by both the long period of time between clinic attendances and the fluctuant nature of motor symptoms in PD. Further complicating matters is cognitive impairment. Cognitive impairment is a common occurrence in PD, particularly with advancing disease, and may further impair the ability to obtain accurate information on motor symptoms via history taking. Clinical examination enables a clinician to gain an impression of a patient’s motor symptoms at the point in time at which the assessment occurs. This evaluation may however be influenced by the mere presence of the clinician, since the act of being observed can impact on the motor symptoms a patient exhibits. Whether the findings from a single-moment-in-time examination can be accurately extrapolated to inform decisions about motor state over more prolonged periods is unclear.

Clinical rating scales are scoring systems that aim to quantify and objectify the assessment of Parkinsonian symptoms. The most widely used example, the Movement Disorders Society-sponsored Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS),
has undergone extensive clinimetric evaluation. The MDS-UPDRS captures a variety of
data on motor symptoms including patient/carer-reported information, clinician-led
interviews and a formal motor examination. However, one of the major limitations of
this assessment method is the time burden associated with its completion.
Consequently, this tool is predominantly used in a research context, and is infrequently
applied in routine clinical practice.

Patient-completed symptom diaries enable patients to keep a record of their motor
symptoms during a monitoring period at home. Patients are typically asked to record
their predominant disease state at regular intervals, often hourly or half-hourly.
Patient-completed symptom diaries are used both in clinical practice and in clinical
research. In clinical practice diaries may be used to enable a clinician to gain an
appreciation of the temporal dynamics of a patient’s symptoms; that is their
fluctuation and evolution over the course of a day. Such information can then be used
to assist with decisions regarding medications and their timings. In clinical research,
diaries may be used to evaluate the duration of time a person experiences each
disease state during a given period. This approach is often employed in drug trials to
evaluate whether an experimental anti-parkinsonian agent results in a decrease in ‘off’
time. Diaries are however flawed. It is recognised that patient concordance with
diaries is highly variable and that ‘wilful fabrication’ of entries (to avoid giving the
impression of poor concordance) may compromise the validity of diaries. Furthermore,
the inherent subjectivity of the disease state nomenclature in PD and failure of
patients to recognise dyskinesia may also impair their validity.

Currently anti-parkinsonian medications provide only symptomatic benefit; there is no
definitive evidence that any current therapy delays or halts disease progression. The
search for an agent that is ‘neuro-protective’ (or ‘disease modifying’) is therefore
currently a key research area in PD. It has been suggested however, that current trial
outcome measures such as those cited above, may be insufficiently sensitive to
measure PD-related disability optimally (Evans and Barker, 2011). Evans and Barker
suggest research should explore novel methods of assessment in PD, including body-
worn sensors. In summary, the current assessment methods of motor symptoms in PD are flawed. There is therefore, a great need for an objective assessment method in PD.

In this thesis a literature review is presented summarising previous research on objective assessment methods of upper limb motor symptoms in PD. The primary focus of the literature review will be the use of accelerometers; sensors capable of detecting acceleration. Their application to the objective assessment of upper limb PD motor symptoms will be explored.

Much of the existing work with accelerometers worn on the upper-limbs has relied on analysis involving a single variable, or small numbers of variables. Whilst simplistic approaches such as these are attractive, it will be demonstrated in this thesis that such approaches produce suboptimal results, particularly when assessment is undertaken in the presence of volitional movement. Previous work in this field has predominantly undertaken data collection in controlled, laboratory-based settings with carefully selected participants performing scripted tasks. This approach is unlikely to yield data that provides a valid representation of ‘real-life’ data for a given patient. Furthermore, by virtue of the environment, such data collection is often only for short periods and may be insufficient to capture the motor fluctuations seen with PD. When undertaken, application of such models to unsupervised, home-based activities has been shown to yield disappointing results.

In this thesis I will describe the application of artificial neural networks to this problem. Artificial neural networks are complex computer algorithms capable of considering huge numbers of variables and critically, their relationships with one another. Application of such methods to accelerometer data collected from PD patients has yielded encouraging results, even in the presence of volitional movement and even when knowledge about patient activity has been removed.
In this thesis the use of wrist-worn accelerometers to capture data from PD patients during a seven-day, home-monitoring period is described. Capturing accelerometer data in the home environment produces two distinct advantages to data capture in more closely controlled and monitored environments. Firstly, the data recorded is likely to reflect the wearer’s activities of daily living more closely than laboratory-derived data. Secondly, unsupervised data capture at home enables huge amounts of continuous data to be collected. Using the data captured during the home monitoring period an artificial neural network will be constructed - large volumes of data are critical to the development of such a method.

The artificial neural network developed and described in this thesis, will provide a ‘decision’ with regards the wearer’s disease state for a given period of time. This thesis will present evidence for the validity of this assessment; firstly through comparison against the current gold standard for home monitoring, patient-completed symptom diaries, and secondly through comparison against clinical assessment in a controlled environment.

In summary, the aims of this work are to:

1) Establish whether wrist-worn accelerometers (and analysis with artificial neural networks) reproduce patient-completed symptom diaries during prolonged periods of unobserved home monitoring when prior knowledge of disease status is, for a given patient, removed?

2) Establish whether wrist-worn accelerometers (and analysis with artificial neural networks) reproduce clinician assessment of PD patients' disease state during periods of observation in a clinical environment, when prior knowledge of disease status is, for a given patient, removed?

One area of study that has arguably been neglected in previous research is consideration of the patient experience of wearing body-worn sensors. As stated previously, data capture in the home environment is likely to more closely represent the wearer’s activities of daily living compared to laboratory-derived data. This claim is
however based on the assumption that the wearing of the sensor does not influence the wearer’s usual pattern of activity. A detailed evaluation of the acceptability of the wrist-worn devices to patients will therefore be undertaken.

The third and final aim of this work is therefore to:

3) Establish whether prolonged monitoring using bilateral wrist-worn accelerometers is acceptable to patients?

1.II Parkinson’s Disease

1.II.i Clinical Features

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurodegenerative condition that was first described by James Parkinson in 1817 (Parkinson, 2002). James Parkinson’s “Essay on the Shaking palsy” detailed the motor manifestations of the condition, namely bradykinesia, tremor and rigidity, and the typical, initial pattern of asymmetrical upper limb involvement (Kempster et al., 2007) which persists throughout the course of the disease (Lee et al., 1995). Expression of motor features in PD patients is variable, with the condition displaying heterogeneity in both its presentation and clinical course. Analysis of the DATATOP cohort of PD patients (Jankovic et al., 1990) provided evidence for the existence of two distinct motor phenotypes; ‘tremor-dominant’ and ‘postural instability and gait difficulty’ (PIGD). Subsequently it has been demonstrated that disease progression occurs more slowly in those with tremor predominance (Foltynie et al., 2002, Lewis et al., 2005) and that those exhibiting the PIGD phenotype were more likely to develop PD associated dementia (PDD) (Burn et al., 2003).

James Parkinson’s original essay makes reference to a series of non-motor symptoms (NMS) experienced by his patients, yet it is only in recent years that their high prevalence (Martinez-Martin et al., 2007, Khoo et al., 2013) and their impact on patients’ quality of life (Martinez-Martin et al., 2011) has been widely recognised. The NMS seen in PD encompass a constellation of symptoms (Chaudhuri et al., 2005): neuropsychiatric: including dementia, depression, psychosis, impulse control disorders, anxiety and apathy (Weintraub and Burn, 2011); autonomic dysfunction, resulting in
bladder disturbances, sexual dysfunction and orthostatic hypotension; constipation; and sleep disorders, including rapid eye movement (REM) behaviour disorder (RBD).

1.II.ii Diagnosis

Despite almost 200 years passing since James Parkinson’s initial description of the condition, PD remains a mainly clinical diagnosis based on the demonstration of ‘parkinsonism’. Demonstration of ‘parkinsonism’ requires evidence of bradykinesia (slowness of initiating voluntary movement) and some, but not necessarily all, of the following clinical features: tremor, typically of a coarse nature and occurring at rest; rigidity of muscular tone and postural instability. These clinical features have been summarised by the United Kingdom (UK) Brain Bank Diagnostic Criteria for Parkinson’s disease (Gibb and Lees, 1988) which is shown in Figure 1 below. These diagnostic criteria also include features that would exclude a diagnosis of PD and features that, if evident, provide further support for the diagnosis of PD.

**Figure 1: UK Brain Bank Diagnostic Criteria for PD (adapted from Gibb and Lees, 1988)**

**UK Brain Bank Diagnostic Criteria for PD**

- **Step 1 — Diagnosis of Parkinsonian Syndrome**
  - Bradykinesia, plus at least one of:
    - Rest tremor
    - Rigidity
    - Postural instability

- **Step 2 — Exclusion Criteria**
  - Presence of atypical features OR History of:
    - Early falls
    - Supranuclear gaze palsy
    - Ataxia and cerebellar features
    - Early autonomic features
    - Early cognitive decline
    - Poor levodopa response
    - Repeated strokes
    - Neuroleptic medication use
    - Head injury
    - Definite encephalitis

- **Step 3 — Supportive Prospective Criteria (at least 3)**
  - Unilateral onset
  - Rest tremor present
  - Evidence of progression
  - Persistent asymmetry
  - Excellent response to levodopa
  - Levodopa induced dyskinesias
  - Levodopa response for 5+ years
  - Clinical course of 10+ years

Despite the existence of these diagnostic criteria, it is well recognised that there is an error rate associated with the diagnosis of PD. One study that examined the brains of 100 patients who had in life been diagnosed with PD, demonstrated absence of the
pathological hallmark (nigral Lewy bodies) in 24% of cases (Hughes et al., 1992). Later work, examining an unselected primary care population of patients suspected to have PD, demonstrated a diagnostic error rate of 15% (Schrag et al., 2002). Diagnostic accuracy in specialist movement disorder clinics has been demonstrated to be higher (Hughes et al., 2002). Diagnostic error can be attributed to a number of factors. Firstly, there is currently no definitive diagnostic test for PD; no serological or radiological investigations have been shown to have sufficient efficacy to be incorporated into routine clinical practice. Secondly, differentiating PD from other conditions can be challenging. Tremulous disorders such as essential tremor (ET) (Schrag et al., 2000) and dystonic tremor (Jedynak et al., 1991) may be incorrectly labelled as PD. Furthermore, the so-called “Parkinson’s plus” disorders; progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) (Litvan et al., 1996) and multiple system atrophy (MSA) (Quinn, 1989, Wenning and Geser, 2004) introduce further diagnostic challenges, and may be mistaken for PD even by a specialist movement disorders service (Hughes et al., 2002).

In recent years, huge advances have been made in the application of neuroimaging to movement disorders such as PD (Stoessl et al., 2011). The use of single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) with the membrane dopamine transporter (DAT) ligand [123I]FP-CIT has enabled visualisation of decreased synaptic dopamine reuptake in PD patients (Booij et al., 1997). [123I]FP-CIT SPECT scanning (DaTSCAN™) has been shown to be a sensitive and specific test for differentiation of PD from ET (Benamer et al., 2000) and its use for this purpose has subsequently been supported in the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) guidelines for PD(2006). Despite the utility of DaTSCAN™, identification of intact dopamine pathways on functional imaging in patients who clinically appear to have PD, has been a relatively consistent finding, seen in around 4-15% (Stoessl, 2010, Bajaj, 2010). This finding has been termed “Scans without evidence for dopaminergic deficit” (SWEDD) and should prompt clinical re-evaluation of the patient.

As understanding of the NMS seen in PD has developed, evidence has accumulated supporting the existence of a ‘prodromal’ or ‘pre-motor’ stage to PD. In this stage of the disease neuro-degeneration has begun, but the classical motor symptoms of PD
are not yet evident (Postuma et al., 2012). Various markers of prodromal PD have been suggested, with evidence to support olfactory dysfunction (Ross et al., 2006, Ross et al., 2008), REM sleep behaviour disorder (RBD) (Postuma et al., 2009) and constipation (Abbott et al., 2001).

1.II.iii Epidemiology and Aetiology

PD is the 2nd most commonly occurring neurodegenerative disorder, after Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), and its incidence increases with age (Nussbaum and Ellis, 2003). In a 2004 study, undertaken in North East England (Porter et al., 2006), the age-adjusted prevalence of PD was estimated to be 139 per 100,000. The prevalence of PD in developing countries has been estimated, in a rural Tanzanian study, to be lower (40 per 100,000) (Dotchin et al., 2008), but this is likely to be an under-estimate due to challenges associated with identification of those with early stage PD. The UK’s population is ageing (2012a) and it is therefore expected that the prevalence of PD will increase. Recent research has estimated that there will be approximately 162,000 UK citizens with PD in 2020 (2012d), a 28% increase from 2009. The effects of the ageing population are likely to be even more dramatic in developing countries such as Tanzania; projections for 2025 forecast a 184% increase in the number of PD cases from 2005 (Dotchin et al., 2012).

The majority of cases of PD occur sporadically but a small number are inherited. Previous twin studies have suggested that genetic factors do not play an important role in causing ‘typical’ PD, but that they may do so in patients diagnosed with PD before the age of 50 (Grosset et al., 2009). Recent advances in genetic sequencing technology have however enabled identification of specific genetic loci in which variability of expression influenced the risk of developing the sporadic, ‘typical’ form of PD. It is suspected that further development in genetic technology over the coming years will identify more genes in which variability influences the aetiology of sporadic PD (Gasser et al., 2011).

A number of specific genetic mutations have been identified as causative for familial PD; these include both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive forms. PARK1, a
mutation in the gene encoding for α-synuclein (a protein that aggregates within Lewy bodies (see 1.II.iv)), is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern and results in early-onset of parkinsonian symptoms. PARK2 mutation is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, and refers to a gene that normally encodes parkin, a protein with a role in degradation of intra-cellular proteins (Morris, 2005). PARK2 mutation results in early or juvenile onset of parkinsonian symptoms, but often with a symmetrical presentation and with prominent dyskinesia. As described, the clinical characteristics of inherited forms of PD differ from those of ‘typical’ PD, but identification of these genetic mutations has helped with ongoing attempts to understand the pathogenesis of idiopathic PD.

A variety of possible environmental factors in the aetiology of PD have been investigated. There is strong epidemiological evidence supporting a potential protective effect of both caffeine and cigarette smoking (Ascherio et al., 2001, Hernán et al., 2002). Again, the exact biological mechanisms underpinning these associations are unclear. Caffeine does however function as a non-selective adenosine antagonist and antagonism of the adenosine 2A receptor (A2A) can increase output from striatonigral neurones, producing anti-parkinsonian effects (Jenner et al., 2009). Phase 2 trials of preladenant; an experimental drug that antagonises A2A receptors, suggest it may have clinical benefit in PD patients with motor fluctuations (Hauser et al., 2011b). Evidence around heavy metals, dietary factors and rural living is inconclusive, but pesticide exposure does seem to increase the likelihood of developing PD (Lai et al., 2002). The exact mechanism linking pesticide exposure to the development of PD is unclear. It is however known that some pesticides have similar chemical structures to 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1, 2, 3, 6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP), a street drug contaminant known to induce a Parkinsonian syndrome in both human and non-human primates (Tetrud and Langston, 1989). It is important to note that MPTP-induced parkinsonism has a number of key differences when compared to idiopathic PD that limit its role in aetiological research; absence of Lewy bodies, lack of progression and restriction of pathology to the substantia nigra (Schapira and Jenner, 2011).
1.II.iv Pathogenesis

It is widely acknowledged that the pathological hallmark of PD is loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra, associated with the presence of insoluble α-synuclein aggregates within cytoplasmic inclusion bodies; so-called Lewy bodies (Halliday et al., 2011). At present it remains unclear whether Lewy pathology is itself pathogenic or whether it represents a potentially beneficial compensatory survival mechanism employed by the neuron (Dickson et al., 2009). A number of possible explanations for cellular dysfunction and death have been suggested including mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, altered protein handling and inflammatory change as a consequence of reactive microgliosis (Schapira and Jenner, 2011). It is now recognised that Lewy pathology is not confined solely to the substantia nigra. The presence of these pathologic findings has been demonstrated in a variety of areas including the medulla oblongata, the olfactory system and even in colonic mucosa prior to the onset of motor symptoms (Shannon et al., 2012). Seminal work by Braak et al. (Braak et al., 2003) has proposed a staging sequence for PD, showing step-wise progression of Lewy pathology throughout areas of the nervous system that, for younger, more ‘typical’ PD patients, seems to correlate with the clinical features and natural history of the disease (Halliday et al., 2008). The mechanism by which PD pathology propagates is unclear, but one hypothesis is that α-synuclein may spread from cell to cell in a similar manner to that seen in prion diseases (Brundin et al., 2008).

1.II.v Pharmacological management and natural history

Replacement of dopamine via oral administration of levodopa, a dopamine precursor, has been the cornerstone of anti-parkinsonian treatment since the late 1960’s and remains in widespread use to this day. It has been clearly demonstrated that levodopa, in a dose-response pattern, reduces severity of symptoms in PD (2004). As levodopa use became widespread, it became clear that a number of motor complications were associated with its prolonged use. Patients were noted to exhibit fluctuations in their motor state, experiencing ‘on’ periods, where motor symptoms were well controlled, and ‘off’ periods, where motor symptoms were more disabling (Marsden and Parkes,
1976). For some, this pattern of worsening motor control could be linked to medication timings, reflecting falling levels of plasma levodopa (so-called ‘wearing off’ effect). However, many patients were seen to exhibit more rapid, unpredictable switches between disease states that did not correlate with medication delivery. Furthermore, patients were noted to develop additional, levodopa-induced involuntary movements, typically referred to as dyskinesia. The term dyskinesia describes involuntary movements regardless of their aetiology (Hoff et al., 1999), but in the context of PD, takes one of two forms. ‘Peak-dose dyskinesia’ typically occurs during the period of maximal relief of parkinsonian symptoms and is predominantly choreiform in nature. ‘End of dose dyskinesia’ is seen less frequently and may take the form of either dystonic or ballistic movements (Marconi et al., 1994). In general dyskinesias are present at rest and may worsen when mental or motor tasks are undertaken (Durif et al., 1999). Rascol et al. (Rascol et al., 2000) demonstrated that for a cohort of early PD patients treated with levodopa, 45% were found to exhibit dyskinesia after five years of treatment. It is important to note that the mean daily dose of levodopa administered to these patients (753mg) was considerably higher than that typically used in current practice and this may have contributed to the high incidence of dyskinesia seen.

Figure 2 demonstrates how advancing disease and prolonged administration of levodopa impacts on motor symptoms, making control of motor symptoms increasingly challenging.
Figure 2: Schematic graphs demonstrating fluctuation in plasma levodopa over time in PD patients of varying disease duration: A, early; B, advancing; C, advanced [levodopa administration represented by the arrows on the x-axis] (adapted from Obeso et al., 2000)

The pathophysiology underpinning levodopa induced motor fluctuations and dyskinesia remains unclear, although discontinuous delivery of dopamine to the brain, resulting in intermittent, rather than continuous, physiological stimulation, has been suggested as a possible causative factor (Rascol et al., 2011). Attempts to deliver levodopa continuously, in a manner more akin to normal physiology, have been explored with the use of intra-duodenal infusion of levodopa via a portable pump and produced reductions in both “off” periods and time spent dyskinetic (Antonini et al., 2007).

A number of medications have been shown to produce symptomatic benefit in PD but no conclusive evidence exists to support the existence of a ‘disease-modifying’ treatment; that is an agent that slows the natural rate of progression of the clinical course of PD (Olanow et al., 2011). The number of potential new PD medications currently under investigation is somewhat limited (Duncan et al., 2013). In the future, improved recognition of subjects who are at risk of developing PD may enable targeted
interventional trials investigating for disease modifying or preventative effects in an at risk cohort.
Chapter 2. Literature Review

2.I Methods of Assessment in Parkinson’s Disease

There exist a number of different assessment methods in PD and an overview of the available methods is presented in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Methods of Assessment in Parkinson's Disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Practice</th>
<th>Other Objective Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>History Taking</td>
<td>Archimedes Spirals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Examination</td>
<td>Handwriting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical Rating Scales</strong> (current gold standard for clinical assessment)</td>
<td>Optoelectronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient-completed Symptom Diaries</strong> (current gold standard for home monitoring)</td>
<td>LASER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electromyography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these assessment methods form part of routine clinical practice and these will be examined below (2.I.i). Various authors have attempted to develop new, objective methods of assessment and these will be considered in 2.II. Accelerometers, and their potential use as an objective assessment method in PD, will be discussed in 2.III and form the focus of this thesis.

2.I.i Clinical Assessment

The main tenets of clinical assessment are history and examination. These will be addressed individually, but firstly consideration will be given to the typical model of care delivery for PD patients in the UK. The European Parkinson’s Disease Association (EPDA) Charter (1997) recommended that all patients with PD should have the right to consult a doctor with a special interest in PD. Classically the role of a doctor with a special interest in PD has been fulfilled by a neurologist. There is however acknowledgement that a variety of other health professional groups can provide ongoing assessment and care of PD patients including, geriatricians, general practitioners (GPs), Parkinson’s Disease Specialist Nurses (PDNS) and physiotherapists
(Kale and Menken, 2004). The NICE guidelines for PD (2006) for example, suggest that both geriatricians and physicians may be adequately qualified to make the initial diagnosis and to provide ongoing assessment. Given the constellation of symptoms seen in PD, the condition has been referred to as a ‘geriatric syndrome’ (Lauretani et al., 2012) and may be well suited to the comprehensive geriatric assessment employed by geriatricians (Powell, 2008). GPs have a role throughout the clinical course of PD that appears to expand as patients become progressively more dependant and move into care facilities, with patients then more likely to receive a GP visit than to attend a specialist clinic (Hindle et al., 2007).

The NICE guidelines on PD recommended that patients with early, mild disease should be reviewed by an expert on a 6-12 monthly basis, but that patients on treatment, or those at later stages of the disease, may require more frequent review. No guidance on the duration of clinical review exists that is specific to PD, however the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) have published specialty specific guidance on recommended outpatient clinic duration (2011) that is summarised in Figure 3.

**Figure 3: Royal College of Physicians Guidance on Outpatient Clinic Duration (2011)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Nature of visit</th>
<th>New</th>
<th>Follow up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>15 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Medicine</td>
<td>&quot;General Medical&quot;</td>
<td>15-25 mins</td>
<td>10 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Complex Elderly&quot;</td>
<td>45-60 mins</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described above, the complexity of PD may mean that the recommendation for “complex elderly” may be most appropriate for those patients on medication or with advancing disease. In between out-patient clinic attendances, patients may be reviewed by PDNS either face-to-face or often via telephone contact (MacMahon, 1999).

**2.I.ii History**

A detailed history forms the cornerstone of clinical evaluation and a thorough history alone can often provide sufficient evidence to support a preliminary diagnosis
(Peterson et al., 1992). It is important to acknowledge that for many patients with PD, the presenting complaint that first brings them to the attention of medical services may be non-motor in nature (O'Sullivan et al., 2008). The process of eliciting the symptoms the patient is, and has been experiencing, is central to the doctor-patient interaction. Accurate identification of symptoms in PD is of particular importance. Firstly, treatment guidelines suggest that instigation of anti-parkinsonian medication need not happen at the point of diagnosis (2010). Instead they recommend that the timing of starting treatment should be governed by the patient’s individual circumstances and their symptoms, although consensus opinion does seem to be moving towards early treatment in PD (Grosset and Schapira, 2008). Hence accurate assessment of the patient’s symptoms is a vital process informing this management decision. Once established on anti-parkinsonian medication, ongoing assessment of symptoms is key to establishing whether or not the treatment is effective. Furthermore, a lack of improvement of symptoms with levodopa therapy, or a lack of symptom progression, may suggest diagnostic error (Gibb and Lees, 1988).

As the disease progresses, recognition of the development of new symptoms is crucial. The onset of both dyskinesia and motor fluctuations represent important milestones in the natural history of the condition (Jankovic, 2005) and have a detrimental effect on patient quality of life (Péchevis et al., 2005), as well as disease management and health economic implications (Dodel et al., 2001). Clinical history taking does however have a number of limitations. Firstly, patients may not volunteer a particular symptom that they have experienced due to a number of reasons. It may be that a patient is simply unaware of the presence of the symptom, as has been demonstrated with dyskinesia (Vitale et al., 2001). Alternatively, the patient may be aware of a particular symptom but not of its association with PD, and therefore may not volunteer it to their PD clinician. This occurs more commonly with non-motor symptoms as opposed to motor symptoms (Chaudhuri et al., 2010). Asking patients to recollect their symptoms introduces the possibility of inaccurate recall. Evidence exists in a PD population that suggests patients are able to reliably recall when their symptoms first began, but are less consistent when asked to recall the nature of the symptoms they had initially.
experienced (Richards et al., 1994). Inaccuracies in the patient history may be exacerbated by a number of factors. Firstly the variability of symptom expression and the degree of fluctuation that may be seen renders accurate recollection of symptom nature and timings more challenging, particularly with advancing disease. Patients may go several months between seeing their PD specialist; long intervals between appointments may have a detrimental effect on patients’ ability to accurately recollect their symptoms. This may be further confounded by changes to National Health Service (NHS) structure and delivery that may result in a decrease in the duration of consultations (Waghorn and McKee, 1999). Furthermore, the high prevalence of cognitive dysfunction in PD may, as the condition advances, further impair the ability of patients to accurately recall their symptoms.

2.I.iii Examination

Physical examination has been a central part of clinical assessment for many years and reached a “golden age” in the late nineteenth century, when it was believed to offer unprecedented diagnostic certainty (Mangione and Peitzman, 1996). Technological developments have resulted in the increased availability of specialised diagnostic equipment and tests, which some health professionals may perceive to be more objective than clinical examination (Anderson et al., 2001). There is also evidence to suggest that the standards of junior doctors’ examination skills have declined, perhaps due to decreased confidence in the role of clinical examination (Oliver et al., 2013). An example of the subjectivity inherent to clinical examination, is the demonstration of considerable inter-observer disagreement between neurologists’ assessments of tendon reflexes (Stam and Crevel, 1990).

In the context of PD there are some further limitations of clinical examination. Firstly, the presence of an observer, i.e. the examining clinician, can influence the clinical signs exhibited by a patient. It has long been recognised that psychological stress can result in worsening of a patient’s tremor (Marsden and Owen, 1967). The activity a patient is engaged with at the time of examination may also influence the observed clinical signs; dyskinesia, for example, may be more prominent when patients are engaged in motor
or mental tasks (Durif et al., 1999). Furthermore, the variable nature of PD means that the examination findings at a given time may not be truly representative of the patient’s condition. Patients at different stages of the ‘medication cycle’ can have vastly different clinical examination findings. Motor fluctuations may only be present for a relatively short period and the symptoms may be described by a patient, but not witnessed by the clinician at the time of examination. The limitations of clinical examination are compounded further by the relatively short duration of the clinical assessment in comparison to the periods between evaluations.

2.1.iv Clinical Rating Scales

The process of measurement has previously been described as “an essential component of scientific research” (Streiner and Norman, 2008). Laboratory based research allows the environment to be carefully controlled and manipulated; measurement in this setting is therefore often relatively straightforward. In clinical research, objective outcome measures such as life-span or binary outcomes such as ‘dead’ or ‘alive’, presence or absence of disease, simplify the measurement process. Measurement in clinical research has become more complex since new interventions may influence quality but not quantity of life. The challenge facing clinical researchers exploring the efficacy of such interventions is how to measure something previously thought to be un-measurable. Marsden et al. (Marsden and Schachter, 1981), in a 1981 review article, summarised the assessment methods for PD available at that time and highlighted a number of clinical rating scales that had been developed. A clinical rating scale is a formalised battery of assessments that may include data relating to historical information pertaining to a patient’s symptoms, information regarding interference with activities of daily living and clinical examination findings. Marsden reported on the use of a simple method of staging PD (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967) and this scale is still employed in the field of PD clinical research to this day. Almost 50 years have passed since this scale was described and during this period of time the field of clinimetrics has emerged. Clinimetrics describes the study of indexes and rating scales that are used to describe or measure symptoms, physical signs or other clinical phenomena (Fava et al., 2012). Clinimetrics is concerned with the thorough scientific
evaluation of such measurement instruments and there exist three scientific properties identified as being integral to the quality of such tools: reliability, validity and responsiveness. Reliability considers whether an instrument measures in an accurate, consistent and reproducible manner (Hobart et al., 1996). Validity addresses whether or not an instrument measures what it purports to measure. Responsiveness considers whether an instrument is able to measure change within persons over time and whether it is able to detect minimal clinically important differences (Guyatt et al., 1987).

The Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) was originally developed in the 1980’s (Fahn et al., 1987) and by the year 2000 had become the most commonly employed clinical rating scale in PD clinical trials (Mitchell et al., 2000). The advantages and disadvantages of clinical rating scales such as the UPDRS will be discussed, and the evolution of the UPDRS into its current iteration, the Movement Disorders Society-Sponsored Revision of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS), will be summarised. The MDS-UPDRS consists of 50 questions sub-divided into four sections, with scores that can be considered separately or summed to produce a total. The four sections are: I, Non-motor experiences of daily living; II, Motor experiences of daily living; III, Motor examination and IV, Motor complications. Several of the part I questions and all of part II, are given to the patient in the form of a questionnaire that they (and a caregiver if applicable) complete without involvement of a clinician. Part IV and the remaining part I questions are completed via an interview conducted by the clinician. Part III, the motor examination, is performed by the clinician. Despite the structured format of the interview sections of the scale, the potential for influence due to recall bias remains. There exists only weak evidence to support the reliability of patient completion of historical sections of the UPDRS (Louis et al., 1996). The multiple sections of the MDS-UPDRS do allow data to be captured regarding a number of areas of PD; the latest iteration for example, contains a more detailed assessment of non-motor symptoms, expanded from the previous version, in light of greater appreciation of their impact on QOL (Martinez-Martin et al., 2011). One limitation, arising as a direct consequence of the structure of the scale, is the time burden associated with its
completion. The MDS-UPDRS is estimated to require 30 minutes of rater involvement (Goetz et al., 2007). Patient-completed questionnaires require additional time for the patient but require no specific supervision from the rater. This time burden therefore limits the use of the MDS-UPDRS in routine clinical encounters where the time allotted for an appointment may be less than that required to perform the MDS-UPDRS. Such scales are therefore predominantly used in clinical research.

The 50 questions that make up the MDS-UPDRS are all scored using the same marking structure. The rating clinician (or the patient completing the questionnaire) has five potential responses to select, presented on a 0 - 4 ordinal rating scale. Each numerical value has an ‘anchor’ term that is consistent across every question; these are 0: normal; 1: slight; 2: mild; 3: moderate and 4: severe. Every potential response has a short section of text describing the criteria for each. Such structural consistency is advantageous since it may assist the clinician completing the assessment, may contribute to convincing clinimetric evidence of the scale’s reliability (Goetz et al., 2008d) and is a clear improvement on the previous iteration where variable scoring systems were employed. There is however a problem inherent to the scoring system employed. The ordinal, scalar nature of the scoring system results in the forced assumption that differences between adjacent categories are the same i.e. the difference between mild and moderate (2 and 3) is identical to the difference between moderate and severe (3 and 4); this is unlikely to be the case (Evans and Barker, 2011).

Further consideration must also be given to who completes the assessment of a patient. A tool that can only be administered by a senior movement disorder specialist is unlikely to be of use in a clinical environment. Such tools, if they are to be clinically useful, need to be to be deliverable by other members of the movement disorders service, such as more junior medical staff and by nurse specialists. To assist raters with differing levels of experience to accurately and reliably administer the scale, various training programmes have been developed. For the original UPDRS, videotape-based training was developed for both the motor examination section (Goetz et al., 1995) and ADL scale section (Goetz et al., 2003b). The latest iteration has similar video-based training available on the Movement Disorders Society’s website. Consideration has
also been given to the effect of rater experience on scoring produced by such scales. Acceptable inter-rater agreement has been demonstrated for the UPDRS between movement disorder specialists and other professional groups such as nurse specialists and more junior medical staff (Post et al., 2005, Bennett et al., 1997). Professional status had no impact on likelihood of successful completion of a certification programme for the UPDRS that involved rating of patients from video-taped examples (Goetz and Stebbins, 2004).

The MDS-UPDRS has a number of other limitations when subjected to thorough clinimetric evaluation. The first relates to the numerical output of the scale itself. To enable useful application of the scale across different patient groups at different times, the percentage of patients achieving the worst and best scores should be minimal; respectively referred to as ‘floor’ and ‘ceiling’ effects (McHorney and Tarlov, 1995). A large floor effect has been demonstrated for the motor complications sections of both the original UPDRS (Martinez-Martin and Forjaz, 2006) and the MDS-UPDRS (Goetz et al., 2008d), limiting the scale’s utility in those with mild motor complications. A major problem, limiting the utility of clinical rating scales such as the MDS-UPDRS, is the lack of a definitive definition of what constitutes a minimal clinically relevant difference (MCRD) (Rascol, 2006). MCRD, also sometimes termed minimal clinically important change (MCIC), is the smallest difference in scores between consecutive assessments that is associated with a meaningful difference in a patient’s status. A number of authors have tried to define this value for the UPDRS (Schrag et al., 2006, Hauser et al., 2011a) but no such work has yet taken place doing so for the MDS-UPDRS. In both of these studies, serial UPDRS assessments were performed and improvement was assessed using a 7-point Likert scale known as the ‘Clinical global impression’ scale (CGI). The person completing the CGI was variable, with both patients and clinicians doing so. The use of CGI is an example of an ‘anchor-based approach’ to addressing the question of MCRD; the measure of interest (e.g. UPDRS) is compared to another measure deemed to have clinical relevance (Crosby et al., 2003). Such an approach has a number of limitations, the first of which is the inherent susceptibility of the anchor to recall bias. Secondly, whether impression of improvement should be rated by patient
or clinician is unclear. Lastly, comparison between the anchor and the scale of interest is undermined if the relationship between CGI and UPDRS is non-linear; furthermore the MRCD is unlikely to be fixed and may vary as the condition progresses.

Prior to the development of the UPDRS a number of different clinical rating scales for PD had been developed and employed in different specialist centres (MDS, 2003). A major advantage of having one established, routinely employed clinical rating scale is that it enables greater clarity of communication between clinicians and makes comparison between patients more straightforward. Such a scale can be employed globally in international multi-centre trials to allow comparison across geographically dispersed patient groups. It is however important to ensure that clinical rating scales are not biased towards the culture in which they were developed. The original UPDRS, for example, included questions regarding dressing (difficulty with buttons) and cutting food; yet buttons and eating utensils may not be a normal part of life for some cultures.

As described above, the motor complications section of the MDS-UPDRS is limited by a significant floor effect. Furthermore, the data captured by the MDS-UPDRS regarding duration of motor fluctuations is rather crude. Patients are first asked to quantify the number of waking hours for a typical day in the last week, and are then asked to quantify the typical number of hours spent in the off state and the number of hours spent dyskinetic. Once more the method of data collection employed in this section renders the data captured susceptible to recall bias. Data on dyskinesia derived from the MDS-UPDRS, and its utility as a tool for assessment of patients with dyskinesia, is therefore limited. A number of clinical rating scales have been designed to specifically examine dyskinesia but there is no one rating scale that has gained widespread acceptance in the manner of the MDS-UPDRS. A 2010 review article (Colosimo et al., 2010) examined the clinimetric evidence underpinning eight different dyskinesia scales, including the motor complications section of the original UPDRS. The article’s conclusion was that only two of the scales were recommended for use in a PD population, the Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS) (Guy, 1976) and the Rush Dyskinesia Scale (Goetz et al., 1994). The two most recently developed scales, the
Parkinson’s Disease Dyskinesia Scale (PDYS-26) (Katzschlager et al., 2007) and the Unified Dyskinesia Rating Scale (UDysRS) (Goetz et al., 2008c) were acknowledged to have potential for future use but required further external validation work.

In recent years patient-reported QOL measures have been employed more widely in PD research. It has been suggested that outcome measures of disability, as defined by patients in terms of their activities of daily living, may provide greater appreciation of disease progression than rating scales, where the emphasis is predominantly on clinician-defined motor examination scores (Lang et al., 2013). The 39 item Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39) (Peto et al., 1995) is a patient reported quality of life measures designed specifically for PD and this has recently been employed as the primary outcome measure in large, pragmatic drug studies such as PD-MED (Gray et al., 2012, Clarke et al., 2012).

2.I.v Patient-completed symptom diaries

The MDS-UPDRS clinical rating scale captures crude data regarding duration of motor fluctuations in a typical day. This is based on patients’ recollection of the duration of these symptoms over the past week. Patient-completed symptom diaries also aim to capture data describing the amount of time spent in different disease states but over an extended period of time. Such diaries are typically highly structured, with patients required to record their predominant disease state for a given time period at, or as near as possible to, the particular time period. An example of a patient symptom diary is shown in Figure 4 below.
There is no consensus on the optimum duration of diary recording in PD patients, or for that matter in other health conditions where symptom diaries are employed. A one week period of diary completion was shown to provide sufficient data to make representative judgements about symptoms over a one month period, in PD patients with motor fluctuations and dyskinesia (Reimer et al., 2004). Prolonged periods of diary recording may provide greater amounts of clinical information, but in doing so place greater burden on the person completing the diary. For example, in patients with continence problems, symptom diary completion rates were shown to be superior for three day diaries compared to seven day diaries (Tincello et al., 2007). This concept of ‘diary fatigue’; worsening of completion with increasing duration of recording, is well recognised. Tincello et al. also demonstrated that data from days one to three of the seven day diary, was less complete that the three day diary. In light of this finding the authors suggested the concept of ‘diary despair’ i.e. the prospect of completing seven days of data collection may produce a negative impact of completion rates from the outset of the recording period. Ultimately a balance must be struck between gathering sufficient clinical information and maintaining adequate patient concordance.
Diaries used for evaluation of PD motor symptoms are typically ‘fixed schedule’ diaries; the required times of diary entries are pre-specified by the clinical or research team providing the diary. Consideration must therefore be given to the interval period between required diary entries. Too long an interval may limit appreciation of symptom evolution over time. Short interval spacing may provide greater detail regarding the temporal dynamics of symptoms but places greater burden on participants due to the need for frequent reporting (Bolger et al., 2003). Ultimately diaries represent a relatively crude method of capturing data since they, for a given time period, distil long periods into just one data point. If a patient has experienced a change in their disease state during a particular time period, this is unlikely to be appreciated from the diary data alone.

Early versions of patient symptom diaries for PD required respondents to differentiate between two different motor states, ‘on’ and ‘off’. Clinical trials of medications frequently relied on diaries to evaluate changes in the amount of ‘off’ time; using this as a measure of treatment efficacy. It is important to acknowledge that reducing ‘off’ time may not provide overall benefit to the patient, if by doing so the amount of time spent dyskinetic is increased; as such patient completed symptom diaries should include assessment of dyskinesia (Hauser et al., 1997).

The assumption that time spent dyskinetic is undesirable for patients was examined via simultaneous completion of two home diaries; a ‘symptom diary’ including dyskinesia categories and a ‘reference diary’, where patients were required to describe time periods as being either ‘good’ or ‘bad’ time (Hauser et al., 2000). It was demonstrated that ‘on time without dyskinesia’ and ‘off’ time were predominantly described as ‘good’ and ‘bad’ time respectively. Dyskinesia was however equivocal, with 58% of respondents describing time spent dyskinetic as being ‘good’ and 42% describing it as ‘bad’. Survey evidence also suggests that PD patients who experience dyskinesia, often prefer this to the ‘off’ state (Hung et al., 2010). Interestingly caregivers of PD patients show the opposite preference when asked which disease state they preferred their relative to be in (Khlebtovsky et al., 2012). Hauser and colleagues went on to show that dichotomising the dyskinesia category into
‘troublesome’ and ‘non-troublesome’ dyskinesia provided functional separation; ‘troublesome dyskinesia’ was predominantly considered by patients to be ‘bad’ time and ‘non-troublesome dyskinesia’ considered to be ‘good’ time (Hauser et al., 2000). Clarity of category title is of critical importance to the reliability of patient completed symptom diaries. The category ‘partial off’, for example, has been shown to have comparatively poor inter-rater agreement between patient and clinician diary entries (Reimer et al., 2004). Hauser et al. provided further validation of their commonly used diary (Figure 4) in work where 302 PD patients across 10 countries completed diaries on three consecutive days of two consecutive weeks (Hauser et al., 2004). Inclusion criteria for this research were vague; patients who “were judged capable of accurately completing diaries” were eligible for participation, but no further qualification of this statement is given. This work does however suggest that the Hauser diary demonstrates sufficient test-retest reliability to be employed in clinical trials over three day recording periods.

Patient-completed symptom diaries have a number of advantages when compared to other assessment methods employed in clinical practice. Firstly, the diaries are completed by patients in their home environment. Their pattern of activity and behaviour during the assessment period is likely to be representative of their usual daily life; this is unlikely to be the case with assessments performed in a clinical environment. Furthermore, during a period of diary monitoring a patient will not typically have contact with a clinician. Patient-completed symptom diaries do therefore decrease the element of clinical bias introduced by both a clinical setting and the presence of a clinician. Whilst assessment using the MDS-UPDRS gives numerical values for the amount of time spent in different disease states, it gives no information on the “temporal dynamics” of symptoms (Zanni, 2007), i.e. how a patient’s symptoms evolve over the course of a day. Evaluation of a completed patient symptom diary may enable a clinician to appreciate symptom progression over the days where monitoring has occurred. For example, diaries may allow identification of times in the day where a patient is ‘wearing off’ or times where a patient is experiencing dyskinesia. This information ultimately enables more informed treatment decisions to be made, be
they a change of type, dose, frequency or timing of a medication. The NICE guidelines for PD clearly state the need to empower patients to participate in judgements and choice about their own care. Patient completed symptom diaries can be considered a form of patient centred communication and may help to empower a patient by increasing their participation with their care (Zanni, 2007). Lastly, patient completed symptom diaries have also become widely accepted as a useful source of information for clinical trials. In clinical research studies examining the efficacy of anti-parkinsonian medications, commonly employed outcome measures include: the change in ‘off’ time from baseline to endpoint, the change in ‘on’ time from baseline to endpoint and the change in time spent dyskinesia (Papapetropoulos et al., 2008).

Patient completed symptom diaries also have a number of limitations; these can be categorised as relating to the diarist or to the diary itself. Patient concordance with symptom diaries is critical to their usefulness as a method of assessment and a number of factors may influence this. One might argue that PD patients may be more concordant with diary completion compared to patients with different health problems. Certain personality traits are seen commonly in PD (Todes and Lees, 1985); industriousness, exactness, meticulousness – the so-called ‘Parkinsonian personality’, and these traits may predispose to more accurate diary completion. Completion of a symptom diary requires a patient with intact cognitive abilities. PD associated dementia (PDD) is a common long-term outcome in PD, affecting up to 80% of patients; furthermore, 25% of non-demented PD patients exhibit mild cognitive impairment (Weintraub and Burn, 2011). Cognitive dysfunction may result in impaired patient recollection of both the need to complete the diary and also the nature of the symptoms recently experienced. Further complicating matters is the fact that patients with cognitive impairment are more likely to have advanced disease and thus experience motor fluctuations and dyskinesia, which render assessment, and ultimately management, more challenging. Consequently the use of patient-completed symptom diaries in patients with PD and cognitive impairment is limited.

Patient concordance with diaries can be affected ‘honest forgetfulness’; where patients simply fail to remember to complete the diary or perhaps do not have the
diary to hand at a particular time (Bolger et al., 2003). Since patient recollection of symptoms is not infallible, diary respondents unable to recall a particular detail, may rely on ‘inference’; coming to a judgement based on the fragments of information they do recall (Bradburn et al., 1987). Inference can produce inaccurate, misleading responses. The more contemporaneously diary entries are made, the less the delay between experiencing and recalling symptoms, the less the need for patient inference and consequently, the lower the potential for recall error. It is also recognised that patients may deliberately fabricate completion of missing diary entries. Research into compliance with paper diaries, albeit in patients with chronic pain, used the innovative technique of photo-sensors within the diary binder, enabling detection of when the binder had been opened and closed (Stone et al., 2003, Stone et al., 2002). Stone and colleagues found that on 32% of the diary days the binder had not been opened, yet entries had been recorded on 97% of these days. Furthermore, only 11% of entries had been made within a 30 minute window around the target time. This failure to make timely entries, with later backfilling of missing data, was termed ‘hoarding’ and it is hypothesised that patients do so to give the appearance of good compliance. This work also demonstrated that hoarding can mask declining diary concordance as the monitoring period ensues, so called ‘diary fatigue’. ‘Reported compliance’ (whether or not an entry was made for a given time period) and ‘actual compliance’ (whether or not an entry was made within a 30 minute window around the particular time period) were compared (Stone et al., 2003). It was evident that actual compliance with paper diaries declined over time, yet reported compliance did not. A significant limitation of paper diaries employed in clinical practice is therefore the inability to know exactly when the entry was made.

The ability of a patient to correctly identify their disease state is central to the validity of patient completed symptom diaries. It is widely recognised that patients may be unaware of symptoms such as dyskinesia (Vitale et al., 2001) which may have a detrimental effect on diary validity. Previous research has highlighted the inaccuracy of patients’ recognition of disease states (Goetz et al., 1997). In this work patients undertook four hours of symptom diary completion, whilst being simultaneously
observed and rated with the same diary system by clinicians; 20 out of 32 patients
were shown to have <80% agreement with clinician rating. Various efforts have been
made to provide patient education on identification of different disease states, aiming
to improve the accuracy of diary completion. A patient training video, that included
visual examples of patients in different disease state, has been shown to increase
agreement in disease state recognition between patients and clinicians, with the effect
maintained at one month (Goetz et al., 1997). Further work by Goetz, with a different
cohort of PD patients, showed that despite the use of the same training video, mean
agreement between rater and patient for ‘on’ and ‘off’ disease states was only 64%,
falling to 59% after four weeks (Goetz et al., 2008a). The patients in this work had PD
of considerably shorter duration to those in whom the video was first tested, and
experienced no troublesome dyskinesia with only mild motor fluctuations (defined as
no change in Hoehn and Yahr stage between on and off states). The poor agreement
seen may well reflect the difficulties inherent in patient identification of more subtle
motor fluctuations. It is also important to consider that showing training videos of
patients with advanced, fluctuant disease may have a negative psychological impact on
study participants and as such they should be employed with caution
(Papapetropoulos et al., 2008).

Typically patient-completed symptom diaries are given to a patient in paper form
which, whilst relatively in-expensive, has a number of limitations. Firstly, patients with
PD often report deterioration in the quality of their handwriting. Decreasing size and
deteriorating form of handwriting by PD patients was first described by Charcot
(Charcot and Sigerson, 1879) and is termed ‘micrographia’. Micrographia may result in
illegible diary entries, although a well designed, structured diary should minimise the
possibility of this through the use of tables with pre-prepared time slots that simply
require a tick or cross in the relevant box. When completing a paper diary a patient
may enter multiple entries for the same period. It is impossible to differentiate from
the diary alone whether this dual-entry reflects patient uncertainty regarding their
disease state or whether the patient has experienced both disease states during the
given period. Advances in technology have enabled symptom diaries to be produced in
electronic forms. These electronic diaries have a number of advantages when compared to the traditionally employed paper diaries. Firstly, an electronic device can be programmed to provide audible reminders when an entry is due and when entries are made, they can be date and time ‘stamped’, thus allowing identification of the exact time at which the entry was made (Burton et al., 2007). Furthermore electronic diary entries will always be legible and the device can be programmed to only permit one category to be selected. The prime motivation behind the development of electronic versions of the patient symptom diary has been attempts to improve patient concordance; results have however been mixed. Work by Nyholm et al. showed no significant difference in concordance between the paper and electronic diaries and in fact demonstrated unexpectedly high patient concordance with paper diaries (Nyholm et al., 2004). More recent work reported extremely high compliance (99.98%) with electronic symptom diaries (Lyons and Pahwa, 2007). It is important to note that these authors considered a data entry to be valid if it were entered within 24 hours of the period rated. Recollection of symptoms, 24 hours after having experienced them, may not be reliable. One potential limitation of employing electronic symptom diaries is that participants need to be competent in use of the technology. Despite a relatively young study cohort (mean age of 58 years), Lyon et al. reported that half of their participants required help from their carers when completing diary entries and a third of participants did in fact express a preference for paper diaries over electronic diaries (Lyons and Pahwa, 2007). 40% of those using the electronic diary in Nyholm et al.’s work experienced difficulties using it.

2.1.vi Summary

The current assessment methods of the motor symptoms of PD are flawed. Clinical evaluation with history and examination, clinical rating scales and patient diaries are susceptible to bias, introduced inevitably due to their widespread reliance on patient recall; subjective, and in the case of the later two methods, often impractical in routine clinical care of a PD patient. Whilst greater appreciation of clinimetrics within the medical research community has seen an improvement in the scientific quality of
clinical rating scales, the clinical meaningfulness of such scales remains unclear. There is therefore great need for a more objective outcome measure in PD.

2.II Objective Assessment Methods

A number of potential objective assessment methods of motor symptoms in PD have been explored previously (see summary in Table 1); these will be considered below.

2.II.i Archimedes Spirals

Occasionally in clinical practice, as part of a motor examination, patients are asked to draw onto paper an Archimedes spiral. A clinician will observe the patient drawing the spiral and pass judgement on its smoothness and symmetry. The presence of a tremor in the writing limb may result in a more tortuous spiral. Examples of spiral drawings, normal and abnormal, are shown in Figure 5 below.

![Figure 5: Examples of spiral drawings: (a) ‘perfect’ computer-generated spiral; (b) healthy control patient; (c) patient with PD [adapted from Liu et al., 2005, Elble et al., 1990 and Saunders-Pullman et al., 2008] ](image-url)

Ultimately clinician judgment of spiral drawings is highly subjective and open to bias due to a lack of blinding. Various attempts have therefore been made to objectify this assessment method, though early attempts were rather crude and in one case involved apparatus that required the participant’s trunk to be strapped to a chair (Agostino et al., 1992). In this work, a double-jointed structure was attached at one end to a table and was splinted to the participants’ hand at the other. This allowed free movement of the arm whilst potentiometers (voltage dividers) recorded
movement velocity in the shafts of the joints. Results from this work simply demonstrated that patients with PD were slower in their execution of movements compared to normal controls. More recent work took hand-drawn spirals, scanned them into a computer and used an automated computerised algorithm to quantify difference between the drawn spiral and the ‘perfect’ spiral (Kraus and Hoffmann, 2010). This method was validated against a spiral rating scale (Bain et al., 1993), where clinicians rated how tremulous a spiral appeared using a scoring system from 0 (normal) to a maximum of 10 (extremely tremulous). Congruence between computerised spiral analysis and clinician rating of the spirals was demonstrated, but it is important to note that the scale employed had not undergone thorough clinimetric evaluation. A critical flaw of this method is the retrospective analysis, which fails to capture data regarding the time taken to complete the drawing and hence the frequency of tremor exhibited is unknown.

In recent years, advances in technology have seen the development of digitising tablets. Digitising tablets consist of a writing surface beneath which lies a fine wire grid of evenly spaced horizontal and vertical wires (Elble et al., 1990). A pen, or stylus, that emits an electromagnetic field is used and when this is held in contact with the writing surface, a current is induced in the wires below the point of contact. Computational analysis of which wires are being induced enables the tablet to define the position of the stylus in terms of horizontal (x) and vertical (y) coordinates. Such devices are typically able to derive this positional data several hundred times per second meaning that both volitional and involuntary movements are readily captured. Analysing spiral drawing using digitising tables therefore enables both real-time capture of spiral drawings and more precise measurements to be made. A number of different research groups have employed this method, each relying on different algorithms to interpret the data obtained. No one method has been shown to have satisfactory scientific rigour to see this assessment method employed more widely.

The responsiveness of this assessment method to changes in motor function associated with medication administration has previously been demonstrated (Eichhorn et al., 1996). This work lacked evidence to support the validity of their
assessment method; no correlation was seen between their spiral-derived parameters and clinical assessment of motor function using the UPDRS. Some authors have presented weak evidence for the validity of this assessment method. Firstly, Saunders-Pullman and colleagues examined spiral analysis in patients with early PD (Saunders-Pullman et al., 2008). In this work multiple indices were generated mathematically to describe spiral drawings produced by the patients. Some of the indices produced were shown to correlate to a moderate degree with assessments of motor function using the UPDRS. The derivation of these indices is summarised in earlier work (Pullman, 1998); it is however important to note that this was based on a cohort of patients with tremors of varying aetiology and consequently subsequent application to a PD population may not be valid.

Later work using similar methodology and patients with early PD, also included age-matched controls (Stanley et al., 2010). In this work a mathematical formula was employed to describe the spiral and was then translated into a ‘spiral severity score’ (five-point scale (0-4)). Patients with purely unilateral parkinsonian symptoms, who therefore had a motor UPDRS score of 0 in their unaffected side, were found to produce spirals worse than those drawn by controls. The authors therefore conclude that this assessment method may be sufficiently sensitive to detect early motor abnormalities not discernible via clinical examination or clinical rating scales. A critical confounding factor in this work however is the failure to consider the handedness of the patients; whilst spirals were drawn repeatedly with both hands this factor was not addressed.

Digitising tablets have also been proposed as a potential assessment method for upper limb dyskinesia, since proximal and distal joints of the arm are typically involved and spiral drawing requires movement at both the wrist and the elbow (Liu et al., 2005). Liu and colleagues derived velocity signals via differentiation of the positional signals of the pen’s movement in each direction. The frequency content of the overall signal obtained was derived using a Fast Fourier transform (FFT). Fourier’s theorem states that a periodic signal of any complexity can be represented as a sum of sine and cosine waves of different frequencies. Fourier transforms are the mathematical tools that
compute the signal decomposition process (Riviere et al., 1997). FFT specifically refers to algorithms that fulfil this role but do so with relatively little computational ‘cost’, therefore allowing rapid data analysis. Fourier analysis allows visual representation of each frequency’s contribution to the overall signal. This information can be displayed as a ‘power spectrum’, an example of which is shown in Figure 6 below.

**Figure 6: A power spectrum of a patient’s spiral drawing (adapted from Liu et al. 2005)**

Liu and colleagues suggested that the power spectrum shown in Figure 6 contains three distinct components in the following frequency ranges; <1.0Hz, attributed to voluntary movement; 6-10Hz, attributed to action tremor and 1-5Hz, attributed to dyskinesia (Liu et al., 2005). Critically, participants in this study traced spirals as opposed to freely drawing them. The presence of a pre-existing shape to trace gives the participant on-going visual feedback during the task. This results in voluntary error correction movements throughout drawing; the frequency of which has previously been demonstrated to be 1.7-2.0 Hz (Liu et al., 2001). It is therefore likely that the prominence in the power spectrum between 1-5 Hz may be influenced by the presence of such movements and therefore have led to an overestimation of dyskinesia.

Other authors have employed spiral analysis in attempts to differentiate between PD patients and normal individuals (Aly et al., 2007) and also in tremulous patients with diagnostic uncertainty (Bajaj et al., 2011). Bajaj et al. compared parameters derived from spiral analysis to the results of DaTSCAN™ imaging and demonstrated that certain parameters differed significantly between patients with normal scans; so-called scans without evidence of dopaminergic deficit (SWEDDs) and abnormal scans; termed
tremulous PD. Certain spiral indices achieved sensitivity and specificity values close to those achieved by movement disorder specialists blinded to diagnosis, who were asked to review video-footage and attempt to differentiate between tremulous PD and SWEDDS patients.

Assessment using spiral analysis on digitising tablets has some clear advantages; the test itself is simple and quick to administer and provides a non-invasive evaluation. There are however a number of disadvantages. Spiral analysis provides assessment at one single moment in time and captures data in only two dimensions. Attempts have been made to infer movement in a third axis by examining the degree of pressure placed onto the screen by the writing implement, but this provides only a crude approximation. Furthermore, and crucially, no one method has high quality evidence supporting its validation as an assessment tool.

2.II.ii Handwriting

Handwriting abnormalities are frequently reported by patients with PD, with complaints of decreasing size and deteriorating form of handwriting (‘micrographia’). Contemporary forensic analysis of the handwriting of PD patients has revealed a host of abnormalities that may assist with differentiation between PD and healthy patients (Walton, 1997). Inspection of a brief handwriting sample, provided by a patient in the clinic, may form part of the clinical motor assessment. Such an assessment is inherently subjective and various authors have therefore explored methods to objectify it.

Manual measurement of the size of patients’ handwriting has been explored (Wagle Shukla et al., 2012). This involved taking a series of measurements to estimate the area occupied on the page by a section of handwriting and comparing sections at the beginning and end of a writing task. Micrographia was arbitrarily defined as a decrease in area of ≥30% between first and last sections of writing, and was found to be present in 50% of the study cohort. The ability of subjective and objective assessments of handwriting to differentiate between PD and SWEDDS has been compared (Bajaj et al., 2012). The objective measures employed were manual measurements of sentence
length, sentence height and change in sentence height as the sentence progressed. This work demonstrated that subjective assessment of micrographia had 55% sensitivity and 85% specificity for differentiating PD from SWEDDS, an argument perhaps for the validity of simple, clinical evaluation. After derivation of cut-off values, objective measures were shown to only produce a slight improvement in sensitivity, but none in specificity, compared to subjective assessment. Given the time-consuming nature of performing such measurements manually it seems that this method adds little to this assessment.

Various authors have used digitising tablets to allow more detailed analysis of handwriting, since such technology can provide kinematic parameters in an automated fashion. Significant differences in kinematic parameters between patients and controls and between PD patients in the ‘on’ and ‘off’ states have been demonstrated (Tucha et al., 2006). Similar methodology has also been applied to PD patients with deep brain stimulation (DBS) in situ (Siebner et al., 1999). A significant difference in all kinematic measures of handwriting was observed between on and off stimulator settings. Selected kinematic measures were also shown to correlate significantly with the improvement in motor UPDRS scores for tremor, rigidity and bradykinesia in the writing limb. This finding provides evidence to support the use of objective assessment of handwriting as a surrogate measure of parkinsonian symptom burden.

Unlike some clinical assessment tasks, handwriting is a task that is performed frequently as part of everyday life and thus has relevance to the patient. It is important to acknowledge that capturing data on asymmetrical parkinsonian signs restricted to the non-writing hand introduces challenges; consideration must be given to the differences in handwriting between dominant and non-dominant hands. Furthermore such an assessment is only able to capture data at a given moment in time and is susceptible to influence from other additional involuntary movements and from other co-morbidities affecting the writing hand.
2.II.iii  Optoelectronics

Optoelectronics is a field of scientific study that uses electronic devices capable of detecting light. Computer-assisted optoelectronic movement analysis has led to the development of a new field of study in laboratory quantitative analysis of movement. The first generation of optoelectronic technology involved attaching infra-red light emitting diodes (LEDs) onto various parts of the body. The infra-red light emitted by LEDs was detected by an series of cameras surrounding the wearer and fed into a computer capable of determining body position and movements in three dimensions (Steg et al., 1989). Early application of this technology to PD patients demonstrated that, when assessed in the off state, movement times during a given functional task were significantly greater than those in normal controls (Johnels et al., 1989). Current technology has replaced the LEDs with markers coated with reflective tape that instead reflect infra-red light emitted from cameras arranged around the gait laboratory (Ingvarsson et al., 1999). These cameras also detect the reflected infra-red light and discern body position in the same manner. This assessment method has been shown to enable high accuracy measurement of body position and detection of gait abnormalities in PD patients (Galna et al., 2012).

Application of this technology to the assessment of upper limb motor symptoms is less well established. Finger tapping movements, a measure of bradykinesia, have been analysed using an optoelectronic system with a sensor attached to the distal phalanx of the index finger (Agostino et al., 2003). For a variety of kinematic measures significant differences were seen between PD patients and age-matched controls; PD patients performed the task more slowly, with more pauses and exhibited smaller amplitude of movement. Such systems are costly, require a large testing environment and are complex to analyse. Their role is established in the assessment of gait but not in evaluation of upper limb movements. Consequently such systems are inappropriate for monitoring upper limb symptoms in PD patients in a home environment.
2.II.iv LASER

Laser analogue sensors have been used to quantify both rest and action tremor (Beuter et al., 1994). The system employed in this work required a patient’s finger to be placed at a fixed distance from the laser source and for a small piece of white card to be attached to the finger to provide a reflective surface for the laser. Some of the reflected laser light from the finger returns through a receiver lens and is projected onto a position sensitive device. Movement of the finger and subsequent changes in the angle of reflection allows optical triangulation of the finger. This system was shown to be able to detect presence of tremor, both resting and action, but was unable to provide reliable quantification. The same method was latterly shown to be sensitive enough to detect tremor in the unaffected upper limb of PD patients i.e. where clinical assessment had found no evidence of tremor (Beuter et al., 2005).

A major concern with the use of lasers is the potential for retinal damage if the eyes were exposed to the beam. Precautions can be taken, such as the use of an opaque screen placed around the subject’s hand (Beuter et al., 1994) but the risks associated with this assessment method may preclude unsupervised home monitoring. The other major limitation of this assessment method is that systems such as these purely measure linear velocity in one plane, requiring the finger to remain perpendicular to the laser beam (Norman et al., 1999). It is questionable whether this assessment method can be translated to clinical assessment where consideration of movement in three dimensions is essential.

2.II.v Electromyography

Electromyography (EMG) allows measurement of the electrical activity occurring within skeletal muscles. Voltages are recorded using either needle electrodes inserted through the skin directly into muscles, or via surface electrodes secured to the skin overlying muscles. Prolonged EMG recordings and spectral analysis techniques have been applied to the assessment of tremor in PD (Scholz et al., 1988, Bacher et al., 1989). In the three PD patients they studied they were able to demonstrate an improvement in tremor in one, following administration of additional medication, and
similarities in daily recordings in a patient on a stable treatment regimen. This provides limited evidence to support the reliability and responsiveness of this assessment method. The use of EMG to distinguish between controls and pathological tremor (PD and essential tremor, ET) has been demonstrated with high sensitivity and specificity seen (Spieker et al., 1995). This work also demonstrated that this method was reproducible over a three day recording period. Work by Boose et al. attempted to demonstrate criterion-related validity of EMG by examining correlation between tremor severity with assessment of tremor via both clinician and patient rating scales (Boose et al., 1994). Importantly, the nature of the clinician rating scale used was not described. No significant relationship between EMG recording and physician rating was detected, however a significant correlation between patient self-rating and EMG measures was seen. Later work by Spieker (Spieker et al., 1997, Spieker et al., 1998) used a larger cohort of patients and well-established clinical rating scales such as the UPDRS. This work did show a significant correlation between EMG-measured tremor occurrence and tremor severity as judged by UPDRS rest-tremor sub-score. This finding is offered by the authors as evidence of the criterion-related validity of EMG as an assessment method for tremor. It is important to note however that EMG-measured tremor intensity showed poor correlation with clinician rating of tremor. The UPDRS assessment of rest tremor used in this study grades tremor by amplitude not duration. The fact that clinician judgement of tremor amplitude correlated with duration of tremor but not tremor intensity is counter-intuitive. Clearly tremor amplitude and duration are not dependent variables and this disparity in demonstrated correlations calls into question the validity of this method. Tremor has also been detected on brief EMG recordings in PD patients in whom no tremor was discernible clinically (Lakie and Mutch, 1989); this finding was presented as evidence for the sensitivity of EMG for tremor.

Research with EMG has predominantly focussed on tremor, with little consideration to other motor symptoms. At present, insufficient evidence exists to support the role of EMG as an effective form of home monitoring of upper limb PD symptoms.
2.II.vi  Video Analysis

Kupryjanow et al. described the use of a ‘Virtual-Touchpad’ (Figure 7) as a potential new method of objective assessment of upper limb symptoms in PD (Kupryjanow et al., 2010). This system consisted of a mobile computer interface capable of instructing patients to perform a series of upper limb tests. These tests were recorded by an attached web-cam. The recording obtained was analysed in real time at a rate of 15 frames per second and a hand detection algorithm, capable of analysing the contour of the hand, was able to classify the gesture visible at that given time (Figure 7; a-d).

Figure 7: ‘Virtual-Touchpad’ in use with recognisable gestures displayed (a-d) (adapted from Kupryjanow et al. 2010)

The four different hand configurations that were detectable allowed assessment of both finger-taps and pronation/supination movements. The lack of any attached equipment to the patient and the potential for assessment in a patient’s own home make this a potentially attractive option. This work is however at an early stage of development and the authors are yet to publish work involving patients with PD.

Criss et al. also published early work exploring video-analysis as a potential objective measure of finger tapping (Criss and McNames, 2011). They filmed finger tapping movements but under carefully controlled conditions that required a particular
background and specific lighting arrangements. They applied what they termed a ‘model-based statistical video processing algorithm’ that decomposed the images derived from the video into a series of interconnecting polygons that represented the phalanges of the index finger. The angle between each, and its change over time, was thus derived and used to measure finger tapping speed. Again, this concept is in its infancy and is yet to be applied to patients with PD.

2.II.vii Force Transducers

A number of authors have explored the use of force transducers for the assessment of PD motor symptoms. A transducer is a device that converts energy from one form to another, in this case typically mechanical energy to electrical energy. One research group chose to adapt a handheld toy racing car controller for use for this purpose (Sauermann et al., 2005). Patients with PD were asked to grip the device and to maximally depress and release a push-button with their thumb as fast as possible over a 30 second period. Movement of the button results in modulation of the voltage output and changes in this were detected using a computer. Moderate correlation between selected parameters derived from the force transducer and the UPDRS score for the hand pronation/supination task were demonstrated. No such correlation was seen when the finger tapping task was considered which, given the similarity of the UPDRS task to the device task, is surprising and calls into question the validity of the system as a tool for motor assessment. Another group chose to mount a pair of force transducers on the index finger and thumb (Brewer et al., 2009); squeezing of the thumb and index finger exerted force on the sensors which was converted to electrical energy and recorded by a computer. In this work the mean of the forces exerted was displayed graphically on a computer screen in real-time. Participants were asked to modulate the applied force to track a target waveform that appeared on the same computer screen for a period of three minutes. A series of parameters derived from the force transducers were identified and from these a regression model was constructed that predicted UPDRS score with moderate success.
Force transducers have also been used to evaluate upper limb dyskinesia, albeit in a small study containing only 8 dyskinetic patients (Caligiuri and Peterson, 1993). Participants exerted force through index finger flexion on a force transducer and were asked to try to maintain isoelectric force (an oscilloscope was used to provide visual feedback for participants). During this process FFT was used to obtain spectral amplitude values for frequencies <2Hz. The sum of these amplitude values was used as their measure of dyskinesia. A statistically significant difference in this value, between assessments performed before and after ingestion of levodopa, was demonstrated. There were no attempts to evaluate the validity of this measure and as such the authors’ conclusion that this system is a valid measure of dyskinesia can be refuted.

2.II.viii Gyroscopes

A gyroscope is a device capable of measuring angular velocity; the rate of change of angular displacement of an object. Gyroscopes have been in existence for several hundred years, but recent advances in technology have enabled the development of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) gyroscopes that are small enough in size to be contained on a computer microchip. A number of authors have explored the use of gyroscopes in the assessment of motor symptoms in PD, often in combination with accelerometers which will be considered in isolation later.

Gyroscopic-derived features have been shown to have significant correlation to clinical rating of dyskinesia severity (Burkhard et al., 1999). Critically the clinical rating scale employed to assess dyskinesia severity was not a recognised dyskinesia scoring scale and as such had not been subject to clinimetric validation. Furthermore participants were recorded for periods of only ten seconds and during this time were asked to refrain from making any volitional movements. Artificial neural networks (advanced analytical methods that will be discussed in detail later), have been applied to gyroscope-derived data to evaluate the severity of dyskinesia (Mera et al., 2012a). Whilst results demonstrated strong correlation with those of clinician rating of dyskinesia, this work was also limited by short duration data collection (20 seconds) and the requirement that participants refrained from volitional movements. Clearly
such constraints limit the applicability of such a method to more prolonged unobserved periods of ‘real-life’ data collection.

Bradykinesia has also been evaluated using gyroscopes, with significant differences in gyroscope-derived variables demonstrated between ‘on’ and ‘off’ clinician-defined disease states (Espay et al., 2011). In this work sensors (containing three accelerometers and three gyroscopes) were worn on the thumb and index finger; only gyroscopic-derived measures were used. Whilst a large cohort of 85 PD patients were included, any person exhibiting tremor with a severity of >1 (“slight”) on the UPDRS was excluded; whether such results would have been replicated with tremulous patients in the cohort is questionable. A different research group used a forearm sensor, containing three gyroscopes, that was worn by participants whilst performing a series of scripted activities of daily living during a 45 minute period (Salarian et al., 2007). A strong, significant correlation was demonstrated between selected gyroscope-derived parameters and clinician UPDRS scores for both tremor and bradykinesia. Data was also captured whilst patients were moving freely for a period of between 3-5 hours. Analysis of these periods revealed a decline in correlation but, for selected parameters, a strong significant correlation with UPDRS remained. These findings provide encouragement that symptom assessment can be achieved even in the presence of volitional movements. Gyroscopes have shown promise as potential tools to evaluate motor symptoms in PD; their application is however limited by their high rate of power consumption, which may ultimately restrict their ability to perform prolonged monitoring.

2.II.ix Electromagnetic sensors

Various authors have explored the use of electromagnetic sensors in the identification and quantification of motor symptoms. Such systems use electromagnetic transmitters and a number of sensors whose position, relative to the transmitter, is ascertained from fluctuations in the magnetic field produced.

This method has previously been shown to be able to detect a difference in tremor amplitude between on and off states (Rajaraman et al., 2000). In this work six patients
with prominent upper limb tremor wore a sensor mounted on the tip of the index finger; analysis was undertaken both before and after administration of a dopamine agonist. There was however no attempts to validate measures of tremor against clinical measures such as UPDRS tremor scores. Using a similar set-up, good correlation between physician estimation of tremor amplitude and sensor-derived measures was subsequently demonstrated (O’Suilleabhain and Dewey Jr, 2001). As reported by O’Suilleabhain, the accuracy of the system decreased markedly if the distance between transmitter and sensor exceeded 30 inches. Further limiting the application of this method is the problem of interference; any electrical device in the vicinity of the measuring apparatus will result in electromagnetic ‘noise’, as it will also produce an electromagnetic field that will interact with the sensors. The high prevalence of electrical devices in the modern home and the restricted range of measurement mean that this method is not currently a viable option for assessment of patients’ symptoms in their own home.

Several authors have explored the use of magnetic devices to objectify the assessment of the finger tapping test, a section of the MDS-UPDRS used frequently in clinical practice to assess bradykinesia. The apparatus developed by one group involved the placement of copper wire coils on both the thumb and index finger of subjects (Kandori et al., 2004). An alternating current was passed through one coil resulting in an oscillating magnetic field around the coil. This magnetic field induced a voltage in the neighbouring coil, the magnitude of which is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the coils. High frequency recording of this voltage allowed calculation of the distance between the coils at a given time, and hence the speed and acceleration of the finger taps to be derived by differentiation. This work demonstrated that the average amplitude, speed and acceleration of taps performed by PD patients decreased as Hoehn and Yahr staging increased. There were a number of flaws to this study however; a lack of appropriately age-matched controls and the absence of tremulous PD patients, since the presence of involuntary movement, such as tremor, is likely to interfere with assessment. Later work used the same apparatus but extracted more detailed features from the data to capture information on
variation within the signal; a significant difference between PD patients and normal, elderly subjects was demonstrated for all indices (Shima et al., 2008).

Objective assessment of finger tapping is inherently limited, since such movements have limited direct applicability to movements performed during activities of daily living. Whilst no formal evaluation of its acceptability to patients was undertaken, it seems unlikely that such apparatus would be tolerated by participants for prolonged period. Consequently, continuous long-term monitoring of symptoms using this method does not appear, at present, to be feasible.

2.II.x Computerised assessments

Various authors have used computerised finger tapping tests as an assessment tool in PD, postulating that rapid tapping movements of the fingers are analogous to the finger tapping test for bradykinesia used in the UPDRS.

A moderate, but statistically significant correlation between the rate of alternating tapping of the “S” and “;” keys on the keyboard of a standard personal computer and motor UPDRS scores has been demonstrated (Giovannoni et al., 1999). This work failed to consider potential confounding factors such as age, cognitive function and practice effects. Other work sought to correlate finger tapping on a computerised drum machine with nigro-striatal integrity, as assessed with fluorine-18-L-dihydroxyphenylalanine positron emission tomography ([¹⁸F]-DOPA PET) (Pal et al., 2001). Only one of the tapping tests yielded a statistically significant correlation and its size was only moderate. The use of an electronic piano keyboard and a computer-based musical instrument digital interface to quantify finger tapping movements has also been trialled (Bronte-Stewart et al., 2000). PD patients and age-matched controls were asked to perform a ‘trill’; repetitive, alternating finger tapping on adjacent keys, for 60 seconds. This assessment method produced kinematic measures that showed significant differences when patients were examined in both ‘on’ and ‘off’ states. Later work, using similar methodology and equipment, demonstrated that features derived from the keyboard task correlated with both UPDRS motor score and the bradykinesia component of it (Tavares et al., 2005). They were also able to demonstrate
improvements in both UPDRS and kinematic measures when treatment; medications or deep brain stimulation (DBS), was instigated.

The Purdue pegboard test (Figure 8) is a well established test of manual dexterity that measures the total time taken to insert 25 pegs from a rack into a series of holes. Systems similar to this have been applied to PD patients with significant correlation evident between derived scores and UPDRS motor scores (Müller and Benz, 2002, Muller et al., 2000). The method was also able to detect improvement in motor symptoms after ingestion of levodopa (Müller and Benz, 2002). Comparison has been made between these two assessment methods and results suggest that performance at pegboard tasks correlate more closely with motor UPDRS scores than finger-tapping test performance (Muller et al., 2000). In addition, pegboard scores are more responsive to effects of treatment and to advancing disease severity when compared to tapping tests.

[Figure 8: The Purdue Pegboard Test (Sawyer and Bennett, 2006)]

Figure 9 displays an example of an ‘at home testing device’, which incorporates a combination of tests into a test battery for use at home, including keys for finger tapping tests and an 8-peg pegboard (Goetz et al., 2009). In this work participants were required to complete the test battery weekly for 6 months; derived scores were compared with UPDRS assessments at baseline, 3 and 6 months. Patient satisfaction with this method of assessment was reportedly high and compliance with test completion was in excess of 90%. Whilst the study was underpowered to detect
change (since its primary aim was to evaluate feasibility), a statistically significant improvement in reaction times was seen as the study period progressed. This improvement may represent training effect and this finding brings into question whether such methods of assessment, when applied on a regular basis, can be a valid measure of symptoms over time.

Figure 9: At Home Testing Device (adapted from Goetz et al., 2009)

The use of cheap computer peripherals such as computer-game joysticks and steering wheels has also been explored in PD patients (Allen et al., 2007). Patients used the peripherals to move an on-screen cursor in response to a series of targets and scores were derived from their efficacy of target following. The study was limited by a small sample size but the method was able to distinguish between controls and PD patients. Distinguishing between sub-groups of PD patients with varying severity of bradykinesia, as measured by the UPDRS, was not possible. Cunningham et al. (Cunningham et al., 2011) developed a programme installed onto a notebook computer that aimed to determine the on/off status of the user. Patients used the computer at home for four days and completed tests twice daily; once whilst ‘off’ and once whilst ‘on’. The tests involved moving and clicking a mouse between a series of targets whilst various timings were recorded. The authors claimed that the programme was able to reliably distinguish between disease states, but these claims must be considered in light of there being no external validation of patient identification of their disease state.
2.II.xi  Telemedicine

Telemedicine can be defined as the use of information and communications technology to provide healthcare services to individuals who are some distance from the healthcare provider (Roine et al., 2001). Video-conferencing technology enables clinicians to remotely assess patients, thus removing the need for the patient to travel to the clinic environment. A number of studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using such technology for the out-patient management of patients with PD (Hubble et al., 1993, Hoffmann et al., 2008, Dorsey et al., 2010, Cubo et al., 2012, Dorsey et al., 2013). Comparison of the assessment of motor UPDRS via telemedicine to in-person assessment has shown high levels of inter and intra-rater reliability (Dorsey et al., 2010, Hoffmann et al., 2008), although low levels of agreement have been observed for the assessment of dyskinesia using the Rush DRS (Cubo et al., 2012). It is important to note that the assessment of rigidity is precluded by such a method, since this cannot simply be observed and requires manipulation of a patient’s limb by the examining clinician. Assessment of postural stability also requires a ‘hands-on’ approach and may in fact be unsafe to perform without a clinician being present. Two randomised controlled trials of telemedicine for PD have been performed (Dorsey et al., 2010, Dorsey et al., 2013). These showed conflicting results in terms of the effect of telemedicine on patient-rated quality of life and UPDRS; clearly the inability to blind in such studies is a limitation.

Such technology has the potential to improve the availability of specialist services for patients who find them difficult to access; those in nursing facilities (Biglan et al., 2009) or those who live great distances from their clinic (Dorsey et al., 2010). The costs of setting up such a system have declined markedly in recent years as technology has advanced and become more readily available; such systems may even prove to be more cost efficient (Dorsey et al., 2013). Crucially, many patients hold concerns regarding the confidentiality of telemedicine consultations (Chua et al., 2001). Furthermore, patients undergoing telemedicine consultations reported feeling more shy and nervous about speaking than patients who underwent face-to-face consultations. It is known that psychological stress can exacerbate the motor
symptoms experienced by patients (Marsden and Owen, 1967, Durif et al., 1999). Other work has suggested that patients preferred on-line assessments to office-based assessments, yet interestingly the converse was reported by clinicians (Cubo et al., 2012). This may reflect the fact that many doctors hold concerns regarding the confidentiality of telemedicine consultations and the legal ramifications of such interactions (Nayak et al., 2012). Despite these concerns, this method of assessment has huge potential and its use is likely to expand in the coming years.

2.II.xii  Summary

A wide variety of different methods have been explored as potential objective assessment tools of upper limb motor symptoms in PD. Some methods have shown promise when used in a controlled setting on selected patients. Many of the methods described above however, are simply not appropriate for continuous home monitoring of patients; reasons for this include:

- the size, complexity or expense of the equipment required
- the need for clinical supervision during evaluation periods
- inability to evaluate symptoms for a prolonged period
- lack of convincing evidence to support the efficacy of the tool as an assessment method by which upper limb motor symptoms can be evaluated

The use of body-worn accelerometers has shown promise as a potential objective assessment method in PD. A recent review article (Maetzler et al., 2013) summarised the multitude of areas in which accelerometers have been applied in PD, including assessment of both motor and non-motor disabilities (see Table 2).
The motor disabilities highlighted in Table 2 will form the focus of this thesis. Whilst the use of body-worn accelerometers is well established in gait and balance assessment, description of this field lies outside the remit of this thesis. A review of the literature describing the application of accelerometry to the objective assessment of upper limb motor symptoms will now be presented.

2.III Accelerometers

2.III.i What is an accelerometer and how does it work?

An accelerometer is a device that measures acceleration. An accelerometer, when static, can measure the force imparted by earth’s gravitational field and can derive from this the angle of tilt of the device relative to the earth. When an accelerometer is moved it is capable of determining the acceleration of the movement it is subject to. There are a variety of different types of accelerometer in use today (Wong et al., 2007). Piezo-electric accelerometers rely on the piezo-electric effect, a property exhibited by certain materials such as quartz. Such accelerometers contain a seismic mass, mounted such that acceleration of the sensor results in movement of the mass according to Newton’s Second Law (Yang and Hsu, 2010). Displacement of the seismic mass within the accelerometer results in compression of the piezo-electric material. Application of a mechanical stress to the material leads to the flow of electrical charge within it, with a voltage proportional to the stress applied. From the magnitude of this voltage, the magnitude of acceleration can be calculated. Piezo-resistive accelerometers are similar, but conversely the application of a force results in an increase in the material’s electrical resistance. Micro-electromechanical systems
MEMS) accelerometers (Figure 10) are a newer form of accelerometer that have come to prominence in the last 30 years with the advent of nano-technology. Such devices are miniscule; often measuring less than a millimetre across. Despite their size these devices work on the same principle as other accelerometers; the motion of a seismic mass is detected when the accelerometer is moved by an external force. Most accelerometers are sensitive to acceleration in only one plane of movement; uni-axial accelerometry. By introducing an additional accelerometer, placed perpendicular to the original device, a bi-axial accelerometer can be created. Addition of a third accelerometer, perpendicular to the other two, allows assessment of acceleration in three dimensions; tri-axial accelerometry.

![Figure 10: A typical MEMS accelerometer (2012b)](image)

2.III.ii Actigraphy and its limitations

Various authors have experimented with accelerometers sited at the belt (Saito et al., 2004), ankle (Busse et al., 2004, Skidmore et al., 2008) and triceps (Cereda et al., 2010) to measure the number of steps taken daily, using this as a proxy for general motor activity. This research has demonstrated that PD patients take fewer steps per day compared to controls (Busse et al., 2004, Saito et al., 2004) and that step count in a given period declines as the severity of PD increases (Skidmore et al., 2008). Other authors have used accelerometers on the thigh (Chastin et al., 2010) or combinations of sensors on both thighs and the sternum (White et al., 2006, White et al., 2007) to
identify the time spent in different postures e.g. sitting, lying, standing. Differentiation between upright posture and non-upright postures (i.e. sedentary behaviour) can also be used as a surrogate for general functional activity level. It has been demonstrated that bouts of sedentary behaviour lasted for longer periods in PD patients compared to controls, but that there was no difference in the overall amount of sedentary behaviour between groups (Chastin et al., 2010). Such assessments provide a crude global evaluation of motor function but give no information about specific symptoms and their severity.

With regard to the upper limbs, similar devices have been applied to the wrist and used to measure motor activity; this practice is commonly referred to as actigraphy. Such devices typically employ a uni-axial accelerometer which, upon detecting acceleration larger than a pre-set threshold, records this as an ‘activity count’. Such devices typically record the number of activity counts in a short time period (typically 5-15 seconds). This data can then be longitudinally displayed over more prolonged periods. In healthy individuals, it has been shown that wearing the actigraph on either the dominant or non-dominant wrist results in no significant difference in recorded activity level (Van Hilten et al., 1993d). Clearly in PD populations, where motor signs exhibited in the limbs are typically asymmetrical, consideration must be given to which side of the body the actigraph is sited. Despite undertaking a thorough literature review it is not possible to quote a globally accepted definition of ‘actigraphy’, with different authors employing the term in different contexts. Thus for the purposes of this thesis, ‘actigraphy’ has been defined as the process of detecting acceleration values above a pre-determined threshold, to determine an ‘activity count’.

The use of actigraphy has demonstrated that PD patients, when compared to controls, showed less motor activity when monitored over a one week period (van Hilten et al., 1993a) and that more severely affected patients appear to have a less variable profile of diurnal activity. Activity levels have been shown to decline with age for both PD and control groups (van Hilten et al., 1995). This work found no evidence of a relationship between disease duration and measures of activity. However, after dichotomising the PD group by disease severity (using an arbitrarily defined cut of UPDRS score of 18) the
authors demonstrated that those patients with a worse disease burden recorded significantly lower levels of activity. Some early work with actigraphy in PD (Van Hilten et al., 1993c, van Hilten et al., 1991) allowed generation of simple histograms that displayed activity counts for a patient over a prolonged monitoring period; an example of which is seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11: 24 hour activity profile for PD patients measured with wrist-worn actigraph (adapted from van Hilten et al. 1991) [NB: solid line represents mean activity of healthy controls]

In this work the authors attributed peaks in the activity count to time with dyskinesia and the troughs to periods of hypokinesia. There was however poor correlation between activity count and clinical rating of the severity of dyskinesia as measured by AIMS. This finding suggests that the assumption that peaks correspond to periods with dyskinesia may not be valid. An alternative explanation of periods with high activity levels could be good treatment effect from medications and a resultant increase in mobility. In attempts to evaluate the responsiveness of wrist-worn actigraphy, one study monitored activity in a cohort of PD patients before and after instigation of an additional anti-parkinsonian drug (Katayama, 2001). Activity levels were shown to significantly increase in the second monitoring period and the authors attributed this to positive treatment effect. It could however be argued that the increases in activity count seen were due to an increase in dyskinesia, provoked by the new medication.
Dyskinetic patients were in fact excluded from this study, but other work has shown that dyskinetic patients, monitored with actigraphs, can exhibit activity levels in the range of ‘normal’ activity levels exhibited by controls (Garcia Ruiz and Bernados, 2008). Tremor also presents a problem, since rapid, repetitive involuntary movements may be mistaken for volitional movement. Many authors chose to try and exclude data in the frequency range of parkinsonian tremor by applying a ‘band pass filter’ to the derived signal. A band pass filter simply removes certain frequencies from the sample, aiming to reduce the influence of movements of that frequency on the sample obtained. A visual explanation of band-pass filtering is presented in Figure 12. Despite using this signal processing tool it is important to acknowledge that many authors simply chose to exclude both tremulous and dyskinetic patients (Van Hilten et al., 1993c, Katayama, 2001, Van Hilten et al., 1994, van Hilten et al., 1993a); consequently the applicability of this assessment technique to a unselected PD cohort is unvalidated.

Figure 12: Band-pass filtering: a) Initial power spectrum; b) Application of high and low-pass band filters; c) Resultant pass-band spectrum obtained

![Diagram of band-pass filtering](image)
Various authors have attempted to demonstrate criterion validity of actigraphy by examining correlation between actigraphic-derived variables and the UPDRS, the accepted gold standard for the assessment of motor symptoms. Two research groups demonstrated a significant negative correlation between actigraphic-derived measures of activity and motor UPDRS scores, suggesting that more severe PD symptoms are associated with declining activity levels (Garcia Ruiz and Bernados, 2008, Van Hilten et al., 1994). Other work by Van Hilten, using an actigraph on the non-dominant wrist, demonstrated seemingly contradictory results (Van Hilten et al., 1993b). This work reported a positive correlation between all measures of activity and the total UPDRS score, suggesting that more severe motor symptoms are associated with increased activity. Their explanation of this finding, that worsening functional impairment of the dominant arm is associated with increased use of the non-dominant arm, seems unlikely. The presence of dyskinetic patients within the study sample may have contributed to this, since greater UPDRS scores may be associated with more prominent dyskinesia, itself producing increased activity counts. In addition, clinical scores of tremor severity correlated significantly with activity measures, suggesting that perhaps tremor may also have interfered with results, with involuntary movements leading to elevation in recorded activity. The band-pass filter used in this study (0.25 – 3.0Hz) will not have excluded parkinsonian tremor entirely.

Another limitation of actigraphy is capture of artefactual data caused by positional changes of the sensor within a gravitational field rather than by movement-induced accelerations. These accelerations are of low frequency and tend to produce a frequency peak at round 0.25Hz (Figure 13a). Application of a tri-axial accelerometry and calculation of a three-dimensional vector can reduce the contribution of gravity to the signal and remove this peak from a frequency spectra (Van Someren et al., 1996) (Figure 13b).
Figure 13: Average normalised power spectra for 15 healthy adults during a writing task: (a) spectrum produced by a uni-axial accelerometer; (b) for the same movements, the spectrum calculated from tri-axial accelerometry (adapted from Van Someren et al. 1997)

It has been recommended therefore, that for uni-axial devices such as actigraphs, the lower limit of the band-pass filter should be increased to 0.5HZ to minimise the influence of gravitational artefact on results (Van Someren, 1997).

Lastly, Lloret et al. (Lloret et al., 2010) compared actigraphy-derived activity levels during periods of on, off and dyskinesia. This was evaluated in a clinical environment, as part of a levodopa challenge test, and in patients’ homes, as patients underwent a 72 hour monitoring period whilst completing symptom diaries. In both instances there was no significant difference demonstrated in activity level between on and off states. Activity levels were however significantly higher for periods of dyskinesia compared to on time.

In summary, actigraphy is a crude method of motor assessment that is capable of quantifying the amount of movement but lacks the ability to reliably differentiate
between movements of different types. The use of actigraphy in the objective measurement of PD is therefore inherently limited by this lack of specificity.

2.III.iii Assessment of tremor

In attempts to make accelerometry a more objective and specific method of assessment in PD, a variety of authors have examined its use in identifying individual Parkinsonian motor symptoms, as opposed to overall activity levels. The bulk of this research has focussed on assessment of tremor. Work in the 1960’s (Cowell et al., 1965, Owen and Marsden, 1965) represents some of the earliest applications of accelerometry to this problem. This early work was limited by the technology available at the time; sensors were unable to store data and therefore transmitted it at the point of collection to a nearby receiver. Consequently the patient had to be kept within 30 feet of the receiver at all times and the set-up was also prone to interference from nearby electrical equipment. Limitations of the available technology, even up until the end of the 20th century, led to restrictions in both acceptability and the validity of accelerometry in tremor assessment. The accelerometers used have often been bulky (Pimlott et al., 1983) with the potential to interfere with the movements they were attempting to measure. For example, the apparatus used in one study involved two accelerometers mounted onto a wooden board strapped to the wearer’s hand and a second wooden board attached to the opposite aspect of the hand to sandwich the limb within the recording device (Ghika et al., 1993). This system was described by the authors as “portable” but appeared extremely crude and was likely to be incompatible with prolonged wearing and continuous monitoring.

Additional equipment required for functioning of the sensors, such as a battery or a recording device, was often wired to the accelerometer providing further potential restriction of movement (Owen and Marsden, 1965, Cowell et al., 1965, Potvin et al., 1975, Jankovic and Frost, 1981, Pimlott et al., 1983, van Someren et al., 1993b, Smeja et al., 1999, Foerster and Smeja, 1999, Thielgen et al., 2004). Patients were often required to wear this heavy additional equipment on the belt. Such studies gave little or no consideration to patient concordance or patient feedback on their experiences.
wearing the devices. One group reported that two of the eight participants in their study “objected” to wearing their device for 24 hours and hence only abbreviated recordings were possible (van Someren et al., 1993b). This work also highlights other potential problems with the technology; data were missing for 25% of participants as a result of device power failure. Advances in technology have lead to smaller components and the ability to store data on miniscule solid-state recording devices. This has enabled more prolonged monitoring periods without the need to carry peripheral devices; more recent work involved continuous data collection for a period of 22 days (Binder et al., 2009). Rapid recent technological development has enabled MEMS accelerometers to be mass produced and this is reflected by the ubiquity of such accelerometers in modern ‘smart-phones’. Both the i-Phone™ (Lemoyne et al., 2010, Joundi et al., 2011) and Blackberry™ smart phones (Daneault et al., 2013) have, in proof of concept work, been used to evaluate tremor with moderate success.

In studies exploring the use of accelerometry to assess tremor there has been wide variation in the number of sensors used, the number of measurable axes in each, and the placement of the sensors about the body; Table 3 summarises, in chronological order, this information. It can be seen that more recent work has tended to employ tri-axial accelerometry and to use fewer sensors.
Table 3: Summary of the number, nature and site of accelerometers used in studies using accelerometry to assess tremor in PD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (et al.)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number used</th>
<th>Number of axes in sensor</th>
<th>Site(s) of placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Owen</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potvin</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Dorsum of index finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jankovic</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Hand, foot or chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimlott</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Both on the same hand (10cm apart)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bain</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Dorsum of each hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Someren</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Dominant wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smeja</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Dorsum of both hands, thigh of dominant leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foerster</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Both hands, thigh of dominant leg, sternum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoff</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Wrist (most affected side)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeuner</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Dorsum of both hands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caligiuri</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Index finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thielgen</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Both hands, right thigh, sternum (x3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Someren</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machowska</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bi-axial</td>
<td>Dorsum of hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binder</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigas</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Both forearms, both shins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuffrida</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Middle finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeMoyne</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Mounted in the dorsum of a glove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Uni-axial</td>
<td>Index finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muthuraman</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>&quot;Hand&quot; (most affected side)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joundi</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Forearm or lower leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daneault</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tri-axial</td>
<td>Held in the hand (smartphone)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of research in this area has focussed on very short data recording periods, in the region of seconds to minutes (Owen and Marsden, 1965, Cowell et al., 1965, Potvin et al., 1975, Jankovic and Frost, 1981, Foerster and Smeja, 1999, Zeuner et al., 2003, Caligiuri and Tripp, 2004, Farkas et al., 2006, Machowska-Majchrzal et al., 2007, Lemoyne et al., 2010, Joundi et al., 2011, Muthuraman et al., 2011, Giuffrida et al., 2009). These recordings are typically undertaken in highly controlled situations, usually in a clinical facility, with participants typically replicating a series of movements analogous to those performed during clinical examination. Six authors have however described more prolonged periods of data collection. In three of these studies the prolonged period of data collection was preceded by a calibration phase, where short duration recordings were made to provide data to inform subsequent analysis of the
longer, monitoring periods. After calibration had occurred, prolonged monitoring was undertaken for 24 hours either in a rehabilitation centre (Thielgen et al., 2004, Smeja et al., 1999) or in the patient’s own home (Hoff et al., 2001b). Other work did not include initial calibration and instead proceeded straight to prolonged recording for 24 hours (Pimlott et al., 1983, van Someren et al., 1993b), or in one case for 6 weeks (Binder et al., 2009).

A number of different analysis methods have been applied to the accelerometer data obtained when studying tremor in PD. In order to identify patterns within data, complex recordings must be summarised by a set of ‘features’. A feature is a measure that describes a characteristic of the data at a given time or over a period of time. There are a wide variety of such features used in this research field, some of which are easy to comprehend from a clinical viewpoint, whilst others are more abstract. Simple examples include mean acceleration in a given period, the root mean square of acceleration or jerk (the derivative of acceleration with respect to time i.e. the rate of change of acceleration). Fourier analysis and FFT provide a mathematical way to decompose a signal into its constituent frequencies (Riviere et al., 1997). FFT is widely used in accelerometric analysis of tremor due to the inherent sinusoidal waveform of tremulous movements and allows generation a power spectrum (Figure 6). This analysis method enables calculation of further features that may be used for analysis such as peak frequency, median frequency, centre frequency (CF; the frequency that delineates median area below the power spectrum), frequency dispersion (CF±SD) and power spectral density (PSD; power per frequency band, typically measured in (m/s²)²/Hz) (Grimaldi and Manto, 2010). Once these features have been selected and the data itself collected there have been a variety of analytical approaches employed by different authors. Some simply plot power spectra for the data collected and describe their visual interpretation of the spectra (Joundi et al., 2011). Many authors (Machowska-Majchrzal et al., 2007, Zeuner et al., 2003, Costa et al., 2010, Jankovic and Frost, 1981, Lemoyne et al., 2010) chose to compare the means of particular features between two groups, arguing in some cases that demonstration of a statistically significant difference between the two means allows differentiation between the
groups. Machowska-Majchrzak et al. (Machowska-Majchrzal et al., 2007) for example, demonstrated significant differences between the means of various parameters (CF, CF±SD) between a group of controls and a group of patients with pathological tremor, including PD. It is important to stress that demonstrating a significant difference between means for a given feature does not imply that the method will be capable of discriminating between the two groups, when presented with new data to interpret. Muthuraman et al. (Muthuraman et al., 2011) acknowledged that most of their selected features showed overlap between PD and ET patients and were therefore of limited use in differentiating between the groups. They did however demonstrate, using a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to set cut-off values, that 94% classification accuracy between conditions could be achieved when the feature variable mean peak power of harmonic peaks was employed.

Other authors constructed ‘decision rules’, used to classify accelerometer signal content into tremor containing or non-tremor containing. In some cases authors referred to the use of ‘tremor detecting algorithms’ but provided no details regarding how they developed these tools (Binder et al., 2009). A number of authors opted to categorised signal as tremor or non-tremor based on four rules. (Foerster and Smeja, 1999, Smeja et al., 1999, Foerster et al., 2002, Thielgen et al., 2004). To be classified as tremor the signal had to have a peak frequency occurring within a predefined frequency band (2-7Hz), have >50% of the total power within the peak frequency, have an acceleration greater than a predetermined amplitude and lastly, a duration greater than one second. Van Someren’s group used similar decision rules based on amplitude threshold, frequency band and duration but sub-divided non-tremor into ‘rest’ or ‘activity’, based on whether or not the amplitude threshold was exceeded (van Someren et al., 1993b, Van Someren et al., 1998). Figure 14 provides a schematic overview of their decision rules being applied to a dummy signal.
An important consideration when interpreting the methodologies used is the sampling rate employed, i.e. the number of samples per unit time taken from a continuous signal to make a discrete signal. This is typically expressed as Hertz (Hz); samples per second. Foerster et al. (Foerster and Smeja, 1999) and Smeja et al. (Smeja et al., 1999) used a relatively low sampling rate of 16Hz as a consequence of limitations in their storage capacity and battery power. The Nyquist frequency represents the minimal frequency at which sampling must be performed to ensure changes in the signal are appreciated (Figure 15b). To do this, a signal must be sampled at a frequency twice that of the highest frequency it exhibits; the Nyquist frequency. Sampling at rates below the Nyquist frequency results in failure to appreciate changes in the signal (aliasing) as demonstrated in Figure 15a.
Whilst rest tremor tends to occur between 3-8Hz, it has been demonstrated that action tremor in PD can occur at higher frequencies (6-8Hz) (Liu et al., 1999). The Nyquist frequency is therefore 16Hz (2 x 8Hz); sampling at frequencies below this may result in aliasing.

A variety of other, more complex analysis methods have been applied to this problem and these include multiple linear regression models (Giuffrida et al., 2009), discriminant function analysis (Caligiuri and Tripp, 2004) and artificial neural networks (ANNs) (Rigas et al., 2009). ANNs are computational methodologies that perform multifactorial analyses (Dayhoff and DeLeo, 2001). ANNs are said to be ‘trained’ by providing input data along with corresponding known output values (e.g. UPDRS tremor score). ANNs examine the closeness of fit with output variables and repetitively adjust the weight given to interconnections within the network to incrementally bring outputs closer to their desired values. ANNs require complex computer programming and as such the early research examining their application to medical problems was predominantly published in computer science forums, often with limited clinician involvement. This lack of clinician rigour is evident in the initial work of Rigas et al.
(Rigas et al., 2009) where, despite the use of advanced computational tools, accelerometer data was acquired from a number of junior doctors asked to simulate tremor whilst wearing sensors. The publishing of review articles on ANNs in mainstream medical journals (Dayhoff and DeLeo, 2001) has increased awareness about the topic amongst clinicians. This, coupled with increased collaborative working, has led to increased clinician involvement in studies applying ANNs to clinical problems. ANNs will be discussed in greater detail latterly (2.III.iv) since their use in the assessment of dyskinesia is more developed.

To address the question of whether accelerometry is an acceptable method of assessment of tremor in PD, the validity, responsiveness and reliability of this assessment method will be considered. Several authors have chosen to examine correlations between kinematic features and clinician assessments in attempts to demonstrate the criterion validity of this assessment method.

Early work reported extremely high correlation between accelerometric ‘tremor score’ and clinician scoring of tremor (Potvin et al., 1975), but relied on a non-validated clinical tremor scoring system developed specifically for use in this study. The widespread use of the clinimetrically validated UPRDS, and its most recent iteration, the MDS-UPDRS provides a comparable, reliable clinical rating scale against which new assessment methods can be compared. Giuffrida et al. (Giuffrida et al., 2009) replicated upper limb motor UPDRS assessment whilst participants wore a finger and wrist-worn accelerometer. This study employed a multiple linear regression model that correlated quantitative features of kinematic signals with clinician UPDRS scores for rest, postural and kinetic tremors. This model produced high correlations across all three assessments and the model’s ability to generalise to new data was also proven, with high correlations also demonstrated using ‘leave one out’ analysis. There was however a bias towards less severe tremor in this study. No patients were deemed to exhibit severe tremor during any tremor task and as such the model’s ability to discern severe tremor is therefore questionable.

Caligiuri et al. (Caligiuri and Tripp, 2004) also demonstrated significant correlation between accelerometer variables and tremor severity, as judged by clinician rated
UPDRS tremor scores. This study did however require participants to wear a sensor wired to a computer, and to perform clinical assessments in a highly controlled manner. Conversely, some authors have found no correlation between clinician rating of tremor (UPDRS) and tremor duration or amplitude derived using actigraphy (Binder et al., 2009). This failure to demonstrate correlation may reflect the uncontrolled nature of data collection in this study, with patients being monitored at home for a period of 6 weeks. This work did however demonstrate correlation of actigraphic measures with patient home diaries, where patient self-rated their tremor using UPDRS tremor scores, but the validity of patient self-rating was not established. These findings do act to reinforce the limitations of intermittent clinician assessment and suggest that continuous monitoring methods may reflect more accurately the variation in clinical symptoms exhibited by PD patients. More recent work has explored the use of artificial neural networks (ANN) to assess tremor, initially on simulated tremor patients and latterly on patients with PD (Rigas et al., 2009, Rigas et al., 2012). This work used a series of six accelerometers with participants performing a specified series of tasks. ‘Leave one out’ validation demonstrated that the ANN was capable of discerning between tremors of differing severities (as judged by UPDRS tremor score) with high reliability.

Hoff et al. (Hoff et al., 2001b) demonstrated reliable detection of tremor using their detection algorithm, reporting high sensitivity and specificity values when decisions on tremor status from accelerometer data were compared with clinical assessment of tremor. They then demonstrated moderate correlation between UPDRS tremor score and both duration and intensity of tremor. It is important to note that this study included data derived from 87 trials performed by 60 PD patients. Linear regression analysis was applied in this study but this method is reliant on data being independent; this is not the case when repeated measurements have been made on the same person (Sainani, 2010) and may have led to over-estimation of correlation. Other research groups have also examined the sensitivity and specificity of their tremor detection methods. Van Someren et al. (Van Someren et al., 1998) used decision rules to detect the presence of absence of tremor. This work relied upon a cohort of 16
control patients in whom the system was tested to examine for the false positive
detection rate. The authors concluded that the specificity of their tremor detection
algorithm was extremely high (0.94). It must be noted however that the 16 controls in
this study were patients with Alzheimer’s dementia (AD) and this is likely to represent
an inappropriate control group. The assumption that activity levels of AD patients are
similar to that of normal healthy people may be invalid. If healthy controls had been
used instead, these people may have exhibited more volitional activity than AD
patients and this may have resulted in an increase in the amount of time incorrectly
labelled as tremor. More recent work by Van Someren et al. again used wrist-worn
actigraphy in a highly controlled environment, but this time with more complex
decision rules (Van Someren et al., 2006). Whilst tremor classification was highly
accurate in their initial cohort of PD patients, the generalisability of this model to new,
previously unseen data is questionable, since classification performance deteriorated
when applied to a new cohort of patients.

Various authors have shown that accelerometry is able to detect change over time by
demonstrating improvement in tremor parameters following a variety of interventions;
beta-blockade (Owen and Marsden, 1965), rehabilitation (including optimisation of
medications) (Thielgen et al., 2004), thalamotomy (van Someren et al., 1993b), DBS
insertion (Papapetropoulos et al., 2008), cabergoline therapy (Binder et al., 2009) and
relaxation therapies (Schlesinger et al., 2009). There is however limited evidence for
test-retest reliability of this assessment method. Jankovic et al. (Jankovic and Frost,
1981) performed accelerometric recordings for a 30 second period whilst participants
performed specified upper limb movements; each being performed 3 times. The
authors describe the accelerometric features derived from the three assessments as
being “consistent” with one another, but this conclusion appears to be purely based on
comparison of the values derived as opposed to any statistical analysis. Smeja et al.
(Smeja et al., 1999) undertook 24 hour monitoring with a number of sensors that also
allowed posture to be detected. They compared tremor parameters obtained whilst in
the sitting position before 12am and after 12am and demonstrated significant
differences for tremor occurrence, frequency and amplitude between these time
periods. Whilst this does suggest test-retest reliability it is important to note that similar data is not presented for positions other than sitting, when the occurrence of increased volitional movement may make data interpretation less reliable.

Direct comparison between different authors’ work is difficult, since different research groups use different sensors, sited in different places and analyse the data using different methods. Many systems have shown promise when participants are monitored whilst performing specified tasks in a highly controlled environment. However, the presence of volitional movement often renders the analytical methods employed less effective. Many of the systems described above therefore restrict patients to performing set clinical tests as opposed to free-living. Similarly, many of the studies highly select patients to avoid those with pronounced fluctuations that could render analysis less effective. In summary, no one system has convincing evidence of its efficacy as an assessment method for Parkinsonian tremor.

2.III.iv Assessment of dyskinesia

Application of traditional analysis approaches to the measurement of dyskinesia has produced limited success. Hoff and colleagues used a series of 8 uni-axial accelerometers attached in pairs to the upper leg, wrist, trunk and upper arm (of most affected side) to assess dyskinesia (Hoff et al., 2001a). Participants exhibiting dyskinesia were asked to perform a series of tasks during which clinicians rated the severity of the observed dyskinesia using AIMS and the DRS. Some of the tasks required the patient to be sat at rest, others required volitional movement. The accelerometric feature selected in this case was the mean amplitude of the dominant frequency seen between the frequency bands 1-4 and 4-8Hz, when the signal was subjected to frequency analysis. Strong, statistically significant correlations were seen between this feature and clinical ratings of severity of dyskinesia for tasks performed whilst patients were at rest (0.80-0.87). However, the strength of this correlation declined markedly for the tasks where volitional movements were present (0.58–0.77). A different group used a rather cumbersome tri-axial accelerometry unit that required taping to the patient’s shoulder with adhesive tape to monitor dyskinetic patients for a
period of 20 minutes (Manson et al., 2000). Strong, significant correlations between clinical rating of dyskinesia severity (AIMS and Goetz scales) and the mean acceleration in the frequency band 1-3Hz were demonstrated for periods when participants were seated (0.95-0.99). The strength of this correlation declined markedly when patients were walking (0.72) and as such, periods when patients were walking were latterly excluded from analysis. Unlike Hoff’s work however, correlations were maintained in the presence of volitional movement (0.88-0.97). It is however important to note that this analysis method showed very low specificity for mild dyskinesia, with overlap into range of mean accelerations exhibited by healthy control patients.

More recent work (Mera et al., 2013) developed a linear regression model based on features derived from wrist-worn sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes) and clinical assessment of dyskinesia severity with mAIMS. Optimal performance was seen with a single feature (logarithm of the power spectrum area between 0.3-3.0 Hz), which showed moderate correlation (0.70) to clinical severity of extremity dyskinesia. Data capture was however only undertaken for short periods (20 seconds) in controlled, clinical environments with participants asked to remain stationary whilst assuming a particular body position e.g. arms outstretched. The ability of the system to discern dyskinesia from voluntary movements is therefore unknown.

Artificial neural networks: a possible solution?

Much of the research presented so far has attempted to find a single feature, or a small number of features, that definitively differentiates between presence or absence of a symptom, or between differing severities of a given symptom. Selection of these features is often driven by medical intuition; for example, examining mean acceleration may be fruitful since it seems logical to suggest that patients with bradykinesia may exhibit slower acceleration compared to healthy controls. Whilst in some cases results have been encouraging, these have tended to require highly-selected patients in controlled, supervised environments. Furthermore, the introduction of volitional movement renders many of these assessment methods obsolete. When consideration is given to the sheer complexity of human movement, one might argue that it is highly unlikely that one feature will possess the ability to
differentiate between subtleties of movement. Furthermore, the assumption that a simple linear relationship exists between features and clinical rating scales may not be valid.

The ability to instead consider many different features that describe human movement and to apply differing levels of importance to each feature may enable more accurate classifications to be made. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) may be a methodology by which this could be achieved. ANNs are computational methodologies capable of performing multifactorial analyses (Dayhoff and DeLeo, 2001). The inspiration for these computational methodologies comes from biology, specifically from the neuron and the complex networks that neurones form to produce neurological systems. Artificial neurones form connections within an artificial neural network and each neuron is essentially a mathematical equation capable of performing a non-linear summing function. The synapses that connect neurones provide a weighting, meaning different input variables can be assigned more or less importance within the ANN. Early versions of ANNs consisted solely of one such layer but more recent iterations, the most well-known being the multilayered perceptron (MLP), have more than one.

An ANN requires data to be inputted and, once analysis of this data has occurred, will produce output data. The development process of an ANN begins with ‘training’ of the network. In its initial ‘untrained’ state, the weights on interconnections within the ANN are assigned at random. The ANN is ‘trained’ using a compendium of data which consists of input data, along with its corresponding known output data. The error between ANN output and the known output is calculated. The weighting assigned to the neuronal connections is then adjusted and the process is repeated. This process is repeated many times, with weightings repeatedly modified in an attempt to minimise the error between ANN output and known output. ‘Training’ of an ANN can therefore be summarised as serial presentation of data to a network with repeated adjustment of the weightings assigned to input variables and their interconnections until the ANN output is concordant with the known output.

ANNs are typically displayed graphically in layers. See the example in Figure 16 below which displays an ANN developed for use in a study that used ANNs to assess
dyskinesia (Keijsers et al., 2003a). Here the input layer represents a series of accelerometeric variables derived from worn body sensors. The output layer in this case represents an integer on a dyskinesia severity scoring system. It is important to note a third layer, the ‘hidden’ layer, depicted between input and output layers. It is evident that each neuron is connected to every neuron in the subsequent layer. The hidden layer contains computational tools and weightings that are unseen to the user, hence the term ‘hidden’. In this example, the ANN output of dyskinesia severity is compared to expert assessment i.e. clinician rating.

Figure 16: Schematic overview of a neural network approach to assessing the severity of dyskinesia (adapted from Keijsers et al. 2003a)

Work by Keijsers et al. (Keijsers et al., 2000) provides an opportunity to directly compare the results achieved by artificial neural networks to those produced by more traditional analysis approaches, since Keijsers used the same data set that was collected by Hoff et al. (Hoff et al., 2001a). The results from this work by Keijsers et al. are summarised below in Table 4. Firstly, in the training set, results demonstrate high
network performance, with strong, significant correlations seen between dyskinesia severity as judged by the ANN and by a clinician using a modified version of the AIMS (mAIMS). Correlations were higher in those tasks performed at rest and were comparable to those produced by the analysis method employed by Hoff et al. Correlations between sensor and clinician ratings can be seen to decline for the tasks where volitional movement was present, but it is evident that the ANN outperforms the method employed by Hoff and colleagues. It is important to acknowledge the large mean error values which are likely to result in misclassification of AIMS scores.

For neural networks to be useful and applicable to clinical medicine they must be able to demonstrate similar high performance when applied to other patients; this is typically termed ‘generalisability’. Keijsers and colleagues assessed the ability of their neural network to generalise using the ‘leave-one-out method’. Using this method the neural network is trained with data from all but one of the study patients, 15 in this case. The resulting neural network is then applied to the remaining patient, which presents the neural network with new, previously unseen data. This process can be repeated for each patient within the study cohort (therefore producing 16 separate neural networks). The network outcome for each previously unseen patient is then compared to the clinician assessment using mAIMS and the results averaged across the study cohort (Table 4). One can conclude that overall, the network performs less well when presented with previously unseen data; correlations are less marked, but remain significant. The decline in correlation strength is more marked when tasks requiring volitional movement are considered. It is important to note however that network performance on the volitional movement tasks still outperforms the results achieved by previous analytical approaches.
Table 4: Performance of the ANN developed by Keijsers et al. (Keijsers et al., 2000) in classifying dyskinesia severity compared to clinical evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Correlation between trained ANN output and actual mAIMS score</th>
<th>Correlation between predicted ANN output and actual mAIMS score (leave one out method)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs</td>
<td>ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting</td>
<td>0.89*</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>0.88*</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>0.94*</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking</td>
<td>0.82*</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting on a coat</td>
<td>0.81*</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttoning</td>
<td>0.84*</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.01  
** p < 0.05  
Rs: Spearman's correlation  
ME: mean error

If such a method of assessment is to become a viable tool for home monitoring; a period when clinicians are oblivious to the activities being performed, the neural network employed would need to be able to accurately classify data without the need for prior knowledge of participants’ activities during the monitoring period. Keijsers et al. attempted to assess whether their neural networks were capable of this by combining all of their data into one dataset, arguing that by doing so, all prior knowledge of the activity being performed was removed. Neural network classification performance for the combined data set is displayed below in Table 5. Significant, moderately high levels of correlation were seen within the training group. As the complexity of the neural network increased, with the addition of further more input units, the correlation also increased. As seen previously, application of the ‘leave-one-out method’ to test ANN performance with previously unseen data, results in declining levels of correlation.
Keijser et al. conclude that these findings demonstrate the ANN’s ability to distinguish dyskinesia from voluntary movement and to assess its severity without any prior information about the tasks performed during the data collection period. It is tempting to infer from this conclusion that such a method will therefore be effective when translated to unsupervised home monitoring periods. It is important to acknowledge that the combined data set employed in this work does not truly remove all knowledge of the activities the patients were performing. Data were captured from patients whilst a set selection of activities was performed and even though the labels have been removed, such a data set cannot truly be considered as unsupervised data, since it still consists only of data derived during a known set of activities. Furthermore, some of the tasks performed by participants during data collection were tasks that would be infrequently performed during a typical day in real life (e.g. buttoning a garment, putting on a coat). The results are relatively impressive however, when you consider that the ANN’s structure was relatively simple (consisting of only 16 input units) and was based on data recorded over only a very short period of time (one minute). More prolonged monitoring periods and more complex ANN architecture may produce more successful results, but it is important to highlight that more complex networks do not necessarily translate into better network performance when they are applied to new,
previously unseen data. It is evident from Table 5 that the network with the more complex architecture actually performs less well than the network with only 16 input units. This observation is likely explained by a process known as ‘over-training’. Over-training can be thought of as the ANN simply ‘memorising’ the data. The model developed becomes too ‘familiar’ with the training data and thus loses the ability to generalise when presented with new, previously unseen data. This ‘overtraining’ effect may also be seen when too many training iterations are performed (i.e. readjustment of weights and examination of error between ANN output and known outputs). This is visually represented in Figure 17 below, where it can be seen that performing more training iterations results in decreased error in the training set. The same can be said for the testing set but only to a point (indicated by \( n_1 \) on the x-axis). When the number of training iterations exceeds \( n_1 \), the result is increasing error due to failure of the ANN to generalise to new, previously unseen data.

![Figure 17: Training, and over-training, of a neural network (adapted from Dayhoff and DeLeo, 2001)](image)

More recent work by Keijsers et al. (Keijsers et al., 2003b) again focussed on the application of ANNs to the assessment of dyskinesia. In this work participants were monitored with a series of tri-axial accelerometers on the sternum, the wrist with the most prominent dyskinesia and bilaterally on the thighs and shoulders. Participants were monitored for a period of 150 minutes in an occupational therapy department whilst performing a series of 35 functional daily life activities. Severity of dyskinesia was rated by clinicians using the modified AIMS and this formed the output for the
ANNs. ANNs were developed for each body part (arm, trunk, leg). Data were presented to the ANN in one minute epochs. Based on testing of the ANN developed for the arm (via the leave one out method), correlation of 0.80 was demonstrated between sensor prediction and clinician rating of dyskinesia severity. ANN performance, when presented with more prolonged periods of time (15 minutes), was also evaluated. When epochs of 15 minutes were considered, correct classification was seen in 93.7% of cases (where correct was defined as a difference between network output and clinician mAIMS score of <0.5). Furthermore, the correlation between sensor prediction and clinician rating improved to 0.88. However, like Keijser’s previous work, it was evident that classification performance declined in the presence of volitional movement and that there were limited data representing more severe dyskinesia (no participant experienced dyskinesia rated as mAIMS = 4). Consequently there were problems differentiating mild dyskinesia from the absence of dyskinesia, particularly in the presence of volitional movement.

Tsipouras and colleagues have also developed ANNs to assess dyskinesia. Their 2011 paper (Tsipouras et al., 2011) used a series of six tri-axial accelerometers (with gyroscopes) to capture data whilst participants performed a limited series of simple activities in a laboratory environment. The ANN employed consisted of 10 input layers, one hidden layer and four output layers that corresponded to clinical ratings of dyskinesia using the UPDRS. Examining the wrist sensors specifically, it was evident the ANN was able to identify the absence of dyskinesia with high sensitivity and specificity. Performance for dyskinesia of varying severity was however poor with high rates of misclassification. The authors attributed this finding to difficulties inherent to the UPDRS scoring system. A more likely explanation is bias amongst the study cohort; the majority of data epochs represented periods with no ‘disabling dyskinesia’ (64.8%) and epochs with ‘severely’ and ‘completely disabling’ dyskinesia only accounted for 0.5% of epochs. Failure to expose the ANN to sufficient data describing more severe dyskinesia probably accounts for its poor performance. Later work, which employed similar methodologies, demonstrated the superiority of ANNs over other statistical approaches to analysis (Tsipouras et al., 2012). However, as per previous work, the
ANN developed performed well in the absence of dyskinesia but struggled to reliably categorise dyskinesia when present.

2.III.v Assessment of bradykinesia

Attempts have also been made to objectify the assessment of bradykinesia using accelerometers. Early work involved both PD and control patients wearing wrist-worn accelerometers whilst performing button-pushing tests to assess tap rate and movement time (Dunnewold et al., 1997). This work demonstrated the superiority of considering multi-axis measures (i.e. vectors) of acceleration, as opposed to uni-axial measurement. There was however very limited correlation between accelerometer-derived results and bradykinesia clinical assessment scores derived from the UPDRS. The band-pass filters employed in this study are also questionable; filtering resulted in only signal between 1.0 and 3.2 Hz being analysed. The authors’ justification for this bandwidth was twofold; firstly they stated that these filters would exclude tremor from the signal and secondly they reported that voluntary movements do not occur at a frequency greater than 3.3 Hz. There is however, evidence in this study that healthy controls exhibited voluntary movements at frequencies up to 5.3 Hz and thus acceleration values measured in this work may have been underestimated. Work by Van Hilten et al. assessed both hypokinesia, using activity monitoring, and bradykinesia, using tapping tests alone (van Hilten et al., 1998). This work produced no evidence of any relationship between measures of bradykinesia and hypokinesia. Furthermore, neither of the measures displayed any meaningful correlation with clinical assessments of disease status using UPDRS motor scores.

Later work by Dunnewold et al. employed similar methods to their previous work but incorporated a series of accelerometers and a body-position detection algorithm (Dunnewold et al., 1998). These additions enabled reliable detection of periods when the wearer was supine. The authors then excluded these periods of time from assessment of bradykinesia, since they reasoned that whilst supine, patients were unlikely to exhibit much voluntary movement. Despite this, in a similar manner to other such studies, this work did not demonstrate meaningful correlation between
accelerometer-derived measures of bradykinesia and clinical assessment using the UPDRS. Interestingly the authors attribute this lack of correlation to limitations of the UPDRS as opposed to limitations of their methods. They argue that the UPDRS it is subjective, provides only momentary assessment and is based on movements that have little in common with movements occurring in daily life. Hence, they conclude that a lack of correlation between their measures and the UPDRS was not surprising. Whilst Dunnewold et al.’s criticisms of the UPDRS are valid, a counter argument would suggest that the UPDRS, despite its limitations, is the current gold standard of motor assessment in PD and as such the need to demonstrate content validity lies with the newly proposed assessment method.

One group (Okuno et al., 2006) took a different approach to the assessment of bradykinesia, choosing to instrument the finger tapping test employed in the UPDRS with two finger mounted tri-axial accelerometers and metal touch sensors on the finger tips. Subjects and controls performed finger taps for 60 seconds wearing the apparatus whilst bradykinesia was rated by a clinician using the UPDRS. Descriptive statistics presented in this work suggest that as the UPDRS score for finger tapping increases, the standard deviation of finger tapping intervals increases and the mean velocity of movement decreases. No significance values are quoted in this work however and the methodology is described only briefly. Furthermore, the role of control patients is unclear; it is presumed that the controls provided the data for those people exhibiting a UPDRS score of zero but this is not explicitly stated.

2.III.vi Global assessments of motor function

Thus far, much of the accelerometer-based research presented has focussed on one motor symptom, often excluding patients who experienced other symptoms. Clearly this limits the potential applicability of monitoring systems to an unselected patient cohort, since patients with PD frequently exhibit combinations of motor symptoms that may vary during a typical day. Work where multiple symptoms have been evaluated in combination will now be discussed.
Firstly, Mera et al. aimed to measure both tremor and bradykinesia using a home-based monitoring system (Mera et al., 2012b). The system consisted of a finger-worn sensor with a wrist-worn command module and a tablet computer that guided patients through a series of motor tasks derived from the UPDRS motor section. The sensor employed contained three accelerometers and three gyroscopes. The emphasis in this research was not to measure symptoms, but to establish whether or not participants were able to correctly perform the tasks at home without clinical supervision. The authors calculated a ‘voluntary movement threshold’ (VMT) to help establish whether tasks were being performed correctly, since some tasks required voluntary movement (e.g. bradykinesia) and others required the participant to be at rest (e.g. rest tremor). The VMT was defined as the average peak in the power spectrum of the integral of gyroscopic angular velocity plus two standard deviations. A band pass filter was incorporated to exclude tremor frequencies. Rest tremor task data was rejected if the VMT was exceeded; bradykinesia related tasks were rejected if the VMT was *not* exceeded. Overall, 97% of task data was accepted suggesting that patients were able to perform the tests correctly. It is important to note that 5% of rest-tremor task assessments were rejected, perhaps simply due to voluntary movements or perhaps related to the presence of dyskinesia. Similar to the VMT employed by Mera et al., work by Zwartes et al. incorporated an ‘activity classifier’ into their analysis to discern whether the wearer was performing a static or a dynamic activity (Zwartjes et al., 2010). This work included six PD patients with DBS in the subthalamic nucleus; none of whom experienced dyskinesia. Participants wore a series of combined accelerometer and gyroscope sensors on the trunk, sternum and on the wrist, thigh and foot of the most affected side. A ‘decision tree’ was constructed which considered numerous factors including the relative orientation of the sensors to one another to determine posture. This allowed the authors to determine periods of walking, sitting, standing and lying and furthermore whether active arm movement (AAM) was present in each posture. This allowed assessment to be more focussed; rest tremor was only assessed when AAM was absent (and the converse for kinetic tremor) and bradykinesia was only assessed when AAM was present. The system identified rest tremor with high accuracy and sensor measures of rest tremor were shown to
correlate significantly with the UPDRS. Performance in identification of all other symptoms was less impressive with moderate, albeit significant, correlations to the UPRDS seen. The authors also tested the system’s ability to discern between different stimulator settings (on, off and intermediate). Whilst a significant difference was shown in rest tremor between all stimulator states, no such differences were demonstrated for other symptoms. Critically there was no statistically significant difference in participants’ UPDRS scores between the different stimulator settings; this may simply reflect the small sample size or perhaps the insufficient ‘wash-out’ time between adjustment of DBS setting and assessment. Recent work suggests this ‘wash-out’ time can be highly variable amongst patients and that researchers should opt for conservative ‘wash-out’ periods to avoid this problem (Cooper et al., 2013). The authors reach the questionable conclusion that the ability of their system to detect a change not discernible by the UPDRS, demonstrates its usefulness as a tool to optimise PD treatment.

Addressing the challenge of measuring multiple symptoms at once requires more complex analytical methods and ANNs have been employed by a number of authors. Roy et al. recently published work describing an ANN they developed to measure tremor and dyskinesia in PD patients (Roy et al., 2013). This ANN was trained on features derived from both wrist-worn accelerometry and surface EMG data recorded during a four hour period participants spent in a laboratory setting; a sensor was worn on each limb. The ANN ultimately provided, for every one second interval, a measure of severity (mild, moderate, severe) for tremor and dyskinesia. When the ANN was applied to a previously unseen test cohort, comparison of its outputs to clinician ratings showed identification of tremor and dyskinesia with high sensitivity and specificity (90.2% and 93.5%; 91.7% and 89.5% respectively). Deeper analysis of the architecture of the ANN demonstrated that the addition of features from sEMG resulted in large improvements in network performance. This study demonstrated high ANN performance in symptom recognition in a relatively uncontrolled environment. There was however, a lack of patients exhibiting more marked symptoms in this study; patients exhibiting severity scores of 3 and 4 were combined into one category,
termed “severe”. The applicability of this ANN to more severely affected patients is therefore questionable.

More prolonged assessment of multiple symptoms was performed by Griffiths et al., in work that required participants with PD to wear a wrist-worn tri-axial accelerometer for a period of 10 days at home (Griffiths et al., 2012). The authors presented data suggesting that the presence and severity of both bradykinesia and dyskinesia can be reliably identified using their accelerometer-derived bradykinesia and dyskinesia ‘scores’. Single patient data is also presented with the authors suggesting that temporal fluctuations of symptoms, including changes in light of modifications to medications, can be appreciated. Crucially the authors have no method by which they can demonstrate the validity of these conclusions, since no alternative method of symptom assessment was performed during home monitoring periods, such as patient completed symptom diaries. The authors do report moderate correlation between bradykinesia scores and clinic-based UPDRS scores (parts III) and also weak correlation between dyskinesia scores and UPDRS scores (part IV). The limitations of such clinical scoring systems however render such evidence weak. When discussing their methodology, the authors describe employing an ‘expert systems’ approach; a computer science phrase that simply describes a computer system that is designed to emulate the decision making process of a human expert. Deeper analysis of their methods raises concerns about how the algorithms employed on the home data were originally developed. The algorithm for dyskinesia recognition was developed using laboratory based assessments where patients with PD performed “naturalistic” tasks whilst concurrently being assessed by clinicians using the AIMS. Whilst significant levels of correlation were evident between the dyskinesia assessment score and the AIMS, only 12 patients contributed to this stage with each being recorded for only 12 minutes. Given that the authors divided the accelerometer data into two minute long epochs this resulted in only six data points for each participant, a very small amount of data on which to base a model. The genesis of the bradykinesia scoring algorithm can also be questioned. In this case, participants were asked to slide their forefinger between two dots on a piece of cardboard for 30 seconds; essentially a variant of the
key-tapping test. The authors demonstrated a moderate correlation between bradykinesia as measured by the finger slide test and their bradykinesia scoring algorithm. The applicability and relevance of such a task to activities occurring during unsupervised home-based monitoring is however highly questionable. Details as to the exact nature of the “algorithms” in this work are limited and this may reflect the fact that the assessment system employed in this study is a commercially available product.

Patel et al. employed a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to the assessment of tremor, bradykinesia and dyskinesia; a strategy of supervised machine learning that is similar to that employed by ANNs (Patel et al., 2009). This approach produced low error rates between clinician-rated severity scores of tremor, bradykinesia and dyskinesia to the output of the SVM (2.8%, 1.7% and 1.2% respectively). The SVM involved five different input features and these were derived from a series of eight body-worn accelerometers. Data were collected whilst participants performed a series of scripted, clinically-based motor tasks derived from the UPDRS. Authors chose to rely on certain tasks to examine for particular symptoms but the appropriateness of their selection is questionable. For example, data derived during the finger tapping task were used to assess for tremor but not for bradykinesia as would be the norm in clinical practice. From Patel’s results it was also evident that several motor tasks were suitable for estimating the severity of more than just one symptom. Despite the limitations of this work this result does suggest that machine learning approaches may be able to discern symptoms irrespective of the task participants were performing at the time, a promising result for home-based monitoring.

Rather than examining specific motor symptoms, other authors chose to look at disease status. Hoff et al. assessed 15 PD patients who experienced motor fluctuations using a series of seven body-worn accelerometers worn at home for a period of 24 hours (Hoff et al., 2004). During the monitoring period participants completed a half-hourly symptom diary in which they recorded whether they were ‘off’, ‘on’ or experiencing dyskinesia. Measurement of body position, bradykinesia, hypokinesia and tremor were performed using the same analysis methods described previously by this research group (Dunnewold et al., 1997, Dunnewold et al., 1998, Hoff et al., 2001b).
These produced three different variables that were used separately to detect on and off states. Hoff suggested that inter-individual variability in activity levels precluded the use of a single cut-off point for each measure capable of differentiating between disease states. Instead post-data collection analysis using a receiver operating curve (ROC) was performed to produce cut-offs individual to each patient for each variable. Results from this work showed only limited sensitivity and specificity (ranging between 0.66-0.76 and 0.60-0.71 respectively) for the detection of on and off states. There were inadequate numbers of patients with dyskinesia to draw conclusions regarding its identification. The authors suggest that incorrect diary completion by patients may have contributed to the system’s inadequate performance, but have no method by which they can externally validate such a claim. It is also important to highlight that the authors use of a 1.0–3.5 Hz bandpass filter, when examining for hypokinesia and bradykinesia, may have excluded many volitional movements that occur at frequencies <1.0 Hz. This paper marks an important milestone in the development of PD symptom monitoring systems. As the authors acknowledge, previous analytical approaches, whilst successful when examining symptoms in isolation, failed to produce similar success when applied to less carefully selected patients with multiple symptoms, monitored in an uncontrolled environment. The limited number of variables that such models can consider is inadequate when the complexity of human movement and the variability of symptoms in PD are considered. Analytical tools capable of considering a large number of variables and their interconnectedness may represent the next step in the evolution of home monitoring systems.

Keijser et al. acknowledged these problems and sought to address them through the use of an ANN (Keijser et al., 2006). In this study patients were monitored continuously with a series of six tri-axial accelerometers during a three hour period spent performing a series of ADLs in an occupational therapy department. All patients were known to exhibit motor fluctuations. If no such fluctuation occurred during their monitoring period participants were either given an additional levodopa dose to induce ‘on’ time or their dose was delayed to induce ‘off’ time. The method by which disease status was discerned is unclear in this study. The authors comment that only
patients who could “clearly identify their motor state” were included in the study but do not describe how this judgment was made. The authors also reported that “the experimenter used any sign of PD symptoms to determine whether a patient was in an off state”. It is therefore unclear whether judgement on disease status was made by participant, clinician or both. Critically, dyskinesia was not considered as a distinct disease state; instead ‘on’ periods with and without dyskinesia were simply classified as ‘on’. The authors attempted to justify this decision by stating that their previous work (Keijzers et al., 2003b) had already demonstrated the ability of ANNs to distinguish dyskinesia from voluntary movements and that several of the study participants in the latest study had contributed to this earlier work. Incorporation of dyskinesia into what is considered ‘on’ time will result in ‘pollution’ of the quality of the data representing ‘on’. There is a possibility that discerning between ‘off’ and ‘on’ will be made easier if what is deemed ‘on’ time also encompasses dyskinesia. This methodological flaw was further compounded when it transpired that “about half” of the patients suffered dyskinesia in the ‘on’ state.

Two different analytic approaches were employed. The first approach examined four different accelerometer-derived variables. For each variable ROC curves were used to compute a threshold to allow differentiation between on and off. The second approach involved development of an ANN. The same four accelerometer-derived variables were used as input features for the ANN on a minute by minute basis; 24 features were used in total (four features derived from each of the six sensors). The network output related to disease status and was either ‘on’ or ‘off’. Training of the network was undertaken using back propagation; a process of optimisation where attempts are made to minimise the error between network output and clinician rating of disease status and the relative feature importance to the model is adjusted. Results of the single variable analysis for wrist-worn sensors were comparable to those of Hoff et al. (Hoff et al., 2004), with sensitivity and specificity values of 0.71-0.74 and 0.78 for on-off detection demonstrated. An ANN with two hidden units and four input parameters produced the highest performance with sensitivity and specificity of 1.00 and 0.98 respectively. This was a relatively simple ANN and further analysis of the
feature weighting reveals that 2 variables alone, %PF₄ (trunk) and %PF₄ (leg), accounted for 96% and 2% of network performance respectively. %PF₄ represents the percentage of peak frequencies that occurred above 4Hz, where peak frequency is the frequency that occurs with the largest power on Fourier analysis. Patients in the on state, performing volitional movements, are likely to exhibit movements of frequencies <4Hz. Conversely, tremulous patients in the off state are likely to exhibit movements of frequencies >4Hz due to tremor. It is however unclear why ‘non-tremulous’ patients in the off state, would exhibit movements of frequencies >4Hz, and the authors’ suggestions (postural tremor, physiological tremor, body surface ‘micro-vibrations’) are unconvincing.

Whilst the ANN performance quoted in this study appears impressive it is crucial to note that the authors present only training data. No attempt has been made to apply the ANN to new, previously unseen data. It is therefore impossible to conclude whether the model will be applicable to other patients with PD; the impressive results seen may simply reflect ‘over-training’ and thus the model may lack the ability to generalise when presented with new data. The authors’ conclusion that the system can “operate successfully in unsupervised ambulatory conditions” is therefore highly questionable. The data in this work cannot truly be considered unsupervised, since data collection was based on recordings during a known set of activities and do not reflect truly unsupervised data. Furthermore, the claim that the system is able to operate in ambulatory conditions is highly contentious when you consider that periods where patients were walking for longer than three minutes were excluded from data analysis.

2.IV Summary

The above review highlights the wide variety of methods by which accelerometers have been applied to the evaluation of motor symptoms in PD. This review has demonstrated that analysis involving a single variable, or small numbers of variables, proved insufficient when volitional movement is introduced. Furthermore collecting data in controlled, laboratory-based settings with highly selected participants
performing scripted tasks is unlikely to produce data representative of real-life, home-based activities. This data collection is also limited in terms of time, since more prolonged data capture is not feasible in such environments. It is perhaps no surprise that application of such models to unsupervised, home-based activities has been shown to yield disappointing results. This review has also introduced artificial neural networks; complex computer algorithms capable of considering huge numbers of features and critically, their relations with one another. Application of such methods to accelerometer data collected from PD patients has yielded encouraging results, even in the presence of volitional movement and even when knowledge about patient activity has been removed.

The aims of this work are therefore as follows:

1) Can wrist-worn accelerometers (and analysis with artificial neural networks) reproduce patient-completed symptom diaries during prolonged periods of unobserved home monitoring when prior knowledge of disease status is, for a given patient, removed?
2) Can wrist-worn accelerometers (and analysis with artificial neural networks) reproduce clinician assessment of PD patients' disease state during periods of observation in a clinical environment, when prior knowledge of disease status is, for a given patient, removed?
3) Is prolonged monitoring using bilateral wrist-worn accelerometers acceptable to patients?

To achieve these aims wrist-worn accelerometers will be employed to capture data from PD patients during a seven-day, home-monitoring period. Capturing data in this environment produces two distinct advantages to the more traditional methods of data capture described above. Firstly, the data recorded will reflect the wearer’s activities of daily living more closely than laboratory-derived data. This is based on the assumption that the wearing of the sensor does not influence the wearer’s usual pattern of activity; a detailed evaluation of the acceptability of the wrist-worn devices to patients will therefore be undertaken. Secondly, unsupervised data capture at home enables huge amounts of continuous data to be captured. Based on the data captured
during the home monitoring period, an artificial neural network will be constructed; large volumes of data are critical to the development of such a method. This artificial neural network will be capable of analysing periods of accelerometer data and providing a ‘decision’ as to the disease state of the patient at that time. Attempts will be made to validate the artificial neural network’s ‘decision’ against patient completed symptom diaries and against clinical evaluations made in a laboratory environment.
Chapter 3. Methods

3.I Recruitment

Study design was observational, with PD patients being recruited from the Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust Movement Disorder Service between January and November 2012. Patients were approached in both medical and PD nurse-specialist clinics that took place across the region covered by the service. The service covers both urban and rural areas in the Northeast of England with age-adjusted prevalence estimates of PD in these areas previously estimated to be 139 cases (95% CI 116-162) per 100,000 (Porter et al., 2006) and 142 cases (95% CI 118 to 165) per 100,000 (Walker et al., 2010) respectively. The target for recruitment was 32 participants. Confidential demographic information was collected for all patients approached, thus allowing comparison between participants and those declining participation in the study.

Inclusion criteria for entry into the study were:

- Ability to give informed consent
- Aged 18 years or above
- Diagnosis of idiopathic PD as per United Kingdom (UK) Brain Bank Criteria (Gibb and Lees, 1988)
- Under the care of the Northumbria PD service
- Taking immediate release levodopa medication

Exclusion criteria for the study were:

- Inability to provide informed consent
- Presence of significant cognitive impairment; defined as mini-mental state examination (Folstein and Folstein, 1975) (MMSE) score of <24
- Immobility, i.e. Hoehn and Yahr (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967) stage 5
- Not taking immediate release levodopa medications
Patients who fulfilled all inclusion criteria were recruited for study participation. The study consisted of two phases. During phase one, participants attended Newcastle University’s Clinical Ageing Research Unit (CARU). The final study phase, phase two, took place in participants’ homes. During both phases of the study participants wore bilateral wrist-worn sensors. Figure 18 summarises the research protocol, with each phase subsequently discussed in greater detail.

**Figure 18: Summary of Study Phases 1 and 2**

3.II Ethical Approval

The study proposal for this research project was submitted to the County Durham and Tees valley Research Ethics Committee on 13\(^{th}\) September 2011. Final ethical approval, following minor amendments, was granted on 11\(^{th}\) October 2011.

3.III Phase 1 Procedures (CARU)

Participants who consented to involvement with the study attended CARU and were encouraged to bring a companion (friend, relative or carer). Transport was arranged to
ensure that participants arrived at CARU at approximately 0830 hours. On arrival at CARU consent was reviewed and confirmed. Participants were allocated a randomly generated four letter identification code to allow subsequent identification of participants in a pseudo-anonymised manner. Participants were fitted with two sensors that attached to the wrists (Figure 19). Accelerometer data were recorded continuously for the duration of the participants’ time at CARU. During this time subjects were free to move around the clinical environment without restrictions. Activities performed by participants were selected to include a variety of different postures and mobility states i.e. walking, standing, sitting etc. Participants also performed a number of activities during their time in CARU that were likely to be similar to activities of daily living performed in their own home; these included interacting with family members, reading, writing and eating.

Figure 19: Orientation of sensors on participants’ wrists (adapted from Axivity AX3 User Guide (2013b))

On the day of their attendance at CARU, participants were asked, where possible, to refrain from taking their first morning dose of immediate release levodopa. This enabled initial assessments at CARU to be undertaken with the patient typically in the ‘off’ disease state, a practice recognised as being important in enabling study of the
motor deficits due to the disease process of PD itself (Gordon and Reilmann, 1999). The initial assessment at CARU consisted of a battery of motor tests derived from two clinical rating scales, the MDS-UPDRS and the AIMS. Each individual motor test required the participant to perform a particular action during which the severity of clinical sign observed was rated against specified descriptors, thus providing an integer value representation of symptom severity (MDS-UPDRS: 0-4, AIMS: 1-5). The entire motor assessment battery is summarised in Table 6 below.

**Table 6: Summary of CARU Motor Assessment Battery**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor Feature</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Sub-section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Rest Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rest Tremor (with distraction)</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>(3.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postural Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kinetic Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradykinesia</td>
<td>Finger Taps</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pronation-Supination</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>Upper Limbs</td>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Limbs</td>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Severity</td>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key Outcome Measure:**

- The rating clinician also passed judgement on participants’ disease state at the time of each clinical assessment, selecting from one of the following categories: off, on or dyskinesia.

- Whilst participants were undertaking each motor assessment battery, a digital video-recording of the assessment was also taken. This enabled a second, blinded clinician (RW; an experienced movement disorder specialist) to also pass judgement on participants’ disease state and to rate the assessments using the same clinical rating scores.

- Accelerometer-derived estimations of a participant’s disease state at a given time would ultimately be compared against the clinician reported disease state recorded here.
After completion of the initial motor assessment battery participants were invited to take their immediate release levodopa medication. The motor assessment battery described in Table 6 was performed serially throughout each participant’s time at CARU, typically 30 minutes after ingestion of the immediate release levodopa and at hourly intervals from the initial assessment. Serial assessments before and after ingestion of levodopa, allowed for appreciation of any potential variance in motor symptoms experienced by participants and enabled accelerometer data to be captured over the course of this cycle. As such, patients not on immediate release levodopa were excluded from this study. Those participants who were unwilling or unable to refrain from withholding their morning immediate release levodopa remained in the study.

Participants also underwent a full medical history and examination during phase one. The diagnosis of PD was confirmed using the UK Brain Bank Criteria. Medical history included evaluation of past medical history, family history, social history and review of participants’ medications. To enable comparison between participants who were taking a variety of different dopaminergic agents with differing regimens, the medication history was used to calculate the levodopa equivalent dose (Tomlinson et al., 2010). During phase one all participants were also assessed using the complete MDS-UPDRS proforma which captured data regarding the motor and non-motor experiences of daily living, motor complications and included an entire motor examination. Dyskinesia was assessed using the AIMS, which has previously been recommended for use in a PD population (Colosimo et al., 2010) which critically appraised eight different dyskinesia rating scales. The AIMS evaluates the severity of the actual dyskinetic movements themselves, hence its selection for use in this work. The AIMS consists of 10 items, each rated by a clinician using a five point Likert scale from 1 to 5: absent, minimal, mild, moderate, and severe. Items 1 to 4 rate the presence and severity of abnormal movements in the face and mouth. Inclusion of assessment of orofacial dyskinesia reflects the fact that the AIMS was originally developed for the rating of tardive dyskinesia. Items 5 and 6 rate the presence and severity of abnormal movements in the limbs; item 7 does so for the trunk. Items 8 to
rate the global severity of the abnormal movements, the disability as a consequence of the abnormal movements and lastly, the patient’s awareness of the abnormal movements. Cognition was assessed with both the MMSE and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Dalrymple-Alford et al., 2010). The MMSE is a widely used cognitive assessment tool that predominantly tests memory and language; a narrower range of cognitive domains than that which the MoCA addresses (Gill et al., 2008). The use of the MMSE has been questioned in a PD population, with the MoCA being shown to be more sensitive in detecting mild cognitive impairment (Nazem et al., 2009). Sleep was assessed using the Parkinson’s Disease Sleep Scale (PDSS-2) (Trenkwalder et al., 2011), as during this research participants would wear the wrist-worn sensors during their sleep. Participants were categorised by disease phenotype (TD or PIGD) using a formula which categorises different MDS-UPDRS items by phenotype (Stebbins et al., 2013).

Once clinical assessments were completed the sensors were removed. The final assessment participants completed was a questionnaire designed to capture their thoughts and feelings about wearing the sensors. This consisted of nine statements (items). Participants were asked to display their level of agreement for each of the items using a five point Likert scale. There was additional space on the questionnaire for free text comments from participants.

3.IV Phase 2 Procedures (Home)

During phase two of the study participants wore bilateral wrist sensors for a seven day period whilst in their own homes. The sensors were given to participants before leaving CARU, on completion of phase one. Sensors were fully charged to ensure a full seven day period of monitoring could be undertaken. Participants were asked to put on the sensors and commence the week long monitoring period at 0800 hours the following day. If the subsequent week was inconvenient for the participant, an alternative date was agreed and a fully charged set of sensors was provided at this time. During phase one all participants received a standardised briefing about phase two of the study. Participants received explicit guidance, along with accompanying
photographs to take away with them, explaining how to ensure that the sensors were placed on the correct wrist and in the correct orientation (coloured coded; see Figure 23). Participants were asked to wear the sensors continuously, including at night, and to go about their daily activities as normal. Participants were advised to discontinue wearing the sensors if they felt they had become particularly burdensome. Participants were aware that the sensors were waterproof and could be worn during washing or bathing but were informed that if they preferred, the sensors could be removed for short periods. Participants were advised to refer to the supplemental information provided (see appendices) to ensure the sensors were correctly re-sited after a period of non-wearing. Participants were informed that the sensors stored only data pertaining to acceleration, light and temperature, and reassured that all data was stored on the device itself, with none being transmitted elsewhere. Participants were reassured that if the sensors were damaged they would not be liable for any replacements. It was explained to participants that the flashing LED, clearly visible during phase one of the study, would be disabled for the home monitoring period in an attempt to make the device less conspicuous and to avoid any sleep interference during night-time.

Participants were asked to keep three daily diaries during phase two of the study; a symptom diary, a medication diary and a sleep diary. These diaries were printed in the form of a ‘home monitoring booklet’ (see chapter 12.III.i) to allow participants to carry the diary around as one document. Within the home monitoring booklet there were telephone numbers for the research team to ensure that participants had a point of contact in the event of any problems or difficulties with the sensors or diaries.

**Key Outcome Measure:**

- The symptom diary required participants to record, on an hourly basis, their predominant disease state. The options available to choose from were ‘on’, ‘off’, ‘on with troublesome dyskinesia’ and ‘asleep’.
Accelerometer-derived estimations of a participant’s disease state at a given time would ultimately be compared against the patient reported disease state recorded here.

Written descriptions of what constituted each of the available disease states were included in the diary. The times at which responses were required were pre-printed to assist patient completion of the diary. During the standardised briefing performed in phase one, each different disease state was explained to participants. In an effort to decrease inaccurate diary completion, participants were made aware that accuracy of responses was more important than the number of responses (Bolger et al., 2003). The example completed symptom diary given to participants is shown in Figure 20 below.

Figure 20: The example symptom diary (AM only) provided for participants in the ‘home monitoring booklet’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (AM) Starts at Midnight</th>
<th>ON</th>
<th>ON with troublesome dyskinesias</th>
<th>OFF</th>
<th>Asleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00 am - 1:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 am - 2:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 am - 3:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 am - 4:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 am - 5:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 am - 6:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 am - 7:00 am</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 am - 8:00 am</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 am - 9:00 am</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am - 10:00 am</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 am - 11:00 am</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 am - 12:00 pm</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When completing the symptom diary, participants were asked to avoid selecting two different disease states for one given time period; such an entry would be considered unclassifiable. Whilst the research team acknowledged that participants could exhibit a variety of disease states within a one hour period, participants were asked to pick the option that reflected their predominant disease state for that period. Participants were asked to complete the diary contemporaneously wherever possible, and to try to avoid
retrospective completion of the diary for long periods of time. If participants had not made a diary entry for many hours, rather than potentially incorrectly recalling their disease state, participants were asked to leave such an entry blank. Despite this advice, blank diary entries were recorded as unclassifiable for purposes of data analysis.

The sleep diary required participants to record the approximate time at which they went to bed, defined as the time at which they turned the lights out for bed, and the time they got out of bed in the morning. Participants were also asked to record any disturbances to their sleep overnight and the approximate times at which these occurred. The example of a completed sleep diary given to participants is shown in Figure 21 below.

**Figure 21: The example sleep diary provided for participants in the ‘home monitoring booklet’**

| At what time did you turn the lights off for bed? | 11:15 PM |
| At what time did you get out of bed in the morning? | 6:45 AM |
| Were there any disturbances to your sleep overnight? (Please try and include time if possible) | Got up to go to the toilet at around 1am. Couldn’t get back to sleep for at least half an hour after this |

The medication diary required participants to record their anti-parkinsonian medications for the week long period of home monitoring. For each of their anti-parkinsonian medications, participants were asked to record the name, dose, scheduled time of administration and the actual time of administration. The example completed medication diary that was given to participants is shown in Figure 22.

**Figure 22: The example medication diary provided for participants in the ‘home monitoring booklet’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication Name</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Time Prescribed</th>
<th>Time taken (please write here)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Madopar</td>
<td>62.5mg</td>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>7:45 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madopar</td>
<td>62.5mg</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>12:10 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madopar</td>
<td>62.5mg</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The home monitoring booklet contained seven days worth of blank diaries ready for completion by participants. Given the cognitive demands placed on participants by requiring them to complete three diaries accurately and contemporaneously, for the duration of the week long monitoring period, patients with a MMSE <24 were excluded from this study. The final page of the home monitoring booklet was another copy of the sensor questionnaire. Participants were specifically asked to ensure that this was the final task they completed, having removed the sensors after a week of wearing. If, for whatever reason, participants decided to discontinue the home monitoring period, they were asked to complete the questionnaire at this point. The same questionnaire was administered to participants to explore whether their responses differed between phases one and two. Participants were provided with pre-paid envelopes to return the diaries and sensors to the research team on completion of phase two. Envelopes were marked with each participant’s unique, pseudo-anonymised four-letter code to ensure that the sensors could be matched to the correct participant. Return of the diaries and sensors marked the end of a participant’s involvement in the study.

Figure 23: Axivity AX3 devices mounted in Velcro straps (colour coded to indicate the hand on which they were to be worn; red: right, blue: left)
3.V  Accelerometer Protocol

3.V.i  The accelerometer sensor

The device used was the Axivity AX-3 (Figure 24). The device contained a tri-axial micro-electromechanical (MEMS) accelerometer capable of sensing accelerations of up to 16g in three different axes, up to a frequency of 2kHz (2013a). The device also contained a real-time clock, a temperature sensor and an ambient light sensor. The device measured 6mm x 21.5mm x 31.5mm.

Figure 24: Axivity AX3 Device (adapted from Axivity AX3 Data Sheet(2013a))

The device drew its power from a lithium polymer battery, which took approximately two hours to completely charge. The battery life of the device was primarily dictated by the sampling rate of the accelerometers. As demonstrated in Table 7, the greater the sampling rate the higher the rate of battery consumption. During this research all devices were set to sample at a rate of 100Hz, thus allowing a potential maximum of 14 days continuous recording. Such a sensor can also be equipped with a MEMS gyroscope, a device capable of measuring angular velocity. For the purposes of this research the decision was taken not to include gyroscopes in the sensor. Whilst gyroscopes can provide useful additional data there were concerns that their comparatively high power requirements would reduce battery life, such that the
sensor would be unable to perform prolonged monitoring periods without being recharged.

Table 7: Sample Rate and Battery Life (adapted from Axivity AX3 User Guide(2013b))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Battery Life (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Axivity sensor was fully encapsulated within a hermetically sealed, fully waterproof polycarbonate casing. The casing increased the dimensions of the device to 39mm x 36mm x 12.5mm. The device was attached to the wearer’s wrist using an adjustable Velcro strap. The combined weight of the sensor, casing and strap was 35 grams. The device, along with a description of each its component parts, is shown in greater detail in Figure 25 below.

Figure 25: Axivity AX3 Device Component Parts (adapted from Axivity AX3 User Guide(2013b))
Whilst the device was recording data, a green LED flashed on and off to indicate that data collection was ongoing. The three axes in which acceleration was measured are demonstrated graphically in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Orientation of Accelerometer Axes (adapted from Axivity AX3 User Guide(2013b))

Data generated by the device was stored on a memory chip capable of storing a maximum 512 megabytes (MB) of data; adequate capacity to store data for the duration of the battery life. The device could be connected to a computer via a Universal Serial Bus (USB) cable to allow both reconfiguration of the device and downloading of the data collected. Downloading a complete data set of 512Mb took approximately six minutes. There were no buttons or switches on the device that required manipulation by the wearer.

Prior to initiating each motor assessment battery during phase one, markers were placed into the accelerometer data to indicate the start of the examination period. This was done by subjecting the sensors to a short impulse force produced by tapping firmly several times on the sensors. Firmly tapping the sensors resulted in a short period of unusually high acceleration that is easily discernible when the data is later analysed. An example of this process of data marking is depicted in Figure 27. Ensuring that this data marking occurred before each assessment meant that the period of
accelerometer data corresponding to the clinical assessment was readily identifiable on later inspection of the accelerometer data.

Figure 27: Data markers visible as large spikes in the tri-axial data stream (adapted from Axivity AX3 User Guide (2013b))

When the used sensors were received by the research team all data was downloaded via a USB connection. Once the data download was complete, the sensor’s memory was erased, the battery recharged and the device could then be used for data collection with another participant. Prior to use by another participant both the sensor and strap were cleaned using an isopropyl alcohol-based wipe.

3.V.ii Development of the Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

An ANN was developed from the data collected during the home monitoring period. The over-riding aim was to produce an ANN capable of examining previously unseen accelerometer data and providing a judgement as to the disease state of the wearer for that given time. The process of ANN development and training is summarised in the flow chart depicted in Figure 28.

The ANN was ‘trained’ using a compendium of data that consisted of input data, along with its corresponding known output data. Input data took the form of 70 different features extracted from the accelerometer data. Features were extracted for each one minute period of data collection during the home monitoring period. A 71st feature
was also included; this related to the patient’s clinical phenotype as judged during the CARU assessments described above. The corresponding known output data, for each one minute period, was the known disease state for that moment in time. This output data was derived from the patient completed symptom diaries, where participants had recorded their predominant disease state on an hourly basis. Diary entries were assigned a numerical value (0, asleep; 1, off; 2, on; 3; dyskinesia).

In its initial ‘untrained’ state, the weighting of interconnections within the ANN was assigned at random and the error between ANN output and the known output calculated. The weighting assigned to the neuronal connections was then adjusted and the process repeated. This process, ‘forward selection’, was repeated many times, with weightings repeatedly modified in an attempt to minimise the error between ANN output and known output. ‘Training’ of an ANN can therefore be summarised as serial presentation of data to a network with repeated adjustment of the weightings assigned to input variables and their interconnections until the ANN output is concordant with the known output. The ANN employed in this work included two hidden layers and four outputs, each of which related to the following disease states; asleep, off, on and dyskinesia. Output for each disease state was provided in the form of a numerical value between 0 and 1, with the overriding rule that the sum of the four outputs must equal one. The ANN outputs can therefore be thought of as the likelihood of a given time period representing a given disease state.
3.V.iii From ANN outputs to disease state ‘decision’.

Two differing approaches were undertaken to translate the four individual ANN outputs into a ‘decision’ about disease status. The first employed the ‘expected value’ equation. With this approach, the ANN provides output in terms of $p_{\text{disease state}}$, the probability of a given period of accelerometer data representing a particular disease state. The ANN provides a probability for each of the four possible disease states and thus the sum of $p_{\text{asleep}} + p_{\text{off}} + p_{\text{on}} + p_{\text{dyskinesia}}$ must equal 1. Each disease state was assigned a numerical value: asleep = 1, off = 2, on = 3, dyskinesia = 4. The vector product of the probability of each disease state was calculated to provide a prediction of disease state for a given time period:

$$(p_{\text{asleep}} \times 1) + (p_{\text{off}} \times 2) + (p_{\text{on}} \times 3) + (p_{\text{dyskinesia}} \times 4) = \text{disease state decision}. $$
A decision regarding disease state is guaranteed by considering this value to one significant figure. An example of the ‘expected value’ equation applied to an example ANN output for a given minute is presented in Figure 29 below.

**Figure 29: Example of disease state decision using the ‘expected value’ equation**

**Artificial Neural Network output for a one minute period (example)**

![Image of graph showing output probabilities for different states: asleep, off, on, dyskinesia]

- e.g. \((p_{\text{asleep}} \times 1) + (p_{\text{off}} \times 2) + (p_{\text{on}} \times 3) + (p_{\text{dyskinesia}} \times 4)\) = disease state decision
- \((0.1 \times 1) + (0.2 \times 2) + (0.6 \times 3) + (0.1 \times 4)\) = disease state decision
- \(0.1 + 0.4 + 1.8 + 0.4 = 2.7 = 3\) (1 s.f.) = ON

This method allows a decision regarding disease state to be made based on ANN output on a minute by minute basis. This method does however rely on a number of assumptions. Firstly, that the linear numerical system applied is valid, which itself is based on the assumption that the difference between disease states is linear. Secondly, this method requires the assumption that the network has equal sensitivity to each disease state. The expected value equation also treats every minute of data independently and gives no consideration to the minutes preceding. Clearly for a patient with PD their current disease state has a degree of influence on their disease.
state in the forthcoming minute. A second analytical approach was therefore employed that instead focussed on a more clinically relevant period of time. During the home monitoring period of the study participants completed symptom diaries on a one hourly basis and hence the alternative analytical approach focused on one hour periods of time. The second approach aimed to extract multiple descriptors that summarised the network prediction across the hour period. Figure 30 below provides an overview of this method.

Within each one hour period the ANN provided a probabilistic output for each disease state, in the form depicted in Figure 29, at intervals of one minute. For each disease state, the minute by minute probabilistic output of the ANN was averaged to provide a value for the mean probability for a given disease state during the hour. The 60 one minute duration ANN outputs were also examined for the one minute period in which the highest probability for a particular disease state was seen. For the minute where the highest probability for a particular disease state was seen, probability values for all four disease outputs in that minute were taken. Figure 30 demonstrates how, for example, the one minute period with the highest probability for sleep was minute 1. Similarly, the one minute period where the highest probability for ‘off’ was minute 24. Ultimately, for each disease state, its maximum probability value in the hour (along with the corresponding other disease state probability values for that particular minute) were captured, providing a total of 16 values. These, added to the 4 mean values, provided a total of 20 values to describe the hour long period. From this 20 value representation of the hour a linear regression model was constructed to give a value equivalent to the diary value for this given hour, drawing on data from all participants.
3.V.iv Validation process

Assessment of ANN performance was undertaken using both data derived from home-based and CARU-based recordings; this validation process is summarised in the flow chart depicted in Figure 31.

Home Diaries

Subsequent testing of the ANN was performed using ‘leave one out’ methods. The ANN was trained using data from all but one participant. Data from the one remaining participant, derived during their home monitoring period, was then presented to the ANN as new, previously un-seen data. Employing the second analytical approach described in the methodology above, the ANN produced, for each hour long period, an estimation of the participant’s disease state for that time period. The correlation between the ANN ‘decision’ on disease status and diary entries was examined using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. This process of ‘leave one out’ validation was repeated for all study participants.

**CARU data**

Video recordings of clinical assessments were also reviewed and rated in terms of patient disease status. All of the clinical assessments performed in CARU were time labelled, meaning that the accelerometer data recorded at the time of the assessment could also be identified. At the point of analysis the accelerometer data obtained during the clinical assessments was excluded. This step was taken because the activities performed as part of an abbreviated MDS-UPRDS are highly scripted and do not reflect activities that would realistically be performed by a person during everyday life. Instead, accelerometer data from the ten minute periods before and after the assessment was taken and divided into one minute epochs. The ANN was presented with data derived from each one minute epoch individually. For each one minute epoch the network provided a prediction of the likely disease state for that time. The output of the ANN was probabilistic, in the form of a number (0-1) for each state with the sum of these adding to one. For each one minute period the disease state that was assigned the highest value was deemed the ANN’s ‘decision’ for that given time. Comparison between the ANN decision and clinician rating of disease status was then undertaken.
3.VI  Statistics

Data were analysed using the International Business Machines Corporation Statistical Product and Service Solutions (IBM-SPSS) software package. Descriptive statistics, including means and standard deviations, were calculated. The distribution of data was examined for normality via construction of histograms. Normally distributed data were analysed with parametric tests. Non-normally distributed data were analysed using non-parametric tests, such as the Wilcoxon Ranked Sum. All reported p values are two-tailed for parametric tests. All significance values are quoted to three decimal places. Significance values of less than 0.001 are abbreviated to p <0.001. Those results not achieving significance are labelled ‘NS’.
Chapter 4. Study Participants

4.1 Recruited participants

Patients fulfilling inclusion criteria for the study were approached at clinics organised by Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust’s PD service. In total 34 participants were recruited for entry into this study. Basic demographic information for the 34 study participants is displayed in Table 8. Mean age was 68.9 years (SD=9.1). Mean disease duration was 9.8 years (SD=5.6). All patients were on anti-parkinsonian medication with a mean levodopa equivalent dose (LED) of 918.1 mg/24 hours. 28 (82.4%) of the study cohort were also taking a dopamine agonist. 17 participants (50%) were on other adjunctive anti-parkinsonian agents, either monoamine oxidase B Inhibitors (MAOBi) and/or catechol-o-methyltransferase inhibitors (COMTi). 7 participants were prescribed amantadine (20.6%). 2 participants (5.9%) were on an intra-jejunal levodopa infusion (Duodopa).

Clinical assessment in CARU revealed that 14 participants (41.2%) experienced dyskinesia; the mean AIMS score across the cohort was 15.7 (SD=9.0). Assessment of cognition with the MoCA and MMSE cognitive scoring tools revealed mean scores of 25.9 (SD=3.3) and 28.6 (SD=1.5) respectively. MDS-UPDRS scores by section were: I – 15.9 (SD=5.6); II – 20.1 (SD=9.7); III – 32.9 (SD=14.4) and IV – 6.9 (SD=3.6). Evaluation of sleep with the PDSS-2 revealed mean scores of 21.5 (SD=10.7).
### Table 8: Demographics of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>68.9 (9.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% male)</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD Duration (years)</td>
<td>9.8 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Levodopa Dose (mg/day)</td>
<td>557.2 (293.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on Dopamine Agonists</td>
<td>82.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on MAOBi</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on COMTi</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on amantadine</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% on duodopa</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levodopa equivalent dose (mg/day)</td>
<td>918.1 (372.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoehn and Yahr Stage*</td>
<td>II (I-IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience dyskinesia (Yes:No)</td>
<td>14:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease phenotype (TD:PIGD:INDET)</td>
<td>12:19:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCA</td>
<td>25.9 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>28.6 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDSS-2</td>
<td>21.5 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS (Section I)</td>
<td>15.9 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS (Section II)</td>
<td>20.1 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS (Section III)</td>
<td>32.9 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS (Section IV)</td>
<td>6.9 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS (Total)</td>
<td>75.8 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>15.7 (9.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values expressed as mean (standard deviation) unless expressed otherwise

*median (range)

MAOBI = Monoamine Oxidase B Inhibitor; COMTi = Catechol-o-methyltransferase Inhibitor; TD = Tremor Dominant; PIGD = Postural Instability/Gait Difficulty; INDET = Indeterminate; MoCA = Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MMSE = Mini Mental State Examination; PDSS-2 = Parkinson’s Disease Sleep Scale; MDS-UPDRS = Movement Disorders Society-sponsored Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; AIMS = Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale

Patient recruitment in this study aimed to include a range of motor disability. The Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) staging system, a measure of disability, was therefore incorporated into study exclusion criteria. Patients categorised as H&Y stage 5
(confined to bed or wheelchair unless aided) were deemed not eligible for study entry. The distribution of H&Y staging across study participants is displayed in Figure 32 below.

Study participants were also categorised by disease phenotype (Stebbins et al., 2013). Figure 33 displays the frequency of differing disease phenotypes amongst the study cohort.
4.II Patients declining study participation

During the study’s recruitment phase a number of participants, identified as being eligible for study entry, declined involvement with the study. Basic demographic information was captured for these patients and where offered, their reason for declining entry into the study was also recorded. Collection of demographic data for non-participants was limited by the constraints of patient confidentiality. The available information is displayed in Table 9 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Disease Duration (years)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Dykinesia ?</th>
<th>LED (mg/24hr)</th>
<th>Reason for Declining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>Not willing to travel to CARU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Recent operation - still recovering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1316.6</td>
<td>Not willing to travel to CARU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>703.3</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>633.3</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>No reason given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1133.3</td>
<td>Concern regarding duration of time at CARU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of patients who declined study participation did not offer a reason for doing so. Two patients were unwilling to travel to the research facility in Newcastle upon Tyne from their homes in the catchment area of Northumbria. One patient expressed unwillingness to remain at CARU for the duration required due to concern regarding continence problems. Lastly, one patient had recently undergone a major
operation and was still recuperating from this. No patient cited an unwillingness to wear the sensors as reason for their non-participation.

4.III  Comparison between participants and non-participants

Comparison between participants and non-participants is summarised in Table 10 below. Regarding age, no significant difference was demonstrated between those participating and those not (t=-1.66, p=0.104). There was no significant difference seen between the groups when disease duration was considered (t=-0.83, p = 0.413). Levodopa equivalent dose (LED) was not significantly different between the two groups (t=1.98, p = 0.055). There was no statistically significant difference between the groups in terms of gender or frequency of dyskinesia.

Table 10: Comparison of Basic Demographics between study participants and non-participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Participants (n=34)</th>
<th>Non-participants (n=10)</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>68.9 (9.1)</td>
<td>74.0 (6.5)</td>
<td>*0.104 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% male)</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>**0.472 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD Duration (years)</td>
<td>9.8 (5.6)</td>
<td>11.8 (9.5)</td>
<td>*0.413 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levodopa equivalent dose (mg/day)</td>
<td>918.1 (372.7)</td>
<td>658.7 (335.6)</td>
<td>*0.055 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience dyskinesia (% yes)</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>**0.714 (ns)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values expressed as mean (standard deviation) unless expressed otherwise
Statistical tests: * t-test; **Fisher’s exact test

4.IV  Discussion

The distribution of H&Y staging across study participants seen in Figure 32 shows that H&Y stage IV patients were under-represented in comparison to H&Y stage I-III patients. There are a number of possible explanations for this. Firstly, this may represent limitations of the Hoehn and Yahr staging system itself. Sato et al. (Sato et
al., 2006) performed a retrospective study with a large cohort of consecutively recruited PD patients that aimed to examine the disease duration to reach different H&Y stages. This work demonstrated that only 13.3% of patients with PD of long duration (≥16 years) were classified as H&Y stage IV, with the majority being classified between stages I-III. This finding suggests that aiming to recruit equal numbers of patients across H&Y stages I-IV is artificial and not likely to be representative of the typical PD population. Comparison of frequency of H&Y stage between the study cohort (mean disease duration of 9.8 years) and a sub-group from Sato et al.’s work with similar disease duration (between 6-10 years) is displayed in Figure 34. These findings suggest that our study cohort contained a larger proportion of patients with early stage disease (H&Y stage I) compared to an unselected PD population of equivalent disease duration. It is important to highlight that 11.1% of data were missing for this particular sub-group in Sato’s work and that this included patients who had died, patients who were perhaps more likely to have had more severe disease.

Figure 34: Comparison of frequency of Hoehn and Yahr stages between study cohort and Sato et al. (2006) cohort

Another possible explanation for the inability to recruit equally across H&Y stages I-IV is that patients classified as H&Y stage IV were perhaps less willing to participate. Figure 34 does suggest that our study cohort contained more patients at an earlier
stage of the disease (H&Y I) and these patients are likely to be younger than those with more advanced disease. Whilst no statistically significant difference was demonstrated between participants and non-participants in terms of age, non-participants were older, with PD of longer duration and were more likely to experience dyskinesia. Whilst not statistically significant, mean LED dose in non-participants was lower than that seen in participants. This observation may be explained by the fact that clinicians, in response to the onset of dyskinesia, may reduce the doses of anti-parkinsonian medications. The majority of patients who were approached agreed to participate, thus the number of patients in the ‘non-participants’ group was rather small and this may have contributed to the lack of a statistically significant difference between the groups. It is well documented that older people are often underrepresented in clinical trials, with recruitment difficulties often cited as a reason (Buckwalter, 2009).
Chapter 5. Patient-completed symptom diaries

5.1 Results

All 34 participants completed diaries during phase II of the study with 32 participants doing so for the entire seven day period. Two participants did not complete the seven day period of home monitoring; one withdrew after four days (ATYY: discomfort wearing sensor) and the other after five days (JNQW: unwell). During data transcription from patient completed symptom diary to database, a decision was made for each of the 168 potential hourly entries (seven 24 hour days) as to whether the entry made by the participant was classifiable or not. A response was defined as being unclassifiable when either no entry was made in the diary, or when two or more disease states were selected for a given time period. For each participant the total amount of time classified for each disease state was expressed as a percentage of the seven day monitoring period. For those participants not completing the seven days, the amount of time classified for each disease state was expressed as a percentage of the total time they recorded. The percentage of time for which responses were unclassifiable is also included in this analysis. For each participant an overview of the proportion of time classified in each disease state, including unclassifiable responses, is displayed in Figure 35 below.

The mean percentage of classifiable responses across the study cohort was 82.5% (SD=26.2), suggesting marked variability amongst classification rates within the study cohort. Further analysis was therefore undertaken to attempt to differentiate between diaries with high and low classification rates. A participant was defined as being a ‘highly compliant’ diarist if ≥90% of their diary responses were classifiable. Participants in whom <90% of diary responses were classifiable were defined as ‘poorly compliant’ diarists. Applying this cut-off resulted in two sub-groups: ‘highly compliant’ diarists (n=22) and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists (n=12). The demographics of these two groups were compared and it was evident that low compliance was related to age, with the
mean age of ‘poorly compliant’ diarists being 73.0 years (SD=7.5) versus 66.6 years (SD=9.3) in ‘highly compliant’ diarists [Mann Whitney U test (Z = -2.077, p = 0.038)].

Further analysis was undertaken where the cut-off between ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists was adjusted to 70%. ‘Highly compliant’ diarists were redefined as those participants whose diaries contained ≥70% of responses that were classifiable. This cut-off produced a group of 29 ‘highly compliant’ diarists and 5 ‘poorly compliant’ diarists. Despite there being only 5 subjects in the ‘poorly compliant’ diarists group (‘CJVB’, ‘FPYC’, ‘JNQW’, ‘YQSE’ and ‘XKVO’) there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups in terms of MMSE score. ‘Poorly compliant’ diarists had lower MMSE scores compared to ‘highly compliant’ diarists, 27.2 (SD=1.3) versus 28.8 (SD=1.4) [Mann Whitney U test (Z = -2.275, p =0.023)]. However, when the MoCA was considered, no significant difference was seen between the groups (Z = -1.474, p=0.141). With respect to these two sub-groups, no significant difference was demonstrated between them in terms of age (Z = -1.852, p=0.063). Neither cognitive assessment tool showed any significant difference when the 90% cut-off was applied.
Figure 35: Percentage of time spent in each disease state (from patient recorded diaries) during the home monitoring period.
The percentage of classifiable responses was also examined across the entire study cohort on a day by day basis, examining specifically for ‘diary fatigue’. ‘Diary fatigue’ describes a decline in the quality of diary completion over the course of a prolonged diary keeping period and is well recognised within research that requires participants to maintain diaries over multiple days (Tincello et al., 2007). There was no evidence of any increase in the proportion of unclassifiable responses as the week-long monitoring period ensued; in fact a general trend towards a greater proportion of classifiable responses was noted as the week-long monitoring period progressed.

All study participants received a standardised explanation of the tasks required of them during phase II of the study. This orientation took place during phase I of the study and included an introduction to the diaries that were to be used, explanation of the disease state descriptors and what to do in the event of forgetting to complete the diary. Originally it had been planned that participants would leave CARU with sensors and diaries and would commence home monitoring the following day. However this was only achieved in 15 of the 34 participants (44.2%). There were a number of reasons for these delays. Firstly, many participants requested that their monitoring phase be arranged for a different time, simply because the seven days following their attendance at CARU were not convenient for them. Secondly, there were on occasions, insufficient numbers of sensors available to give to the participants due to sensors already being assigned to participants undertaking home monitoring and the need to retain sensors for ongoing phase I visits. Overall, the mean time period between phases I and II of the study was 20.7 days (SD=28.4). 25 participants (73.5%) proceeded to phase II of the study within a month of phase I. No significant correlation was seen between the duration of delay between phases and the percentage of classifiable responses in the home monitoring diaries (Pearson’s, r=0.064, p=0.72).

Thus far diary entries have been considered only in terms of whether they were classifiable or not. Further analysis was undertaken to examine the validity of the patient completed symptom diaries i.e. are participants correctly identifying the disease state for a given period? During phase I of the study all participants underwent a full assessment with the MDS-UPDRS. Section IV (motor complications) of the MDS-
UPDRS involves a structured, clinician-led interview during which patients are asked to consider a typical day in the last week. Patients were first asked to estimate the number of hours for which they slept during a typical day in the last week. Patients are then asked to estimate the number of hours, for a typical day in the last week, during which they were in the ‘off’ state and the number of hours during which they experienced dyskinesia. The number of hours spent in the on state can then be calculated. This data enabled a typical day for each patient to be reconstructed and the proportion of each day spent in each disease state was calculated as a percentage of the 24 hour period. MDS-UPDRS derived estimations of disease state distribution were then compared to diary derived measures. For each patient, all diary data were pooled across the entire seven day period and the proportions of time spent in each state were expressed as a percentage. Blanks in this case were ignored and thus all analyses were based on valid entries scaled to 100% of the time period for which valid entries were made. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between data derived from the MDS-UPDRS and from the home diaries are displayed below (Table 11).

**Table 11: Correlation between MDS-UPDRS estimations of the proportions of a typical day spent in each disease state with proportions of day spent in each disease state derived from diary entries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease State</th>
<th>All Diaries (n=34)</th>
<th>Diaries with ≥90% classifiable responses (n=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>p - value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asleep</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, when all diaries completed during phase II were examined (n=34), a moderate but significant correlation was seen between the proportion of time spent dyskinetic as measured by the MDS-UPDRS and by the diaries (r=0.386; p=0.024). No meaningful correlation was seen when any of the other disease states were considered. When ‘poorly compliant’ diarists were excluded (based on ≥90% cut-off) and the analysis was repeated, a strong and statistically significant correlation was observed between MDS-
UPDRS estimates and diary recorded time for both ‘off’ and ‘dyskinesia’ states 
(r=0.521; p=0.013 and r=0.576; p=0.521 respectively). No meaningful correlation was 
seen when the states ‘asleep’ and ‘on’ were considered.

5.11 Discussion

In general the diaries were well completed with high levels of classifiable responses 
produced by the majority of participants. There were however participants in whom 
diaries were completed with a large proportion of unclassifiable entries, including one 
participant who provided no entries at all (CJVB). Dichotomising the study population 
into ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists revealed that participants who 
were older and comparatively more cognitively impaired, were less likely to complete 
diaries to an acceptable standard. As a consequence of the progressive nature of PD, 
older patients may have had the disease for a longer duration and may experience 
more severe disease. Patients with advanced, severe disease are likely to experience 
more frequent fluctuations between motor states and this may render selection of 
only one disease state more difficult. Furthermore, severe disease may also make the 
act of maintaining and completing a symptom diary more challenging. However, the 
significant difference demonstrated in age between ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly 
compliant’ diarists cannot be attributed to this, since neither disease duration nor 
disease severity (as measured using the MDS-UPDRS score or the Hoehn and Yahr 
staging) showed any significant difference between the two groups, when both 70% 
and 90% cut-offs were considered. Older patients are also more likely to have other 
co-morbidities that may impair their ability to maintain a symptom diary. No significant 
difference in age was evident when ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists 
were dichotomised by the 70% entry cut-off. This failure to achieve a statistically 
significant result is most likely explained by the small numbers of patients within the 
‘poorly compliant’ diarists group (n=5).

When the 70% cut-off was applied, the MMSE scores of ‘poorly compliant’ diarists 
were found to be significantly lower than those of ‘highly compliant’ diarists. Similar 
differences in cognition between ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists
were not replicated when the MoCA was employed. The MMSE is a very commonly used cognitive assessment tool that predominantly tests memory and language; a narrower range of cognitive domains than that which the MoCA addresses (Gill et al., 2008). The process of completing a diary requires the diarist to recall the need to do so at regular time intervals and also to recall the nature of their recent symptoms. Patients with worse memory and recall abilities may find such a task more challenging and this may in part explain this finding.

It is well recognised that patients can find disease state recognition challenging (Goetz et al., 1997). Goetz et al. demonstrated that only 12 out of 32 PD patients achieved >80% agreement between their disease ratings and clinicians’ disease ratings during a four hour diary keeping exercise. The standardised training delivered during phase I of the study was designed to improve accuracy of disease state identification by participants during the home monitoring phase. However, the delays between study phases were longer than desired, with approximately a quarter of the study cohort waiting longer than a month to begin the home monitoring period. The standard deviation of the delay between phases was high (28.4 days); this is likely to have been skewed by two particular study participants (‘MUCL’, ‘RNSY’). In these participants the delay between phases exceeded 100 days, in both cases due to intercurrent illness and prolonged hospital admission. Excluding these two participants sees the mean delay between phases I and II drop from 20.7 to 15.2 days. For some of the participants in whom the delay exceeded one month, reorientation to the diaries and sensors was undertaken by a member of the research team prior to commencement of phase two. Goetz et al. (Goetz et al., 2008b) demonstrated that the efficacy of their diary training programme began to decline when reassessed one month after it was delivered. Our findings suggest that there was no significant correlation between the delay between study phases and the proportion of classifiable responses contained within diaries.

Analysis of patient completed symptom diaries thus far has looked simply at whether entries were classifiable or not; that is the presence or absence of a diary entry for a given time slot, and whether or not the diarist had selected one or more than one disease state. It is important to acknowledge the limitations of these criteria. The mere
presence of a diary entry does not necessarily inform us what disease state the patient was truly experiencing for that given time period. Firstly there exists the possibility that the diarist had incorrectly identified their disease state for that given period. This could have been for a number of reasons; perhaps failing to appreciate the presence of dyskinesia or perhaps because of confusion regarding the nomenclature of the disease states. Secondly, patients may retrospectively complete their diary for prolonged periods due to a failure to complete contemporaneously. This may represent honest forgetfulness or deliberate fabrication. Regardless of the cause of delayed diary entry, entries may well be inaccurate due to the difficulties associated with recall.

Correlation between the amounts of time spent in each disease state, as measured by the MDS-UPDRS and the diaries, was examined. Strong, statistically significant correlation was only evident for ‘off’ and ‘dyskinesia’ disease states. This finding can be considered weak evidence of criterion validity for these disease states, i.e. the MDS-UPDRS and the diary are measuring similar concepts. The results presented in Table 11 suggest that disease state proportions derived from the MDS-UPDRS should be interpreted with caution. Patient completed symptom diaries, despite their flaws, are considered the current gold standard for prolonged monitoring of symptoms in a home setting. The lack of widespread, strong, significant correlation between the gold standard and the MDS-UPDRS derived estimations of disease state suggest that this method may produce misleading results. No other direct method of validating patient disease state identification was available in this work and the inability to draw meaningful conclusions about the true validity of diary entries is therefore a limitation. The validity of disease state recognition will subsequently be indirectly evaluated (Chapter 7) when the model (constructed using patient reported disease state) is applied to phase I data and its output compared to clinician rating of disease state.

Other studies have compared ratings between patient and clinician during a short period of observation in a clinical environment (Goetz et al., 1997). Such methodology could have been replicated during phase I of the study, as clinician rating of disease state was undertaken at the point of each motor assessment. There are a number of limitations to this approach however. A clinical setting is likely to be relatively free of
distractions and as such participants are likely to be more focussed on the task of rating their disease state compared to when they are at home and have activities of daily living to perform. This also raises the question of whether periods of monitoring in a clinical environment are truly reflective of usual behaviour for a participant and whether conclusions derived from lab-based observation can be applied to home-based periods. Lastly, the methodology employed by Goetz et al. only required disease state rating for a period of four hours. A patient may not exhibit any fluctuation between disease states in such a short time period, making the process of maintaining a diary much simpler. Furthermore, such a short time period is unlikely to result in any ‘diary fatigue’. In summary, short dual-rating periods and comparison between patient and clinician may only serve to provide false reassurance about diary validity. Whilst our findings revealed no evidence of diary fatigue in terms of classification of diary entries, the inability to know whether diary entries were truly valid precluded analysis of whether diary fatigue resulted in a decline in the proportion of valid diary entries during the monitoring period. An alternative approach to this issue would be to perform intermittent video-recording of patients during the home monitoring periods. Giuffrida et al. (Giuffrida et al., 2009) provided participants with a computer that recorded them performing clinical assessments during the home monitoring period. Such technology enables clinicians, either in real-time or retrospectively, to review and categorise participants’ disease state. This methodology also carries some potential limitations. Firstly, participants may have reservations about being video-recorded in their own home; such a system may be a potential barrier to both ethical approval and to study recruitment. It is also well recognised that patients, when stressed, may exhibit more marked parkinsonian symptoms (Marsden and Owen, 1967, Durif et al., 1999) or even voluntarily suppress symptoms. The act of being observed can influence a person’s behaviour, the so-called “Hawthorne effect” (Sedgwick, 2012), resulting in periods of data collection that may not be truly representative of their usual activity. It is also important to consider whether the diary-keeping habits of the study cohort are representative of an unselected PD population. An exclusion criteria for this study was MMSE score of <24; thus patients with more severe cognitive impairment were
not included in this work. We found that ‘poorly compliant’ diarists were more likely to have a lower MMSE compared to those deemed to be ‘highly compliant’ diarists. Classification and validity are likely to decline further as MMSE scores decrease. As such, it is questionable whether patient completed symptom diaries are a viable method of prolonged symptom monitoring for cognitively impaired PD patients. Furthermore, by virtue of the fact they had voluntarily agreed to participate, many of our study cohort appeared highly motivated to complete the diaries. Although patients who complete symptom diaries accurately may reap potential benefits from treatment modification, it is possible that in usual practice patients may be less motivated to complete symptom diaries and as such their quality may decline.

5.II.i CONCLUSIONS

- The majority of participants completed diaries with a high proportion of classifiable responses.
- The proportion of classifiable responses declined in older, more cognitively impaired patients.
- Delay between phases does not appear to have compromised rates of classifiable diary entries.
- Limited correlation was seen between MDS-UPDRS and diary derived measures of disease state proportions, calling into question the validity of this MDS-UPDRS item.
- Thus far, limited conclusions can be made with regards the validity of disease state recognition by patients during diary keeping periods.
Chapter 6. Validation of the sensors against patient-completed symptom diaries

6.1 Results

34 participants underwent the home monitoring period. Accelerometer data for four participants was lost due to file corruption (CJVB, YUAW, CGLT, FRMQ). No further analysis was possible for these participants. Participants in whom the sensors functioned but whose diaries contained less than 50% of entries that were classifiable, were also excluded from subsequent analysis, since their diaries were deemed to be too unreliable. There were three such participants (FPYC, JNQW, YQSE) and their respective diaries contained 10.7%, 18.3% and 41.6% of classifiable responses. After these exclusions, 27 participants remained and it is from data derived from this cohort that the artificial neural network (ANN) was constructed. Two participants did fail to complete the entire seven day monitoring period; one withdrew after four days (ATYY: discomfort wearing sensor) and the other after five days (JNQW: unwell). Data from JNQW was excluded (due to a low rate of classifiable diary responses); data from ATYY was still analysed.

An ANN was developed as described in the methodology. Initial training of the ANN was undertaken using all data. Subsequent testing of the ANN was performed using ‘leave one out’ methods. For each participant the ANN was applied to the sensor data derived during their home monitoring period. Employing the second analytical approach (depicted in Figure 30 and described in 3.V.iii), the ANN produced, for each hour long period, an estimation of the participant’s disease state for that time period. The correlation between ANN output and diary entries was examined on a patient-by-patient basis and the results for each participant are displayed in Figure 36 below. To calculate this correlation, diary entries for the patient’s entire home monitoring period were converted to numerical values: 1 = asleep; 2 = off; 3 = on; 4 = dyskinesia. For each data point the ANN output was calculated via the second analysis approach i.e. the ANN prediction of the disease state for that particular hour. Correlation between diary
values and ANN output values was calculated using Spearman’s. The mean correlation value seen was 0.71 (SD = 0.08); these correlation values will be referred to as ‘ANN performance’ henceforth.

Further analysis was undertaken to examine why higher levels of ANN performance were seen in some participants. A variety of clinical and demographic variables were considered and their relationship to ANN performance examined (Table 12). There was no significant difference in ANN performance between ‘old’ (≥70 years) and ‘young’ (<70 years) participants (p=0.471). Dichotomising the group by sex also revealed no significant difference in ANN performance between males and females (p=0.877). There was no significant difference in ANN performance between those with PD of ‘long’ duration (≥10 years) and those with PD of ‘short’ duration (<10 years) (p=0.882). Dichotomising the group into those with and those without dyskinesia did not reveal any significant difference in ANN performance between groups (p=0.882).

The group was also dichotomised by clinical phenotype (TD and PIGD); no significant difference in ANN performance was observed between the groups (p=0.598). No significant difference in ANN performance was seen between those with ‘short’ delays between phases I and II (≤30 days) and those with ‘long’ delays (>30 days) (p=0.162). Consideration was also given to diary classification; ‘highly compliant’ diarists (≥90% of
responses classifiable) and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists (<90% of responses classifiable) showed no significant difference in terms of ANN performance (p=0.414). Clinical rating scales and scoring systems were also analysed to examine whether there was any association between these variables and ANN performance. Hoehn and Yahr (p=0.578), MMSE (p=0.346), MoCA (p=0.386), PDSS-2 (p=0.602), AIMS (p=0.539), MDS-UPDRS sections I (p=0.146), II (p=0.976), III (p=0.577), IV (p=0.853) and MDS-UPDRS total (p=0.922) all showed no evidence of a statistically significant relationship with ANN performance.

Table 12: Demographic and clinical variables and their relationship to ANN performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (dichotomy where relevant)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (≥70 and &lt;70 years)</td>
<td>†0.471 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>†0.877 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease Duration (≥10 and &lt;10 years)</td>
<td>†0.882 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia (presence/absence)</td>
<td>†0.882 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenotype (PIGD/TD)</td>
<td>†0.598 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay between phases (≤30 and &gt;30 days)</td>
<td>†0.162 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diary Acceptability (≥90 and &lt;90 %)</td>
<td>†0.414 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levodopa equivalent dose</td>
<td>*0.122 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoehn and Yahr</td>
<td>‡0.578 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>*0.346 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCA</td>
<td>*0.386 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDSS2</td>
<td>*0.602 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS 1</td>
<td>*0.146 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS 2</td>
<td>*0.976 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS 3</td>
<td>*0.577 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS 4</td>
<td>*0.853 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS-UPDRS Sum</td>
<td>*0.922 (ns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>*0.539 (ns)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical tests: *Pearson; † Mann Whitney U; ‡ ANOVA (ns) = non-significant

Visual representations of the home monitoring period were produced for all participants. These incorporated the patient-recorded symptom diary entries and the
ANN outputs derived from both analytical approaches. For these visual representations (Figures 37-44) the horizontal axis represents the number of five minute epochs during the seven day monitoring period. On the vertical axis numbers represent disease status; 0, asleep; 1, off; 2, on; 3, on with troublesome dyskinesia. The red trace on the plot provides a graphical representation of patient completed symptom diary entries recorded during the seven day monitoring period; unclassifiable entries were left blank. The green and blue traces on the lowermost panel represent the ANN output, in terms of disease status, for the two different analytical approaches employed. Green represents the ANN output when the ‘expected value’ approach is employed (depicted in Figure 29) and blue represents the ANN output when an additional linear regression model was employed to provide an ANN prediction for hour-long periods (depicted in Figure 30). Visual representations for all participants were inspected and it became evident that a number of recurrent themes existed. In the results below a series of exemplar visual representations are presented for each of the recurrent themes identified. Figure 37 and Figure 38 display examples of home monitoring periods where ANN output and patient reported disease state appear closely aligned.

![Figure 37: Visual representation of XHQL's home monitoring period](image1)

![Figure 38: Visual representation of LAPC's home monitoring period](image2)
Figure 39 and Figure 40 display examples of home monitoring periods where participants reported dyskinesia but the ANN did not recognise these periods as time with dyskinesia.

**Figure 39: Visual representation of MUCL’s home monitoring period**

![Figure 39: Visual representation of MUCL’s home monitoring period](image)

**Figure 40: Visual representation of CVUL’s home monitoring period**

![Figure 40: Visual representation of CVUL’s home monitoring period](image)

Figure 41 and Figure 42 present examples of home monitoring periods where the ANN failed to discern ‘off’ and ‘on’ periods (represented by dashed lines).

**Figure 41: Visual representation of JHWF’s home monitoring period**

![Figure 41: Visual representation of JHWF’s home monitoring period](image)

**Figure 42: Visual representation of TXOJ’s home monitoring period**

![Figure 42: Visual representation of TXOJ’s home monitoring period](image)
Lastly, Figure 43 and Figure 44 provide examples of home monitoring periods for participants who exhibit numerous motor fluctuations between ‘on’ and ‘off’ states during the day. In these examples the ANN appears unable to detect the changes in motor state.

Figure 43: Visual representation of PIMT’s home monitoring period

Figure 44: Visual representation of UXSU’s home monitoring period

6.11 Discussion

DYSKINESIA

Visual representations of the home monitoring period were developed since it was felt that these were more clinically meaningful and enabled rapid appreciation of the temporal dynamics of a participant’s symptoms. Figure 37 provides an example of where the ANN is capable of correctly identifying periods of time as dyskinesia however, as shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40, for many participants this was not the case. Analysis was therefore undertaken to establish why the ANN struggled to detect dyskinesia. In the entire study there were 18 people with dyskinesia. 14 of these participants can be described as having ‘validated’ dyskinesia, since they were observed exhibiting dyskinesia by a clinician. The dyskinesia reported by the remaining four participants was not witnessed by a clinician and shall therefore be referred to as
‘non-validated’ dyskinesia. The four participants with non-validated dyskinesia (UXSU, YQSE, RNSY, QXZV) reported, during completion of section IV of the MDS-UPDRS, that they had experienced dyskinesia during a typical day in the last week. When the home diaries of these four participants were examined it was evident that two participants (UXSU, YQSE) in fact recorded zero hours of dyskinesia during the entire home monitoring period. RNSY reported a total of 16 hours of dyskinesia. QXZV reported 22 hours of dyskinesia, although there is a possibility of error in this diary since the number of hours of dyskinesia reported for days one to six ranged from 0-2, yet for day seven a total of 15 hours were reported. Such a large increase in the amount of dyskinesia seen would be unlikely, particularly given that no medication changes were made during the home monitoring period.

Of the 14 participants with ‘validated’ dyskinesia, data loss for participants CGLT and YUAW meant only 12 remained available for analysis. Consideration was also given to where in the body the dyskinesia was present. Dyskinesia affecting the head, trunk or leg, but not the upper limb, may not be detected by a wrist-worn sensor. The clinical assessment of dyskinesia performed during phase I using the AIMS was reviewed. AIMS assessments include a clinician’s evaluation of the severity of dyskinesia in a variety of body parts. Of the 12 remaining ‘validated’ dyskinesia participants, three were noted to have only “minimal” (AIMS upper limb score = 2) (CVUL) or “no” (AIMS upper limb score = 1) (ATYY, SDEG) dyskinesia in the upper limbs. Of the remaining nine participants with ‘validated’ upper limb dyskinesia there were concerns regarding the validity of two of the participants’ home diaries. JNQW, who withdrew from the study after five days, did complete five diary days but only 18% of the responses provided were classifiable. Data from JNQW was therefore excluded from analysis. 89.9% of the responses provided by GLXN were classifiable but it was noted that this participant reported no sleep at all during the seven day monitoring period, again raising concerns regarding the validity of this diary. A further observation was that, for some patients, the amount of dyskinesia reported in the home diary was much less than expected based on the estimation derived from the MDS-UPDRS. BRCN, for example, estimated during assessment with the MDS-UPDRS section IV, that 29.2% of
their typical day was spent experiencing dyskinesia. Subsequent analysis of BRCN’s home diary however, revealed only three hours of dyskinesia in the entire seven day period.

Once these findings have been considered it leaves only eight participants in whom dyskinesia was witnessed by a clinician (‘validated’), was prominent in the upper limb (AIMS upper limb score >2) and was reported in diaries with >50% of responses being deemed classifiable (Table 13). In total there were 179 hours of dyskinesia reported during the home monitoring period that can be considered ‘good quality’ for the reasons outlined above.

Table 13: The eight participants providing ‘good quality’ dyskinesia to the data set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>AIMS Upper Limb Score</th>
<th>Proportion of diary responses classifiable (%)</th>
<th>Hours of reported dyskinesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUCL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQEP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSJ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVTR</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXRL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHQI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLXN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Originally it was projected that the study would generate 5,712 hours of home monitoring data (34 participants, seven 24 hour days). As described above, the data from four participants was lost and two participants did not complete the entire seven day monitoring period. Consequently the total duration of home monitoring data captured was 4,920 hours. The distribution of this time between the differing disease states reported by participants is displayed in Table 14 below and includes periods during which unclassifiable diary entries were provided. Whilst 327 hours were identified by participants as dyskinesia, the above analysis suggests that only 179 hours (54.7%) can be considered ‘good quality’.
Table 14: Home monitoring data by disease state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diary entry</th>
<th>Number of hours</th>
<th>% of entire data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asleep</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On with troublesome dyskinesia</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassifiable</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A major limitation of this work relates to the disease state nomenclature that was selected for use; specifically the labelling of the dyskinesia category which introduces a series of problems. Firstly, the presence of the word “troublesome” adds an additional layer of subjectivity. A more active participant may find only very mild dyskinesia ‘troubling’ whereas a more severely disabled, less active participant may deem equivalent dyskinesia to be ‘non-troublesome’. Employing this disease state description raises the possibility that participants who identify that they are experiencing dyskinesia, but deem it to be ‘non-troublesome’, will record that given time period as ‘on’ time. The net result of such an occurrence would be decreasing amounts of time labelled as dyskinesia and ‘pollution’ of true ‘on’ time with ‘non-troublesome’ dyskinesia.

The decision to employ the disease categories used in this work was clinically motivated, primarily by the fact that patients do not always interpret time with dyskinesia as being ‘bad’ (Hauser et al., 2000). Hauser et al. demonstrated that dichotomising the dyskinesia category into troublesome and non-troublesome provided functional separation; ‘troublesome dyskinesia’ was predominantly considered by patients to be ‘bad’ time and ‘non-troublesome dyskinesia’ considered to be ‘good’ time. This finding, along with that of Reimer et al. (Reimer et al., 2004), who suggested that diaries with three disease state categories were preferable to four due to patient concordance, was the motivation for the category selection. It is arguable that including solely ‘on’ and ‘on with troublesome dyskinesia’ categories is logical, since dyskinesia deemed to be ‘non-troubling’ by a patient is not clinically relevant. A clinician would be unlikely to make treatment changes if a patient reported
experiencing only non-troublesome dyskinesia. On reflection however, a five category diary including the categories ‘on with no dyskinesia’, ‘on with non-troublesome dyskinesia’ and ‘on with troublesome dyskinesia’ (see Figure 4) would have been preferable, assuming that the additional categories did not negatively impact on patient concordance with the diaries.

It is important to highlight that for two of the participants who provided ‘good quality’ dyskinesia, free-text feedback (provided in evaluation of sensor acceptability: see Chapter 9) contained quotes that call into question the quality of accelerometer data collected due to poorly fitting sensors. Firstly:

“Because I have small wrists the sensors were swinging around and it was difficult to keep them in the upright position. After a couple of hours I used some surgical tape to stick it down where the strap fastens underneath - they are in the same position after 1 week including daily showers” [PQEP]

Whilst the participant PQEP appears to have rectified this problem using surgical tape to secure the sensor, another participant, who also experienced this problem, appears to have been troubled repeatedly by this problem:

“The left, blue sensor did not always stay securely in position and so needed occasional readjustment” [WDSJ]

It is critically important that wearable accelerometers fit to the body securely. A loosely fitting sensor may result in relative motion between the sensor and the body and as a consequence sensor displacement, extraneous signal artefact and declining signal accuracy (Yang and Hsu, 2010).

In summary, there was insufficient accelerometer data labelled as dyskinesia in our data set. An ANN is trained by presenting it with a compendium of labelled data; this enables algorithms to be generated and subsequently new, previously unseen data to be categorised using the same labelling system. In our case, only 6.6% of the data compendium represented time with dyskinesia, with only 54.7% of this felt to represent ‘good quality’ data. Exposure of the ANN to only small amounts of a given disease state during training is liable to result in the ANN having less ‘confidence’ in
identifying this particular disease state and thus poor performance. Similar poor performance was seen in work by Tsipouras and colleagues (Tsipouras et al., 2011) where identification of dyskinesia was suboptimal, perhaps in part to the small amount of time with dyskinesia within the data compendium used for ANN training. The reasons for inadequate amounts of dyskinesia data in our work include sensor failure and inadequate diary completion by some participants. Failure of participants to recognise time with dyskinesia is also a possibility and has been described in previous work (Vitale et al., 2001). Absence of dyskinesia specifically in the upper limbs and problems relating to disease state nomenclature may have resulted in a decline in the quality of the data labelled as dyskinesia. The ANN’s understanding of what dyskinesia ‘is’, is likely to have been blurred by the variable quality of data labelled as dyskinesia during training of the ANN, ultimately resulting in compromised ANN performance.

Reliable detection of dyskinesia has also proved challenging for other research groups, with differentiation between mild dyskinesia and ‘normal’ movements challenging. The lone feature analysis methods employed by Manson et al. had low specificity for mild dyskinesia and a tendency for the feature variable to overlap into the ‘normal’ range was noted (Manson et al., 2000). Application of an ANN to dyskinesia evaluation resulted in frequent misclassification of mild dyskinesia, particularly when volitional movement was present (Keijsers et al., 2003b). The method by which the data in our work was collected is superior to those employed by these other authors, in terms of the sensor itself and the data collection environment. Manson and colleagues used a bulky restrictive sensor with monitoring performed in a highly controlled environment; Keijsers captured data in a clinical environment and required a series of six body worn sensors.

**ON AND OFF**

Figure 38 provides an example of a visual representation of a home monitoring period where motor fluctuations were detected by the ANN. Unfortunately this was not the case for many other participants with one of two patterns typically seen: Figure 41 and Figure 42 provide examples of a failure to discern between ‘on’ and ‘off’ disease states; Figure 43 and Figure 44 provide examples of a failure to appreciate motor fluctuations.
Three possible explanations exist for why the ANN’s performance at discerning on and off disease states was sub-optimal. Firstly, it is evident from Table 14 that ‘off’ is under-represented in the data set; only 849 hours (17.3%) of home monitoring data was labelled by participants as ‘off’. It can be seen in Figure 43 and Figure 44 that the ANN output has a tendency towards the on state in participants exhibiting motor fluctuations. This may be a consequence of there being twice as much ‘on’ time data in the training compendium presented to the ANN, with ‘on’ accounting for 35.6% of the data set. Secondly, the problems relating to disease state nomenclature may also have had an adverse effect on ANN performance. As described above there is a possibility that time labelled as ‘on’ may have been ‘polluted’ with time deemed to be ‘non-troublesome’ dyskinesia. The presence of involuntary dyskinetic movements within time labelled as ‘on’ results in a more nebulous definition of the ‘on’ state and is likely to result in an ANN less capable of reliably detecting such periods. Thirdly, and potentially most crucially, the inherent subjectivity of disease state rating is likely to have had a large influence on the ANN’s ability to differentiate between ‘off’ and ‘on’ states. Participants were provided with specific definitions of what constituted each disease state: ‘on’ was defined as “symptoms of slowness and tremor controlled”; ‘off’ was defined as “problems with stiffness, slowness and tremor”. The difficulty here relates to degree of tolerance of symptoms at the individual level. A person with a low functional level may not deem pronounced motor symptoms to be problematic and thus may describe themselves as being ‘on’. Conversely, a person with a high level of function may deem a minimal degree of motor impairment to be unacceptable and therefore report being ‘off’. The constellation of symptoms experienced by a patient during periods of ‘off’ can include motor symptoms, non-motor symptoms (NMS) or both (Stacy et al., 2008). NMS can include low mood and anxiety, and the presence of these may influence a person’s perception of the severity of motor symptoms at a given time. A similar concept, whilst not directly transferable to PD, is highlighted by research examining pain diaries which demonstrated that more anxious patients are more likely to report pain (Finan et al., 2008). There is therefore a possibility that diary reports of ‘off’ included some periods where patients were indeed off, but were predominantly experiencing NMS as opposed to motoric ‘off’.
The net result of the issues outlined above is that the ANN’s understanding of what ‘on’ and ‘off’ constitutes becomes more nebulous. Training an ANN requires serial presentation of labelled examples and ultimately the performance of the ANN will be impaired if examples of a given disease state are not homogenous. In summary, it is perhaps unrealistic to expect high levels of agreement between ANN outputs and patient diaries given their inherent subjectivity.

It is important to acknowledge that the ANN itself has a number of limitations, particularly relating to the process by which a decision on disease status is reached from the data presented. Two different approaches to this problem were employed in this work. The first approach, using the expected value equation, was the more simplistic approach of the two and was reliant on a couple of assumptions. The first assumption was that the difference between ‘adjacent’ disease categories is the same, thus allowing the disease categories to be translated to consecutive integers. This is likely to be a gross oversimplification; the relationship between disease states is unlikely to be linear and may even vary on an inter-individual level. The second assumption required for this approach is that the model is equally sensitive to each of the different disease states. This is also unlikely to be true given the disproportionate representation of ‘on’ and ‘sleep’ within the data compendium used to train the ANN.

A further problem with the initial approach taken was that this method treated one minute epochs as distinct entities. This approach means no consideration is given to the time preceding a particular epoch, despite the fact that the disease state immediately before the period of interest is likely to have some influence on the disease state seen during the period of interest. To address this, a second approach was taken that employed a linear regression model to analyse data captured over a more prolonged period. A period of one hour was selected since this was the period of time employed within the patient completed symptom diaries. Whilst this approach is more logical and avoids looking at short periods in isolation, a major limitation remains. The problem relates to how best to move from having probabilistic outputs for each disease state for every minute, to an overall ANN output; a single data point that contains the ANN’s prediction of disease state. The method employed here relied
on 20 different features that described the hour long period and used a linear regression model to predict the disease states based on these values.

In this thesis I have highlighted the limitations of simplistic approaches such as linear regression and argued that more complex methodologies such as ANNs may provide superior performance when considering human movement. It is perhaps counter-intuitive that in order to process the huge amounts of data produced by the ANN into a clinically meaningful and interpretable output we have returned to more simplistic approaches. A more complex analytical approach to this problem may produce superior performance. If the same argument for ANNs is applied it follows that construction of an additional ANN may be beneficial. The additional ANN could be presented with the original ANN’s probabilistic values for each disease state for a large number of epochs within the hour. To allow training to be undertaken these features would be accompanied by the disease state label assigned by the patient for the relevant period. Ultimately the trained ANN may be able to provide more accurate reflections of disease state based on probabilities produced by the original ANN.

LIMITATIONS

The data provided by seven of the 34 participants (20.6%) was not available for analysis due to inadequate diary completion and sensor failure. Exclusion of the three participants whose diaries contained very low proportions of classifiable entries was implemented because such participants were felt to be less likely to provide valid responses. Exclusion of these participants’ data was undertaken in an attempt to minimise the adverse effect this might have ANN performance. An inherent limitation of this work relates to the difference between acceptability and validity of diary entries; the assumption that the presence of classifiable entries and validity are directly associated cannot be proven. Our definition of ‘highly compliant’ and ‘poorly compliant’ diarists may not be appropriate when validity of responses is considered; the worst diarists in terms of classification may in fact be providing small number of valid responses. Loss of participants’ data due to technical problems is regrettable. In these four cases the accelerometer did appear to have functioned normally during the home monitoring period but the files containing this data were corrupted and thus
rendered inaccessible. Despite analysis of a wide number of demographic and clinical features it was not possible to identify traits that resulted in better sensor performance for some participants compared to others.

6.II.i CONCLUSIONS

- A strong correlation was seen between ANN output and diary recorded disease status
- Variable ANN performance was seen amongst the study cohort but no factors (demographic, clinical or methodological) were identified to discern between those in whom it worked better or worse.
- Visual representations of home monitoring periods provide a useful way of displaying diary and ANN data, but for many participants disparity was evident between the two.
- It is likely that the majority of the correlation seen between the two measures reflects correct identification of periods of sleep and of on time, both of which dominated the compendium of data upon which the ANN was trained.
- Accelerometers and the ANN employed in this study lack the ability to provide ‘real-time’ evaluation of PD motor symptoms. Failure to do so likely relates to methodological flaws that restricted both the volume and quality of training data, and to the inherent subjectivity of disease state recognition.
Chapter 7. Validation of the sensors against clinician assessment of patient disease status

7.1 Results

156 abbreviated MDS-UPDRS assessments took place during phase I of the study and as part of this assessment, the rating clinician (JF) made a judgment regarding the disease state of the participant at that time. These clinical assessments were video-recorded but due to technical problems with the digital recording system, recordings were not available for 15 of the 156 assessments. In total, 141 of the 156 assessments (90.4%) had video-recordings available for review. The 15 assessments that were not unavailable included footage from 10 different participants. Despite the loss of video-recordings, every participant had at least one videoed assessment available for review. Video recordings were also reviewed and rated in terms of patient disease status by a second, blinded clinician (RW). Agreement between the two clinicians was evident for all but four of the videos; in these cases the videos were then re-examined in the presence of both clinicians and consensus agreement was reached. On completion of this process the distribution of disease states identified by clinician assessment was as follows: asleep (0, 0%); off (28, 17.9%); on (75, 48.1%); dyskinesia (15, 24.4%); video loss (15, 9.6%). The second, blinded clinician also repeated clinical assessments with the abbreviated MDS-UPDRS and AIMS (upper limb component only) based on the video footage. This was undertaken for a random sample of 50% of the videos and the results compared to those of the first rater. Inter-rater agreement statistics for the clinical assessments are displayed in Table 15 below. Interpretation of kappa values is summarised in Table 16 (Viera and Garrett, 2005).
Table 15: Inter-rater agreement for clinical assessments performed in CARU during phase I of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motor Feature</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Sub-section</th>
<th>Kappa Value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>Rest Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rest Tremor (with distraction)</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>(3.17)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postural Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kinetic Tremor</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradykinesia</td>
<td>Finger Taps</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pronation-Supination</td>
<td>MDS-UPDRS</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>Upper Limbs</td>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: Interpretation of the Kappa Statistic (Viera and Garrett, 2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kappa Value</th>
<th>Degree of Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0</td>
<td>Less than chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 - 0.20</td>
<td>Slight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21 - 0.40</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.41 - 0.60</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.61 - 0.80</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.81 - 0.99</td>
<td>Almost perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inter-rater agreement for the assessment of rest tremor was almost perfect (k=0.86; p<0.001) and remained substantial when rest tremor was assessed whilst subjects were subject to cognitive distraction (k=0.79; p<0.001). Assessment of both postural and kinetic tremors showed substantial inter-rater agreement (k=0.77; p<0.001 and k=0.61; p<0.001 respectively). Assessment of bradykinesia with the finger tapping test showed substantial agreement between raters (k=0.62; p<0.001). For assessment of bradykinesia with the pronation-supination test only moderate agreement was seen (k=0.52; p<0.001). There was substantial inter-rater agreement for assessment of upper limb dyskinesia using the AIMS (k=0.64; p<0.001).

All of the above clinical assessments were time labelled, meaning that the accelerometer data recorded at the time of the assessment could be identified. During analysis, the accelerometer data obtained during the clinical assessments themselves was excluded. This step was taken because the activities performed as part of an abbreviated MDS-UPRDS are highly scripted and do not reflect activities that would realistically be performed by a person during everyday life. Instead, accelerometer
data from the ten minute period before and after the assessment were taken and divided into one minute epochs. It was felt to be unlikely that disease status would change in this period of ±10 minutes. For some participants the initial assessment occurred before they had worn the sensors for ten minutes. Similarly, some participants did not wear the sensors for a full ten minutes after completion of the final assessment because the sensors had been removed and the participant had left the department as planned. As a consequence it was not always possible to derive ten minutes of data collection from before and after every assessment. In these cases the data were still used, regardless of the duration of data collection.

The ANN was presented with data derived from each one minute epoch individually. For each one minute epoch the ANN provided a prediction of the likely disease state for that time. The output of the ANN was probabilistic, in the form of a number (0-1) for each disease state, with the sum of these adding to one. For each one minute period the disease state that was assigned the highest probability value was deemed to be the ANN’s overall output for that given time period. In total 2,338 one minute epochs were derived from these assessment periods. For all 2,338 epochs the ANN output was compared to the clinicians’ evaluation. A confusion matrix (or ‘contingency table’) is presented in Table 17 below, and summarises ANN output and clinician rating, with the shaded cells containing the desired outcomes (i.e. agreement between ANN and clinician).

Table 17: Confusion matrix displaying clinical rating of disease status against artificial neural network (ANN) output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinician Rating</th>
<th>ANN output</th>
<th>ASLEEP</th>
<th>OFF</th>
<th>ON</th>
<th>DYSKINESIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASLEEP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>702</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYSKINESIA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 18 displays sensitivity and specificity values for the identification of each disease state by the ANN. To allow these values to be calculated, ratings were adjusted to binary classifications i.e. outcomes were dichotomised, for example ‘off’ and ‘not-off’.

Table 18: Sensitivity and specificity for artificial neural network (ANN) output of disease state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANN output</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASLEEP</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYSKINESIA</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>95.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A sensitivity of 0 is quoted for sleep since there were no periods of time in CARU labelled as sleep for the ANN to identify. Specificity of sleep detection was 84.9%. Sensitivity and specificity for other disease states were as follows: off (36.3%, 75.1%), on (56.0%, 60.1%) and dyskinesia (23.9%, 95.9%).

7.2 Discussion

At least moderate inter-rater agreement was evident for all clinical assessments. This finding provides validation of the ability of the CARU-based rater (JF) to perform a motor examination and MDS-UPDRS assessment correctly. Almost perfect levels of agreement were seen for rest tremor assessment. Previous work involving video-recording of motor examination and subsequent evaluation by a clinician, had shown that detection of subtle rest tremor was difficult (Salarian et al., 2007, Van Someren et al., 1998). Consequently efforts were made in this work to ensure that prolonged video-recording was undertaken for rest tremor assessment, with close zooming used to assist visualisation of subtle tremor; this may in part explain the high agreement seen. It was evident that inter-rater agreement for tremor assessment was lowest for kinetic tremor. Frequently it appeared that tremor rated as 1 by the CARU-based clinician, was assigned a score of 0 by the video reviewer. This finding likely reflects the technical difficulty of producing steady images whilst zoomed in on hands that were moving, meaning that subtle tremor was missed on video review. Whilst video-
recording does allow a given assessment to be reviewed repeatedly, it is important to note that they provide only a two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional movements and as such inter-rater agreement is unlikely to be perfect. Of all the clinical assessments performed, pronation-supination movements showed the worst inter-rater agreement (k=0.52; “moderate”). This finding likely reflects the degree of subjectivity within this item’s descriptors; examination of why agreement was less marked revealed that the raters appeared to differ in their view of what constituted “slight”, “mild” and “moderate” slowing of movements.

High levels of agreement were seen between clinicians for disease state assessment, with disagreement seen for only 4/141 videos. The decision was made prior to dual-rating of these videos that the second rater would be given the video clips for each participant in chronological order. Whilst for many video-clips the participant’s disease state was obvious (e.g. profound on or off, dyskinesia), it was acknowledged that on occasions it would be extremely difficult to make a judgement on disease status based on an isolated video-clip. As such the blinded clinician was able to review all videos recorded for a participant during their time in CARU and was aware of the order in which they were taken. Whilst this step does partially remove blinding it did enable the second rater to gain an appreciation of the evolution of participants’ symptoms over a period of time, thus meaning that their evaluation of disease status was likely to be more accurate.

Based on the confusion matrix presented in Table 17 it can be concluded that the ANN performed sub-optimally when applied to CARU data. The ANN identified numerous periods of time as sleep despite the fact that there were no such periods in the CARU data set. Sensitivity of detection of all disease states was sub-optimal, with the best result being seen for ‘on’ (56.0%). High specificity values were seen for both dyskinesia (95.9%) and sleep (84.9%). Specificity for the detection of ‘off’ and ‘on’ was 75.1% and 60.1% respectively.

Comparison to results achieved by other research groups is difficult since differing methods have been applied. Keijsers et al. (Keijsers et al., 2006) did apply an ANN to this problem but only reported the ANN’s training results, quoting sensitivity and
specificity values of 1.00 and 0.98 respectively. Our quoted results are those derived from testing of the ANN i.e. application of the trained ANN to new, previously unseen data (aiming to establish whether the ANN is capable of generalising to a new patient’s data). Since Keijser and colleagues do not present equivalent data, head-to-head comparison is not possible. Keijser et al. did also perform analysis using single variables and reported sensitivity and specificity values of 0.71-0.74 and 0.78 respectively. In terms of sensitivity and specificity, this analysis approach outperforms ours. It must however be noted that Keijser work was based on only three hours of recording in a controlled laboratory environment, where participants performed a defined set of activities. Furthermore, data collected during walking was excluded and no attempts were made to discern between ‘on’ periods and periods with dyskinesia; the two categories were simply amalgamated into ‘on’. In contrast, our data was obtained in a truly uncontrolled manner; patients wore the sensors at home for seven days and were completely unsupervised; we had no information regarding the activities that they were performing.

Hoff et al., also using single variable analysis, reported sensitivity and specificity values of 0.60-0.71 and 0.66-0.76 respectively; results superior to ours (Hoff et al., 2004). The analysis methods employed by Hoff were relatively simplistic in comparison to methods employed in this thesis. The question is therefore, why was such disappointing ANN performance seen when CARU data was assessed? A number of potential reasons were identified. The ANN employed in this work was trained using a compendium of data obtained from phase two of the study, the home monitoring phase. During this period participants were asked to go about their usual activities as normal such that the movement data captured was reflective of ‘real-life’. Conversely, phase one of the study required participants to attend a research facility (CARU). Participants’ time at CARU was, compared to time at home, relatively scripted, with a series of regular assessments to complete. Whilst participants did have periods of free time that were typically spent eating, drinking or completing questionnaires, it is unlikely that data collected during phase one is entirely representative of ‘real-life’. Attempts were made to control for this, through exclusion of data obtained during the
abbreviated MDS-UPDRS assessments themselves, since these assessments were considered to be far removed from activities performed in everyday life. Despite this, there remains the possibility that the ANN failed to correctly categorise participants’ disease states during CARU, because the CARU data it was presented with ‘looked’ so different to the home-derived data upon which it was trained.

Examination of the proportions of each disease state recorded in each phase provides further evidence for the argument that the two data sets differ (Figure 45). For all participants, the proportion of time spent in each disease state during the home period was determined from patient-completed symptom diaries. The proportion of time spent in each disease state during the CARU phase was derived from clinician assessments of disease status. “Invalid” data represents diary entries deemed to be unclassifiable and CARU assessments where no video-recording was available.

**Figure 45: Proportions of time spent in each disease state, for all participants, during home and CARU phases**
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It is evident from Figure 45 that sleep is absent from the CARU data set but forms a significant proportion of the home data set (26.0%). The other striking difference is the disparity between the amount of dyskinesia seen during home and CARU phases (6.7% and 24.4% respectively). There are a number of potential reasons for this finding that will now be discussed.
The first two reasons relate to the possible introduction of systematic bias during the CARU phase. Firstly all participants attending CARU were asked to withhold their first levodopa dose of the day when they were attending; this medication was then taken once the initial clinical assessment had been performed. During the home monitoring phases participants took their medications in their usual manner with no adjustment made to their treatment regimen. It is possible that alteration of the timings of participants’ medication may have resulted in different clinical manifestations of their disease during their time in CARU compared to the equivalent time at home. It is likely however that delaying levodopa administration would result in more ‘off’ time as opposed to increases in time spent with dyskinesia.

Another possible source of systematic bias relates to the time of day that CARU visits were performed. All CARU visits were undertaken in the morning, typically between 0900 and 1300 hours. There is a possibility that perhaps dyskinesia was more prominent amongst participants in the morning, hence the overestimation. To evaluate the validity of this argument the diaries of all participants were re-examined. For each hour long period the total number of hours of dyskinesia reported by the study cohort during the week long monitoring period was calculated (Figure 46).

---

**Figure 46: Total number of hours of dyskinesia reported by the study cohort during the home monitoring period for each hour-long period**
It is evident from Figure 46 that similar amounts of dyskinesia were reported during both morning and evening periods. Consequently, the timing of CARU visits is unlikely to explain the greater amount of reported dyskinesia in the CARU data set compared to the home monitoring data set.

Two other alternative explanations exist for the large disparity between the proportions of dyskinesia seen in the CARU and home datasets. Firstly, as previously described, it is known that patients may be unaware of dyskinesia (Vitale et al., 2001). It may simply be that in some cases patients were oblivious to dyskinesia and therefore did not record it within their diaries. Alternatively it may be that patients did recognise dyskinesia but differentiated between troublesome and non-troublesome dyskinesia. Consequently only dyskinesia considered to be troublesome would have been recorded as dyskinesia in their diaries. Conversely, assessment of dyskinesia during the CARU phase made no evaluation of whether or not the dyskinesia was troublesome or not. This is the most likely reason for the greater proportion of dyskinesia recorded during CARU compared to home.

A major potential contributory factor for the low sensitivity values seen for on and off states, relates to how these states were defined. Disease status was defined by participants during the home phase and by clinicians during the CARU phase. The ANN was therefore trained on the basis of participants’ judgement of disease status, yet tested against clinicians’ judgement of disease status. Discordance between patients’ and clinicians’ judgements of disease status has been documented previously (Goetz et al., 1997) and is perhaps attributable to the inherent subjectivity of what constitutes on and off states, and the potential influence of patient psychology on their ratings. As previously stated, Hoff et al. (Hoff et al., 2004), despite employing relatively simplistic analysis methods, demonstrated superior performance in terms of sensitivity to our work. This may reflect the fact that Hoff relied upon participants’ judgement of disease status alone. Participants kept a disease state diary for the 24-hour home monitoring period and recorded their disease state (on, off, dyskinesia) on a half hourly basis. There was no method by which the validity of participants’ diary entries could be evaluated. This raises an interesting discussion point regarding who is best placed to
pass judgement on disease state. Exactly what constitutes on and off disease states is very much subjective; there is no truly universal definition of what each entails. Whilst explicit guidance was provided to participants, an individual’s interpretation of their symptoms is very much dependant on their own, personal frame of reference. The frame of reference through which a clinician makes a judgement on disease status is likely to be heavily influenced by past experiences; they are likely to have seen many PD patients, with differing symptoms. In retrospect, rating of disease state during the CARU phase by both patient and clinician would have been preferable. This addition would have enabled concordance between clinician’s and participants’ ratings to be examined. Furthermore, comparison of the ANN to both patient and clinician defined disease state could also have been undertaken.

It is important to highlight other possible reasons why Hoff et al.’s simplistic analysis approach produced superior results to our own. Hoff employed a series of accelerometers mounted on the sternum, wrist and thigh. Each accelerometer was wired to a portable, battery-powered activity monitor that was worn on a belt around the patient’s waist. In this thesis we relied on two wrist-worn sensors for data capture. The additional sensors employed by Hoff et al. provided them with data from body segments that we were unable to consider. It is possible that data derived from the trunk or thigh sensors proved more useful than wrist-derived data alone, when attempting to discern between differing disease states. Further evidence to support this suggestion comes from the work by Keijsers et al. (Keijsers et al., 2006). Their simplistic ANN relied upon only four input features, the most important of which (in terms of differentiating between on and off states) was derived from a sensor mounted on the trunk (%PF4: percentage of peak frequencies above 4Hz, where peak frequency is the frequency that occurs with the largest power on Fourier analysis). The feature %PF4 (trunk) accounted for 96% of network performance with the three other features derived from sensors worn elsewhere on the body providing only minimal influence on performance. The authors postulate that increased prominence of tremor during off periods may explain why this feature is so useful, but fail to explain why the same feature from wrist-worn sensors does not provide comparable results. Similarly,
there is no convincing explanation why this feature should be so effective in patients without tremor, since they are unlikely to exhibit movements at greater than 4Hz.

It is important to acknowledge that whilst additional sensors yield more data, there are drawbacks to using more sensors. Hoff et al. described the system they employed as “appropriate for ambulatory monitoring” due to its “small size and weight” (Hoff et al., 2004). The dimensions of the belt-worn activity monitor were 90mm x 150mm x 45mm and it weighed 750g, which, by current day standards, seems somewhat bulky and heavy. Clearly technology has advanced since Hoff’s work in 2004, but for comparison, the sensors used in this thesis measured 39mm x 36mm x 12.5mm and weighed only 35g. Hoff et al. made the assumption that their system was “appropriate” for ambulatory monitoring without formally evaluating the acceptability of the system to the wearer. Clearly whether or not the wearer deems the system to be appropriate is critical to its implementation as a home monitoring device. The acceptability of the system we employed will therefore be considered in depth in this thesis (see Chapter 9).

Another possible contributory factor to the difficulty in identifying on and off periods correctly, relates to the fact that clinical features manifested by a patient during off periods are arguably different depending on their disease phenotype. A patient with tremor dominant PD is likely to experience pronounced tremor during off periods whereas a patient with the PIGD phenotype in the off state will exhibit less tremor, but more pronounced bradykinesia. This is exemplified by data presented in Figure 47, which displays accelerometer-derived power spectra for tremor dominant and non-tremor dominant patients (Keijsers et al., 2006).
Clear differences in signal composition are evident between the different patient groups. Tremor dominant patients in the ‘off’ state are seen to exhibit a prominent peak in signal frequency between 4-7Hz; this is likely to represent prominent Parkinsonian resting tremor. Non-tremor dominant patients in the ‘off’ state show no such peak in the frequency spectrum. Such a finding further highlights the difficulties associated with developing an ANN to identify motor symptoms in PD. The subjectivity of disease status has already been discussed. The variability of the motor symptoms expressed by patients of differing clinical phenotypes further blurs the ANN’s construct of what constitutes ‘on’ and ‘off’, and is likely to have further contributed to the suboptimal performance of the ANN.

Application of the ANN to CARU data demonstrated low sensitivity (23.9%) but very high specificity (95.9%) for the detection of dyskinesia. In short, the ANN is poor at identifying those with dyskinesia but excellent at identifying those without dyskinesia. As described earlier, reliable detection of dyskinesia has also proved challenging for other research groups, with particular difficulty seen in attempts to differentiate between mild dyskinesia and ‘normal’ movements (Keijsers et al., 2003b, Manson et al., 2000). The low sensitivity and high specificity demonstrated in our work may reflect similar difficulties in discerning mild dyskinesia from periods of comparatively ‘normal’ movements (i.e. on). This finding may be explained by the training process...
undertaken during development of the ANN. As previously discussed home diary data formed the compendium of data used to train the ANN. The disease state category referring to dyskinesia was termed “on with troublesome dyskinesia”. It is therefore likely that participants with dyskinesia, that deemed their dyskinesia to be non-troublesome, indicated such periods as ‘on’ time. Consequently, the ANN’s concept of what dyskinesia ‘is’, is likely to be skewed towards more severe dyskinesia. The ANN was tested against clinician defined disease state labels that were assigned during the CARU phase. There was no differentiation between troublesome and non-troublesome dyskinesia by the rating clinician; all dyskinesia, regardless of severity, was rated as dyskinesia. It is therefore likely that periods of less severe dyskinesia during the CARU phase, were not recognised as being dyskinesia by the ANN, due to the disparity between the data it was presented with and concept of dyskinesia that it had ‘learnt’. Failure of the ANN to recognise periods defined as dyskinesia is the likely explanation for the low sensitivity observed. It is probable that only more severe dyskinesia was detected by the ANN and as such, low numbers of false positives were produced and hence the high specificity value observed.

7.II.i CONCLUSIONS

- Performance of the ANN, when applied to CARU-derived data, was sub-optimal.
- Differences between CARU and home data sets, both in terms of the proportions of time spent in each disease state and in terms of the activities performed by patients, may have contributed to poor ANN performance.
Chapter 8. Comparing assessment of disease status produced by the MDS-UPDRS, patient-completed symptom diaries and ANN

8.1 Results

Earlier in this work the proportions of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS and home diaries were analysed, and correlation between the two measures was assessed. Using the ANN’s evaluation of disease state for each hour of home monitoring data, it is now possible, for each participant, to calculate the proportions of time spent in each disease state based on the ANN outputs. For clarity, visual representations of this data, alongside that derived from the MDS-UPDRS and diary, are now presented for two of the study participants. The first (Figure 48) is for MXRL, the participant in whom the highest sensor performance was seen (where performance is defined as the degree of correlation between sensor output and diary entries; in this case 0.851). The second (Figure 49) is for GLXN, the participant in whom the lowest sensor performance was seen (0.547).

**Figure 48:** Comparison of the percentage of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS, patient completed symptom diary and ANN, for participant MXRL (highest sensor performance in cohort)
Based on visual inspection of Figure 48 it is evident that, for participant MXRL, the three different assessment methods produced similar values for the proportions of time spent in each disease state. Diary data does not sum to 100% due to the presence of missing (unclassifiable) diary data.

Figure 49: Comparison of the percentage of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS, patient completed symptom diaries and ANN for participant GLXN (lowest sensor performance in cohort)

Visual inspection of Figure 49 (participant GLXN) shows disparity between the proportions of time in each disease state as measured by the different assessment methods. It is also evident that, according to the symptom diary, no sleep was recorded during this participant’s home monitoring period.

Pearson’s coefficient was used to examine correlation between the amounts of time spent in each disease state as measured by two different measurement methods. Comparison between each pair of assessment methods was undertaken for data derived from all eligible participants and the results are presented in Table 19.
Comparison of diary and ANN-derived data revealed strong correlations between the proportion of time spent ‘on’ (r=0.540; p=0.004), ‘off’ (r=0.603; p=0.001) and asleep (r=0.424; p=0.028). A very strong correlation was seen for dyskinesia (r=0.704; p=<0.001). Correlation between the amount of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS and the ANN was less marked. A strong, significant correlation was seen for dyskinesia (r=0.474; p=0.012), but examination of all other disease states showed no evidence of a meaningful relationship (asleep: r=0.192; p=0.336; off: r=0.207; p=0.299; on: r=0.361; p=0.064). This analysis was repeated following exclusion of data derived from participants deemed to be ‘poorly compliant’ diarists (those in whom <90% of diary entries were classifiable); the results are displayed in Table 20.

Table 19: Correlation between the amounts of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS, patient completed symptom diaries and ANN (‘Sensor’)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease state</th>
<th>MDS-UPDRS vs Diary Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Diary vs Sensor Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>MDS-UPDRS vs Sensor Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asleep</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.424</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20: Correlation between the amounts of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS, patient completed symptom diaries and ANN (with exclusion of ‘poorly compliant’ diarists from analysis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease state</th>
<th>MDS-UPDRS vs Diary Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Diary vs Sensor Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>MDS-UPDRS vs Sensor Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asleep</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>0.389</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinesia</td>
<td>0.576</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Again, correlations between MDS-UPDRS and diary measures are those previously presented (see Table 11) and are reproduced to allow comparison. Comparison of diary and ANN-derived data revealed very strong correlations between the proportion of time spent ‘off’ ($r=0.727; p=<0.001$), ‘on’ ($r=0.704; p=<0.001$) and dyskinetic ($r=0.718; p=<0.001$). The correlation for sleep did not achieve statistical significance ($r=0.161; p=0.485$). Correlation between the amount of time spent in each disease state as measured by the MDS-UPDRS and the ANN was again less marked. A strong, significant correlation was seen for dyskinesia ($r=0.442; p=0.045$), but examination of all other disease states showed no evidence of a meaningful relationship (asleep: $r=0.208; p=0.336$; off: $r=0.280; p=0.218$; on: $r=0.336; p=0.136$).

8.II Discussion

It is evident from Figure 48 that the three methods employed to measure the proportions of time spent in each disease state, produced concordant results for this particular participant (MXRL). MXRL was the participant in whom the highest correlation was seen between ANN output and diary data (Figure 36). Similar data is presented in Figure 49 for the participant in whom the lowest correlation between ANN output and diary data was seen (GLXN). Visual inspection of this data shows a degree of concordance between diary and ANN derived results. It also highlights some limitations of the existing assessment methods. Firstly, it is evident that the MDS-UPDRS, for this participant, produced a gross over-estimation of the amount of time with dyskinesia. Secondly, it can be seen that for diary-derived data, this participant recorded no periods of sleep during the entire seven day monitoring period, raising concerns regarding the validity of this diary.

Table 19 and Table 20 present correlations between the amounts of time spent in each disease state as measured by the three assessment methods employed. It was evident that strong, significant correlations existed between diary and ANN-derived data for all disease states. This correlation became more marked for all disease states (except sleep) when ‘poor’ diarists were excluded from analysis. Limited correlation was seen
when the amounts of time spent in each disease state, as measured by the ANN or diary, were compared to data derived from the MDS-UPDRS.

Diaries are considered to be the current gold standard for home monitoring of motor symptoms in PD. These findings suggest that the ANN developed and employed in this work produced comparable results to those generated by the home diaries; evidence for the criterion-related validity of our assessment method. The proportion of time spent in each disease state is not a meaningless measurement and has real clinical relevance. The amounts of on and off time are frequently employed as outcome measures in PD trials to examine whether any motor benefit is derived from anti-parkinsonian medications. In such trials, the amount of time with dyskinesia is also often used as an outcome measure in order to establish whether any motor benefit comes at the cost of worsening dyskinesia. Our findings also highlight the disparity between MDS-UPDRS and diary-derived estimations of disease status, and should be a note of caution to clinicians relying on the MDS-UPDRS to estimate proportions of time spent in each disease state. As demonstrated previously, cognitive dysfunction can impair a person’s ability to complete a symptom diary. Such patients are often those with more advanced PD in whom motor fluctuations and dyskinesia may be more prominent, rendering management more challenging. The lack of an available method to monitor the symptoms of such a patient group is problematic and can be considered an example of the inverse care law (Tudor Hart, 1971). Evaluation of motor symptoms using wrist-worn accelerometry and ANN-based analysis has the potential to provide a viable method of home-monitoring for this patient group. It is well recognised that impaired cognition can be a barrier to involvement with clinical research (Mody et al., 2008); such a method may enable greater participation of cognitively impaired PD patients in medication trials. Whilst the sensor was widely accepted by participants in this study, it cannot be assumed that similar findings will be replicated in a more cognitively impaired cohort. Evaluation of the acceptability of the sensor in such a cohort would form a critical part of any future research project and qualitative approaches, as opposed to questionnaires, would be more likely to generate meaningful data.
8.II.i CONCLUSIONS

- Estimations of the time spent in each disease state derived from the MDS-UPDRS should be interpreted with caution.
- A strong, significant correlation was evident for time spent in each disease state as measured by home diaries and by the ANN.
- ANN-derived results were comparable to those generated by the home diaries; evidence for the criterion-related validity of our assessment method.
- Body-worn sensor systems may allow home based monitoring of PD motor symptoms in patients who are unable, or unwilling, to engage with diary keeping exercises.
Chapter 9. Acceptability of the Sensors to Participants

9.1 Background

9.1.1 Introduction

The demographic of the United Kingdom’s population is changing; people aged 65 and over accounted for 15% of the population in 1985 and this had risen to 17% by 2010 (2012e). It is projected that 23% of the population will be aged 65 and over by 2035. As the UK’s population ages, the numbers of patients with chronic conditions such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) will increase. Increasing numbers of such patients will inevitably place great strain on the limited resources available to the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) due to their complex care needs. Projections suggest that the number of patients with PD will rise from 126,893 in 2009, to around 162,000 by 2020 (2009b). Incorporating the use of new technology into the provision of medical care may be able to improve efficiency of health services and help the NHS to cope with this problem. The NHS of the future is expected to provide increasing proportions of its services in the community as opposed to within costly clinical environments. The use of technology to monitor a patient’s condition in their own home may be an intervention that can assist this transition. A recent UK government mandate (2012c) highlighted the need to provide support to patients with chronic disease, by enabling the monitoring and management of their condition in their own homes. This report targeted three million people by 2017, being able to benefit from “telehealth and telecare” in their own homes. The United States of America’s Institute of Medicine published a report in 2009 (2009a) that identified remote patient monitoring of chronic conditions as one of their recommendations for areas of high priority research. Home monitoring of medical conditions is, for some diseases, already well established. The most well known and widely used example is the Holter electrocardiographic monitor. This device has been in use for over 50 years (Mar, 2005) and enables continuous recording of the wearer’s electrocardiogram for prolonged periods in a home environment. The prolonged, continuous nature of such a recording enables
clinicians to gain an appreciation of heart rate and rhythm during normal daily activities (Binkley, 2003), but also increases the likelihood of capturing rare, short-lived rhythm events that may not be witnessed when a patient attends a clinical setting. It is important to consider the setting in which clinical observations are made. The presence of a patient in a clinical setting may introduce bias to the data collected; a good example being the diagnosis of hypertension. Traditionally, diagnosing hypertension relied upon clinic-based blood pressure measurement. The so-called “white-coat” effect (Verdecchia et al., 2002); a transient blood pressure rise associated with the presence of a doctor, may result in an incorrect diagnosis of hypertension. Recent evidence suggests that prolonged, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring outside of the clinical environment can better inform decisions regarding treatment for hypertension (Hodgkinson et al., 2011). Consequently the use of home blood pressure monitoring is now recommended in the NICE hypertension guideline. In PD it is well recognised that the presence of an observing clinician can alter the clinical signs a patient exhibits. Stress, associated with clinic attendance or social embarrassment, can result in a worsening of a patient’s tremor (Marsden and Owen, 1967). Dyskinesia can become more prominent when patients are engaged in mental distraction such as conversing with a clinician (Durif et al., 1999). Conversely patients are sometimes able to suppress motor symptoms such as tremor or dyskinesia. A method of evaluating motor symptoms without the need for clinical observation may remove this observer bias.

Adoption of an effective home monitoring system for a particular condition requires a number of factors to be fulfilled. Firstly, an accurate and reliable device must be developed that is capable of capturing appropriate and relevant data. Secondly, methods must be developed to enable interpretation of the data collected and to allow clinically meaningful conclusions to be drawn. Lastly, and critically, patients must be concordant with the wearing of any such device and remain so for the duration of the required monitoring period. When developing a home monitoring system, failure to adequately address all three of the factors identified may limit the clinical usefulness of the system. In this chapter consideration will be given to the patient
experience of wearing medical technology; factors that may influence patient concordance with sensor wearing will be reviewed and an evaluation of the acceptability of the Axivity-AX3 sensor will be made.

9.I.ii User-friendliness and wearability

An object may be described as being user-friendly if it is “easy to use, understand or operate” (2013c). The concept of user-friendliness is central to patient concordance with a wearable, medical device and may be influenced by factors relating to both the device and the wearer. The physical properties of a monitoring system have a huge bearing on patient acceptance due to their impact on its wearability, defined as the interaction between the human body and the wearable object (Gemperle et al., 1998). This definition can be further developed to include ‘dynamic wearability’, which considers the same interaction but when the body is in motion. Gemperle et al. also highlighted the importance of unobtrusive placement of a wearable device; Figure 50 shows areas of the body where wearable objects are considered to be most unobtrusive.
It is argued that the longer a device is worn for, the greater the need for it to be as unobtrusive as possible if patient concordance is to be maintained (Bonato, 2010). The presence of tremor in patients with PD presents further design challenges since the use of computer peripherals, buttons or switches may prove challenging (Cunningham et al., 2009). It is also recognised that the ‘life’ of a monitoring system; the period of time before data must be downloaded from the device, or the device itself must be recharged, also impacts on how obtrusive a system is perceived to be (Bonato, 2009).

Human factors also play a significant part in whether such a device is considered to be user-friendly. The need to learn how to use a piece of technology may have an adverse effect on patient willingness to engage with the device (Cunningham et al., 2009). The importance of body-image on concordance should not be underestimated; the wearing of a medical device can have associated negative connotations (Peeters, 2000). Peeters described the stigma associated with the wearing of a neck-worn automatic safety-alarm pager and how elderly patients may reject products they perceive to be “marking them as old”. It is important to acknowledge that the converse may be true;
some patients may consider wearable medical devices to be a form of “status symbol”, suggestive of a willingness to live a healthy lifestyle (Korhonen et al., 2003). Ultimately, regardless of how well a wearable device may be designed, the wearer is always likely to experience a degree of inconvenience due to obtrusiveness of the device. Whilst designers must strive to minimise this, it is also important to acknowledge that patient motivation plays a significant role in whether the inconvenience is tolerated or not. Providing the wearer with contemporaneous, comprehensible feedback from the monitoring device, can boost motivation to continue wearing it (Korhonen et al., 2003). It is recognised that motivation to wear a medical device is closely linked to the perceived, immediate importance to the wearer’s life (Peeters, 2000). Powerful motivating factors to wear such a device include whether the product improved a person’s ability to remain living in their own home, living their ‘normal’ life and to remain integrated in society.

Lehoux (Lehoux, 2004) examined how, from a patient perspective, user-friendliness of medical technology influenced its integration into both the private and social lives of patients. The distinction between private and social spheres highlights how user-friendliness of a device may be location specific, with wearers becoming more self-conscious once outside their “private sphere”. This work proposes that the concept of user-friendliness encompasses both user acceptance; the extent to which the user is favourable to using the technology, and user competence; the abilities required to use the technology effectively. Technical and human factors also influence user friendliness, with technical factors predominantly influencing user-competence and human factors predominantly influencing user acceptance. This model is displayed in Figure 51 below.
9.I.iii Consideration of acceptability in a PD population

With regard to the use of wrist-worn sensors in the measurement of upper limb motor symptoms in PD, very little consideration has previously been given to the patient experience of wearing such devices. The overwhelming majority of research in this area makes no reference to any evaluation of patient acceptability. It is telling that a recent review article that examined the use of body-worn sensors in PD (Maetzler et al., 2013), made no reference to any evaluation of the acceptability of the sensors to the wearer. Tsipouras et al. (Tsipouras et al., 2012) did report using a questionnaire to assess the wearability of a series of sensors used to assess dyskinesia in PD patients. This work concluded that the sensors were “considered wearable by all” and that they “did not interfere with normal posture”. No results were presented to support this conclusion however, and no details regarding the nature of the questionnaire were given. There is evidence that some authors lack an appreciation of the factors influencing user-friendliness of such a device. Van Someren et al. (van Someren et al., 1993a) advocated home recording of tremor using their wrist-worn sensor, stating that wearing wrist-worn sensors for several weeks would be “no more uncomfortable than wearing a wrist watch”. This assumption was proven to be inaccurate within the same piece of research; 2 of the 8 participants in the study “objected” to 24 hour monitoring with the sensor system and completed only 8 hours of data collection. Work by
Giuffrida et al. (Giuffrida et al., 2009) provides the most thorough evaluation of the acceptability of a wrist-worn sensor in a PD cohort. This work used an 8 item questionnaire to capture participants’ views on comfort and ease of use of the sensor system, the results of which are summarised in Figure 52.

**Figure 52: Results of the questionnaire employed by Giuffrida et al. (Giuffrida et al., 2009) in the evaluation of patient acceptability of their sensor system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Was the device comfortable to wear?</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the device feel heavy?</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the device restrict your arm movement?</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the device restrict your hand movement?</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you wear the device at home?</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you perform arm movements at home similar to those during an office exam?</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you have trouble putting the device on at home?</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you wear the device in public?</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Responses from 40/60 patients (67%)*

The authors concluded that the results indicated “clinical patient acceptance”, despite the fact that 45% of participants indicated they would not be willing to wear the device in public. There are several limitations to the questionnaire applied by Giuffrida and colleagues. Firstly the response rate is comparatively low, with a third of participants failing to complete the questionnaire. Secondly, respondents to each question could only select from either ‘yes’ or ‘no’, which represents a crude method of capturing data. Furthermore, views were polled after only short-lived recordings that were undertaken in a clinical setting. These results cannot reliably be extrapolated to make judgements on the acceptability of more prolonged, home use of the system since the duration and location of monitoring can influence patient acceptability (Bonato, 2010, Lehoux, 2004). The results presented by Giuffrida and colleagues highlight a disparity between participant willingness to wear the device at home and in public. The ideal home monitoring system would allow unobtrusive evaluation of the wearer during their normal daily living. If participants are less willing to wear the device in public than at home, then there is the possibility that the pattern of activity exhibited by the
individual during the monitoring period may differ to their normal, thus biasing the results. Lastly, Mera et al. published work entitled “Feasibility of home-based automated Parkinson’s disease motor assessment” (Mera et al., 2012b). Despite the fact that patient concordance is a critical component of the feasibility of a home monitoring system this work gave no consideration to patient experience, only examining whether or not participants performed the required assessments correctly. This research paper highlights the fact that work in this field has primarily focussed on the agenda of the researchers and that the wearer’s agenda has been inadequately addressed. The need for greater consideration of patient feedback in the development of health-care is well recognised (Wensing and Elwyn, 2003).

This chapter presents an in-depth analysis of acceptability of the Activity AX3 body-worn sensor to a population of patients with PD.

9.II  Specific Methods

9.II.i  The Questionnaire

To capture data regarding participants’ experiences of wearing the sensor, all participants completed a questionnaire on completion of both phase one and phase two of the study. The questionnaire provided during phase one (CARU) was the final assessment completed by participants, thus ensuring that all participants had worn the sensors for at least four hours before completing the questionnaire. The questionnaire was completed by participants with no input from the research team. The second questionnaire was completed by participants at home on completion of phase two, again with no input from the research team. This questionnaire was identical to that which was provided during phase one and was printed on the final page of participants’ home monitoring booklets. During the standardised briefing for the home monitoring phase it was stressed to participants that completion of this questionnaire should be the final task they perform, once the home monitoring period was complete. This request was made in an attempt to ensure that all participants completing this questionnaire did so after having worn the sensors for a week long period. If participants decided that they wished to discontinue home monitoring before the end
of the seven day period, it was requested that they completed the questionnaire at this time. Data generated from such questionnaires was still analysed, regardless of the duration for which participants wore the sensors, as participants withdrawing from the study early may provide invaluable insight into adverse experiences of wearing the sensors. Questionnaires completed at home were returned to the research team in a pre-paid envelope.

The questionnaire included nine statements (items) with a five category Likert-type rating scale. The items developed for this questionnaire are displayed in Table 21 below. Likert scales are frequently used to measure attitudes and provide a range of responses to a given statement, with five categories of response typically being employed (Jamieson, 2004). The five available categories provided in this questionnaire were: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree and strongly disagree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Number</th>
<th>Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The sensor looks like it is well made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The sensor is comfortable to wear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The sensor feels heavy on my arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Performing the assessments was made more difficult by wearing the sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I would be happy to wear the sensor around the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I would rather keep a regular diary of my symptoms for a week than wear the sensor for a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>If the sensor was incorporated into a working wrist watch I would be more likely to wear it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The sensor is easy to take on and off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I would be happy to wear the sensor in public</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The nine items developed for use in the questionnaire were selected to enable evaluation of both the technical and human dimensions recognised as influencing the user-friendliness of a medical device (Figure 51). The Likert items selected for inclusion were based on topics derived from previous research in this area (Giuffrida et al., 2009) and on areas considered to be relevant that had not been addressed in previous
work. Items 1 and 3 were designed to capture participants’ opinions regarding the physical properties of the sensor. Items 2, 4 and 8 addressed the functionality of the sensor. The inclusion of items 5 and 9 enabled evaluation of whether the setting (i.e. private or social) influenced acceptability of the sensor. Item 7 was designed to address the physical properties and functionality of the sensor, as well as participants’ self-image. Lastly, item 6 provided a direct comparison between the current gold standard method of home monitoring of motor symptoms in PD (patient completed diaries) and the home monitoring system employed.

The questionnaire also included an empty text-box in which participants were invited to “Please write any comments (you have) about the sensor (below)”. This opportunity was included because the content of the nine items, whilst derived from research evidence (itself derived from previous patient experience), represents the agenda of the research team. Providing an opportunity for participants to give free-text feedback gives participants the chance to voice their agenda. This may provide the research team reassurance that all relevant issues have been covered or may produce new, unexpected themes not captured by the closed questions. Such data may be used to corroborate Likert-type answers and may also provide illustrative quotes (O’Cathain and Thomas, 2004).

The questionnaire was reviewed by a patient with PD who had expressed an interest in participating in the study. This patient pre-read the questionnaire and provided positive feedback in terms of its readability and its clarity; no changes were made to the questionnaire in light of this. During the development of the questionnaire quantitative evaluation of its readability was undertaken using the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) formula (Kincaid et al., 1975). This formula generates a numerical value that describes the readability of a document; higher values indicate material that is easier to read, lower values suggest passages that are more challenging to read. Questionnaire items were found to have an FRE value of 78.8, suggestive of ‘fairly easy’ reading difficulty. Scores greater than 70 suggest text that would be easily understood by 13 year old school children; thus the readability of the questionnaire was deemed to be adequate.
9.II.ii Assessment of participants’ concordance with the sensors

Crude assessment of participants’ concordance with the sensor was made by examining the number of days participants reported to have worn the sensor for. The amount of time that the sensors were not being worn during the home monitoring period was also evaluated. Accelerometer data obtained during the home monitoring period was analysed for the patients whose data was used to develop the ANN. Accelerometer data was examined for minute-long periods where no orientation change of the sensor was seen. If ten or more such minutes occurred consecutively, then this period was classified as time where the sensor was not being worn. To avoid inadvertent classification of sleep as periods where sensors were not worn, analysis of accelerometer data was restricted to waking hours. All participants were asked to wear the sensors continuously for the seven day period but were made aware that they were free to remove the sensors at any point. Participants were asked to contact the research team should they wish to discontinue the home monitoring period early. Participants were asked to record timings of any prolonged periods where they had removed the sensors. Despite the sensors being waterproof, participants were invited to remove the sensors during washing/bathing if they preferred to do so. It was estimated that if participants were to remove the sensors during washing for 40 minutes each day, then a total of 280 minutes of “non-wear” time could reasonably be expected over the course of the home monitoring period (4.8% of “waking hours”).

The correlation between the proportion of time when the sensor was not worn and the sensor performance for each participant was examined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. As per previous, sensor performance was defined as the degree of correlation between sensor output and diary entries.

9.II.iii Analysis methods

IBM SPSS statistics software was used to collate responses to Likert-type questions and to produce descriptive statistics. Likert response categories were treated as ordinal
data, since intervals between categories cannot be assumed to be of equal magnitude. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was employed to examine for significant differences between participants’ phase one and two responses.

Analysis of open questions on questionnaires can be challenging due to a lack of clarity regarding the nature of the data collected, being neither strictly qualitative nor quantitative data (O’Cathain and Thomas, 2004). It is suggested that good practice should be to consider formal analysis of such data only if it offers insights or issues not available from data produced by the closed questions. This proved to be the case in this research and thus the analysis method subsequently employed was content analysis. All free-text comments generated by the questionnaire were transcribed verbatim and read by a researcher (JF). Thereafter, a coding framework was developed to describe the thematic content of the comments. Comments were categorised by theme, sentiment (i.e. positive or negative) and by study phase (CARU or home). A second researcher (KGI) who had no prior involvement in this project, but had extensive experience in qualitative research, also performed this process. This researcher was provided with the transcript of participants’ comments but was blinded to the coding framework produced. Subsequently the researchers met to compare analyses and consensus opinion was reached on the most appropriate content analysis themes to describe the data captured.

9.III  Results

9.III.i  Assessment of participants’ concordance with the sensors

All 34 participants wore the sensors for the duration of phase one. 32 of the 34 participants reported wearing the sensors for the complete seven day home monitoring period. Two participants did not complete the entire home monitoring period; one withdrew after four days (ATYY: discomfort wearing sensor) and the other after five days (JNQW: unwell). Based on participants’ reports alone, the sensors were worn for 233 of a potential 238 days (97.9%).
Accelerometer data obtained during the home monitoring period was analysed for the 27 patients whose data was used to develop the ANN; excluded participants were those in whom sensor failure or extremely low diary completion rate occurred. To avoid inadvertent classification of sleep as periods where sensors were not worn, analysis of accelerometer data was restricted to “waking hours”. Variable engagement with patient-completed sleep diaries precluded the use of this data to define “waking hours” for each participant on each day; consequently “waking hours” were defined as 0800 – 2200 (5,880 minutes). The mean duration of time during home monitoring “waking hours” where the sensors were not worn was 228.2 minutes (SD=385.3). The duration of home monitoring “waking hours” where the sensors were not worn is presented for each participant in Table 22 below along with the time expressed as a percentage. The large standard deviation value is in part explained by the results seen for participant ATYY, which represent a clear outlier. ATYY discontinued home monitoring after 4 days citing sensor discomfort; calculation of the percentage of waking hours during which the sensor was not worn was therefore corrected for this participant (i.e. total possible waking hour wear time was 3,360 minutes as opposed to 5,880). When ATYY was excluded, the mean duration of time during home monitoring “waking hours” where the sensors were not worn was 159.7 minutes (SD=150.9).
Table 22: “Non-wear” time during home monitoring period for each study participant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Total duration sensor not worn (minutes)</th>
<th>% of monitoring period “waking hours” during which sensor not worn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLXN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QXZV</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNSY</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHQI</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHWF</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQY</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCL</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQEP</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZGE</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHRS</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSJ</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVTR</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPC</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXRL</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKVJ</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDEG</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRWL</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XKVO</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIMT</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UXXU</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVUL</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXOJ</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QXLL</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>4.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGNK</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCN</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEQV</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>10.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATYY*</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>59.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>228.15</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev.</td>
<td>385.26</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean**</td>
<td>159.69</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Dev**</td>
<td>150.90</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*denominator corrected for early withdrawal from home monitoring period

**ATYY excluded

The correlation between the proportion of time when the sensor was not worn and the sensor performance for each participant was examined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. No significant correlation between the proportion of time when the sensor was not worn and the sensor performance was evident ($r=-0.083; p=0.680$). A scatter
plot of this data is presented in Figure 53 below. Note the dashed line which indicates the anticipated percentage of ‘non-wear time based on the previously stated estimate of 40 minutes per day.

Figure 53: Sensor performance and percentage of non-wear time

9.III.ii Likert-type questions

All 34 participants completed the questionnaire after both study phases. As described above two participants did not complete phase two but both completed the phase two questionnaire at the point at which they discontinued wearing the sensors. Of a possible 612 responses to the Likert-type questions from both phases, 608 (99.3%) were deemed valid (i.e. participant had selected one category). Of the four invalid responses, three were left blank and one included the selection of multiple categories. The frequency of responses to each question after both the CARU and home monitoring phases of the study are displayed in Table 23 below.
Table 23: Frequency of responses to patient questionnaire after CARU and Home phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Frequency of response</th>
<th>CARU</th>
<th>HOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly Agree</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Neither Agree Nor Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*question excluded as not of relevance to home phase of study

Analysing questionnaire responses after the home monitoring period revealed that 32/34 participants (94.1%) agreed that the sensor looked like it was well made [item 1] and 28/34 (82.4%) agreed that the sensor was comfortable [item 2]. After a week of wearing the sensors at home, 29/33 respondents (85.3%) agreed that the sensors were easy to take on and off (one participant left this question blank) [item 8]. 1/34 participants (2.9%) reported that the sensor felt heavy on their arm [item 3]. 1/34 (2.9%) participants stated that they would have preferred to have kept a regular diary of their symptoms for a week, as opposed to wearing the sensors [item 6]; this was the participant who withdrew after 4 days due to sensor discomfort. 32/34 (94.1%) agreed that they would be happy to wear the sensors at home [item 5] and 29/34 (85.3%) agreed that they would be happy to wear the sensors in public [item 9]. When asked whether they would be more likely to wear the sensors if it were incorporated into a working wrist-watch [item 7], 18/34 (52.9%) agreed, 8/34 (23.5%) disagreed with 7/34
indicating a neutral response. Statistical analysis was performed to examine for significant differences between participants’ CARU and home responses, and is presented in Table 24 below. Item 4 (“Performing the assessments was made more difficult by wearing the sensor) was not analysed for the home phase of the study since there were no clinical assessments for the sensor to potentially interfere with.

Table 24: Examining for differences in questionnaire responses between phases by questionnaire items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Z value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2.970</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.231</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&gt;0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1.999</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1.387</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&gt;0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.254</td>
<td>0.799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.889</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The responses to the following items were found to display a statistically significant difference between study phases: item 1: “The sensor looks like it is well made” (Z=-2.970, p=0.003); item 2: “The sensor is comfortable to wear” (Z=-3.231, p=0.001); item 5: “I would be happy to wear the sensor around the house” (Z=-1.999, p=0.046). The responses to all other items showed no statistically significant difference in their responses between phases. For those items where a statistically significant difference was demonstrated between CARU and home phase responses, further analysis was performed looking at the magnitude of category change for each participant. This data is presented in Table 25 below.

It is evident from Table 25 that the majority of participants responding to items 1, 2 and 5 did not change their response between study phases (24/34 (70.6%), 19/34 (55.9%) and 24/34 (70.6%) respectively). Of those participants that did change their response, the majority did so by only one category and typically this was towards a more negative response. Extreme changes in response (≥2 categories) were rare and
were only expressed by 2/34 (5.9%) of participants to Item 1, 3/34 (8.8%) to Item 2 and 2/34 (5.9%) to Item 5.

Table 25: Examining frequency of category change for items with a statistically significant change in responses between study phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in response</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
<th>Item 1</th>
<th>Item 2</th>
<th>Item 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More positive -&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+4</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+3</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+2</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2.9)</td>
<td>2 (5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No change</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24 (70.6)</td>
<td>19 (55.9)</td>
<td>24 (70.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More negative &lt;-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>8 (23.5)</td>
<td>11 (32.4)</td>
<td>6 (17.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>1 (2.9)</td>
<td>2 (5.9)</td>
<td>2 (5.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1 (2.9)</td>
<td>1 (2.9)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For these three items, further analysis was undertaken following contraction of the 5-point Likert scale into a 3-point scale: strongly agree and agree were combined to ‘agreement’; strongly disagree and disagree to ‘disagreement’; neither agree nor disagree remained unchanged. Analysis using the 3-point scale found no statistically significant change in participants’ responses between study phases for items 1 and 5 (p=0.180 and 0.414 respectively). A statistically significant decrease (towards less agreement) in the responses to item 2 (the sensor is comfortable to wear) was evident (p=0.023).

9.III.iii Free-text Feedback

13 participants (38.2%) provided free-text feedback in the questionnaire administered immediately after the CARU phase of the study. 18 participants (52.9%) provided free-text feedback in the questionnaire completed after the home monitoring period. In total, 25 different participants (73.5% of study cohort) provided free-text feedback on at least one occasion during the study.
Content analysis was independently undertaken by two different researchers who subsequently met to discuss their allocation of themes (JF and KGI). Similar themes, and similar allocation of comments to these themes, were evident. Discussion between the two researchers led to a consensus decision on the themes emerging from the free-text data, and the allocation of participants’ comments to each. The over-arching themes identified and agreed upon were: ‘Appearance’, ‘Comfort’ and ‘Useability’ (Table 26, Table 27 and Table 28 respectively). ‘Appearance’ was sub-divided into ‘Physical properties’ and ‘Wearing in public’. ‘Comfort’ and ‘Useability’ were sub-divided according to whether their sentiment was deemed to be ‘Positive’ or ‘Negative’. Participants’ comments for which no specific theme was identifiable were categorised under ‘General comments’ (Table 29).

Table 26: Content Analysis – Appearance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Physical Properties</th>
<th>Wearing in public</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHR S</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Would prefer it to be a little smaller and with watch face as keep thinking it was a watch I was wearing.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVTR</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“The only problem was that I kept looking to find the time!”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZGE</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Wore it for a week, did not cover it up”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHR S</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“I would not like to wear in warm summer months as more noticeable to people and questions”.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHR S</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>“Happy to wear (in public) but would not like members of public questioning what it is for as illness is private”.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient ID</td>
<td>Phase</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGLT</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>“It feels no different to wearing a watch”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXLL</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>“Feels comfortable, don’t mind having it on”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXRL</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Found the sensor quite comfortable to wear”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QXZV</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Very comfortable to wear – just like wearing a watch!”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MZGE</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“No problem. Forgot it was there”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OXLL</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“No problems with sensor, almost forgot it was on.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGNK</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>“Strap would be more comfortable if leather”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPC</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Velcro slightly uncomfortable”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRMQ</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“The sensor is slightly scratchy especially when wearing a watch as well”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATYY</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“It is always on your skin, also, when it gets wet it is very uncomfortable to wear generally and I don’t like it very much”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHR5</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“Comfortable to wear, however, after a week of constant wear feeling a little irritating.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JKVJ</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>“If strap were made more comfortable would make wearing very easy.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 28: Content Analysis - Useability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRRH</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;I had expected it to interfere with my everyday life but that did not happen&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSJ</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;Someone will do [put on/off] it for me&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCL</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;The sensor was very easy to have on&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCL</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;The sensor I found easy to wear&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATYY</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;The sensor is easy to take on and off&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POEP</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;Because I have small wrists the sensors were swinging around and it was difficult to keep them in the upright position. After a couple of hours I used some surgical tape to stick it down where the strap fastens underneath — they are in the same position after 1 week including daily showers.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHR5</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;Found it restricts you wearing tight sleeves on clothes&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUCL</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;I was a little nervous having a shower&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSJ</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;The left blue sensor did not always stay securely in position and so needed occasional readjustment&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRMQ</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;I removed them whilst having a bath/shower because they became soggy&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRMQ</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;For someone with a tremor they are a little awkward&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCH</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;Maybe stronger pins in the sensor would help, one came out&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRWL</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;Sensor a little awkward to fasten strap... (Illegible) when feeling off&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 29: Content Analysis - General Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YQSE</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;Technology is a wonderful experience&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVTR</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;B**** clever!&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XKVO</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;The sensor is no problem to me at all&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLXN</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;I think the working wrist watch is a good idea&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQY</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;I am happy to wear the sensors to help the study for Parkinson’s research&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UXSU</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>&quot;I hope the sensor works well in giving essential information in the research of Parkinson’s disease&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRCN</td>
<td>CARU</td>
<td>[Regarding question?] &quot;no watch&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEQV</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;Sorry the charts [diary] may be a little incomplete but I was really poorly&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNQW</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;The questionnaire [diary] not completed — was ill with sickness and diarrhoea&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJVB</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>&quot;I’m looking forward to any feedback&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9. IV Discussion

Participant reported concordance with the Axivity AX3 sensor, during both phases of the study, was high. Of the two participants who failed to complete the week-long period of home-monitoring only one withdrew because they were no longer willing to wear the sensor; the other withdrew due to an intercurrent illness.

Formal evaluation of ‘wear-time’ provides evidence that the majority of participants were highly concordant with sensor wearing. The mean amount of time per day where the sensors were not worn, excluding ATYY, was approximately 22 minutes. This period is less than half of the one hour epoch used for analysis and is therefore unlikely to have influenced results. Only four of the participants exceeded the estimated amount of ‘non-wear time’ (40 minutes per day; 4.8% of “waking hours”): UGNK, BRCN, OEQV and ATYY. ATYY withdrew early citing sensor discomfort and hence the poor concordance. Free-text feedback provided insight into why some participants were less concordant with sensor wearing. BRCN cited problems with the pins securing the sensor to the strap which may have contributed to an increase in ‘non-wear time’:

“Maybe stronger pins in the sensor would help, one came out straight away” [BRCN: Home. Useability; negative]

Feedback from OEQV suggested that this participant had been unwell during the home monitoring period but that diary completion had in fact been more problematic than wearing the sensors:

“Sensors were no problem. Sorry the charts may be a little incomplete but I was really poorly.” [OEQV: Home. General comments]

Another participant, JNQW, became unwell with diarrhoea and vomiting during the home monitoring period and subsequently withdrew. Concordance with diary completion for this participant was extremely low, with only 18.3% of diary responses being classifiable. Accelerometer data for this participant was examined using the wear-time algorithm. This revealed that JNQW had not worn the sensor for 1583 minutes during the home monitoring period. This equates to 37.7% of the five day monitoring period completed by the participant prior to withdrawing. Whilst concordance with both diaries and sensors by this participant were poor, it is evident
that in terms of time, sensors were found to have superior concordance than diaries. We had anticipated that the sensor would perform less well in participants who were less concordant with wearing of the sensor; this was not the case however. No relationship between sensor performance and duration of ‘non-wear’ time was seen. This finding suggests that the additional data provided by patients more concordant with monitoring, conferred no benefit in terms of sensor performance on an individual level. The optimal duration of monitoring is currently unknown but in light of this finding, future work involving the sensors may employ shorter periods of home monitoring.

An extremely high response rate to the questionnaire was seen; almost all Likert items were responded to (99.3%) and almost three quarters of participants (73.5%) provided free-text feedback in either questionnaire. An important finding was that after phase one of the study, no respondent to the questionnaire agreed with the statement that “performing the assessments was made more difficult by wearing the sensor” (item 4). This is a reassuring result as any suggestion that the wearing of the sensor interfered with activities performed during phase one would raise doubts over the validity of the data captured. Questionnaire items 1 and 3 were designed to evaluate participants’ views regarding some of the physical aspects of the sensor. The overwhelming majority of participants, after both phases of the study, agreed that the sensors “looked like they were well made”. 1 participant, after the home phase, strongly disagreed with this item but did not provide further free-text feedback. Analysis of the responses to this item revealed a statistically significant change (towards less agreement) between phases (p=0.003). Table 25 displays the magnitude and frequency of change for this item, demonstrating that in fact the majority of participants showed no change in their responses. The statistically significant changes seen can be in part attributed to a limitation of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, which excludes from analysis unchanged responses, examining only those that exhibited change. No significant difference was evident for this item when further analysis was undertaken following contraction of the 5-point Likert scale into a 3-point scale.
The majority of participants disagreed with item 3 ("the sensor feels heavy on my arm") after both phases, with no statistically significant difference in responses between phases. Across both phases only one participant reported that the sensor felt heavy on their arm. One participant did provide free-text feedback regarding the dimensions of the sensor:

"Would prefer it to be a little smaller..." [GHRS: Home. Appearance; physical properties]

Another participant commented that wearing of the sensor interfered with items of clothing:

"Found it restricts you wearing tight sleeves on clothes" [GHRS: Home. Useability; negative]

This quote suggests that the profile of the device was too large to allow tightly fitting sleeves to pass over the sensors and to be fastened distal to the sensor. It is evident, in quotes from the same participant presented later, that difficulty in covering the sensor underneath clothing has potential implications in terms of participant body image.

In terms of the functionality of the sensor, participants were asked to complete Likert items pertaining to the ease of putting on and removing the sensors (item 8), and the comfort of wearing them (item 2). The responses to Likert-style questions suggest that, for the majority, putting the sensors on and taking them off was not a problem. Some participants reported having assistance from family or carers. Some participants reported that variation in their motor status affected their ability to do this:

"For someone with a tremor they are a little awkward" [FRMQ: Home. Useability; negative]

"Sensor a little awkward to fasten strap... (illegible) when feeling off" [NRWL: Home. Useability; negative]

After phase one of the study all but one of the participants agreed that the sensor was comfortable to wear. The majority (28/34) still agreed with this statement after phase two of the study, but there was a statistically significant change in responses (towards less agreement) between study phases. Examining the descriptive statistics demonstrates that many participants did not change their views and of those that did, the majority did so by only one category (typically from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘agree’). A small, but significant shift of opinion towards less agreement was maintained when
analysis was performed following contraction of the 5-point Likert scale to a 3-point version. This shift in responses towards a more negative sentiment is perhaps to be expected given that participants had worn the sensor for a seven day period. A degree of obtrusiveness is inevitable with even the most well designed sensor and this may be exacerbated by more prolonged periods of wearing (Bonato, 2010). Several participants provided free-text comments supporting the notion that the sensor was comfortable with some describing how they simply forgot they were wearing it:

“No problem. Forgot it was there” [MZGE: Home. Comfort; positive]

Whilst the Likert data provides quantitative evidence to support the acceptability of the sensor in terms of its comfort, further examination of the free-text feedback suggests that some participants did experience problems in this area. In particular, the strap securing the sensor to the body was a source of problems for a number of participants. The strap was made from a synthetic nylon material (see Figure 23) with a Velcro fastener that allowed the strap to be sized to the personal preference of the wearer. Several participants found the nylon material uncomfortable, with one describing it as:

“...scratchy” [FRMQ: Home. Comfort, positive]

Some participants indicated that the comfort of the sensors declined further when they became wet:

“It is always on your skin, also, when it gets wet it is very uncomfortable to wear generally and I don’t like it very much” [ATYY: Home. Comfort, negative]

One participant suggested that a leather strap would be much more comfortable. Another recurring theme from the free-text comments related to the sizing of the strap. The sensor could be attached to wrists of varying sizes using an adjustable Velcro fastener. No participants in the study had wrist circumferences that exceeded the maximum dimensions of the strap. Several participants did however report that they were unable to shorten the strap sufficiently to ensure that the sensor was tightly secured:
“Because I have small wrists the sensors were swinging around and it was difficult to keep them in the upright position” [PQEP: Home. Useability; negative]

A loosely fitting sensor may result in relative motion between the sensor and the body and consequently sensor displacement, extraneous signal artefact and declining signal accuracy (Yang and Hsu, 2010). One person reported problems with the pin securing the strap to the sensor (see Figure 25) becoming loose, which may also have adversely affected the quality of signal captured. These findings suggest that the dynamic wearability of the sensor may, for some participants, have been compromised due to problems relating to sizing.

A critical component of this section of the study is establishing whether or not participants would be willing to wear the sensor both at home and in public. Concordance data appears to support willingness to wear the sensor, but does not enable differentiation between settings. Analysis of Likert data suggests that the vast majority of participants were willing to wear the sensor both at home and in public, and widespread agreement with these items was maintained even after a week-long period of wearing the sensors. There was, however, a statistically significant difference in responses to item 5 (wearing the sensor at home), with a change towards less agreement observed after the home monitoring period. Once more however, examination of the descriptive statistics showed that the majority of responses (70%) did not change, and of those that did, the majority did so by only one category (typically from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘agree’). No significant difference was evident for this item when further analysis was undertaken following contraction of the 5-point Likert scale into a 3-point scale. These findings are in contrast with those of Giuffrida et al., where disparity between participants’ willingness to use the sensor at home and in public was demonstrated (Giuffrida et al., 2009). Examining free-text feedback provides greater detail into participants’ experiences of wearing the sensor, and the extent to which the sensor was acceptable or obtrusive. One participant described how they:

“(I) had expected it to interfere with my everyday life, but that did not happen” [MXRL: Home. Useability; positive]
Another participant’s feedback does however suggest that self-consciousness about wearing the sensor in public may have been a factor:

“Happy to wear (in public) but would not like members of public questioning what it is for as illness is private” [GHRS: CARU. Appearance; wearing in public]

Another participant’s comments suggested a contrasting experience, perhaps reflecting this person considering wearable medical technology to be a form of “status symbol” (Korhonen et al., 2003):

“Wore it for a week, did not cover it up” [UVTR: Home. Appearance; wearing in public]

One theme that arose from the free-text feedback that had not been considered by the research team beforehand was the effect of season on wearing of the sensors:

“I would not like to wear in summer months as more noticeable to people and questions”
[GHRS: Home. Appearance; wearing in public]

Participants were also asked whether keeping a symptom diary for a week would be preferable to a week of wearing the sensor (item 6). This questionnaire item enabled a direct comparison between the current gold standard home monitoring method (diaries) and our system, with participants experiencing both methods and therefore being well placed to comment. Prior to the home monitoring phase, 29/34 participants stated a preference for wearing the sensor for a week, with none doing so for the diaries. There was no significant difference in responses between phase one and two questionnaires, suggesting that participants’ views did not change in light of their experiences wearing the sensor. After phase two of the study, one participant did state a preference for the diaries over the sensors; this was the participant who withdrew early from phase two [ATYY]. Comments from two other participants, presented below, illustrate how concordance with paper diaries can be influenced by a person’s health and well-being during the monitoring period:

“The questionnaire [diary] not completed – was ill with sickness and diarrhoea” [INQW: Home. General comments]

“Sorry the charts [diary] may be a little incomplete but I was really poorly” [OEQV: Home. General comments]
These findings provide strong evidence that participants preferred wrist-worn sensors over patient diaries and continued to do so despite a week long period of wearing them.

Questionnaire item 7 asked participants whether the incorporation of the sensor into a working wrist-watch would influence the likelihood of them wearing it. Interestingly a recurring theme in the free-text feedback was participants reporting that they often mistook the sensor for a watch, for example:

“(Would prefer it) with watch face as keep [sic] thinking it was a watch I was wearing” [GHRS: Home. Appearance; physical properties].

Examining the Likert data derived from item 7 shows that whilst many agreed with this statement, the agreement was far from universal. Examination of responses in terms of gender difference yielded little further information: 12/23 (52.2%) of males and 6/11 (54.5%) of females were found to have agreed with this statement; 6/23 (26.1%) of males and 2/11 (18.2%) of females disagreed with this statement. Whilst not evident in the free-text comments, anecdotal reports from some participants to the research team suggest that many of the participants disagreeing with this item did so simply because they did not normally wear a watch. In future there is the possibility that sensors such as these could be incorporated into other everyday objects, perhaps more acceptable for that particular user; jewellery, for example, might prove more acceptable to female wearers. Asada and colleagues (Asada et al., 2003) have previously reported incorporating a wearable photo-plethysmographic sensor into a ring, allowing continuous monitoring of oxygen saturations. Enabling patients to have a choice when selecting the appearance of a medical device has been shown to increase the appeal of the device, even if the choice is simply what colour the device is (Pippin and Fernie, 1997). The straps used in this research were either red or blue, to indicate which arm they were to be worn on. Using more subtle colours (black, grey, skin-tones) or simply offering participants a selection of colours from which to choose, may have further improved concordance and acceptability.

Based on the evidence presented above one can conclude that the sensor used in this research has been widely accepted by participants. Consideration of both the technical
and human dimensions involved with its wearing (Figure 51) reveals further possible explanations as to why the sensor was so widely accepted. The sensor employed in this research was worn in what can be considered an unobtrusive place (Gemperle et al., 1998). The sensor required little in the way of patient training; it was simply worn and recorded data. There was no need for participants to charge the sensor, interact with any buttons or to download any data. Participants were briefed as to the correct orientation of the device when worn, but required no teaching in how to operate the device due to its automated nature; minimising what participants need to learn about the device can help to improve concordance (Cunningham et al., 2009). As previously described, participant motivation plays a large role in the acceptance of the inevitable degree of obtrusiveness associated with the wearing of a medical device. Previous research in PD populations (Goetz et al., 2003a, Valadas et al., 2011) has identified that altruism is a common motivating factor underpinning participants’ involvement in research. Several participants in this research were seemingly motivated to wear the sensors by altruistic tendencies:

“I am happy to wear the sensors to help the study for Parkinson’s research” [REQY: CARU. General comments]

“I hope the sensor works well in giving essential information in the research of Parkinson’s disease” [UXSU: CARU. General comments]

Participants were asked to complete the phase two questionnaire upon completion of the home monitoring period; thus ensuring seven days of wearing before their views were assessed. There is however no way to confirm that participants completed the questionnaire at this point; some may have done so before 7 days, perhaps influencing their attitudes and opinions regarding the sensor. When the study questionnaire was developed, the Likert items selected for inclusion were based on topics derived from previous research in this area (Giuffrida et al., 2009) and from discussions within the research team, which identified areas considered to be relevant that had not been addressed in previous work. It is however recognised that patients and potential research subjects can be an excellent source of items, and that they are frequently overlooked when such tools are being developed (Streiner and Norman, 2008).
Incorporating input from people with PD may have enabled the questionnaire to have been developed in a more rigorous and systematic manner. Discussion with PD patients, via focus groups or key informant interviews, would have elicited their viewpoints regarding the sensor and may have better informed the items selected for inclusion. Another potential improvement would be to have incorporated ‘expansion’ open questions following each Likert item on the questionnaire, essentially asking the respondent to elaborate on the response given to the closed question (O’Cathain and Thomas, 2004). For example, across both study phases only one person strongly disagreed with the statement that “the device looked well made”, but this person did not provide free-text feedback explaining their reasoning. The availability of an expansion question in this situation may have provided further information, thus enabling greater understanding of the reasons underpinning the participant’s response.

9.IV.i CONCLUSIONS

- After seven days of continuous wearing, the majority of the study cohort considered the sensor to be acceptable.
- Problems with comfort and dynamic wearability were identified, particularly in relation to the strap.
- Study participants indicated a preference for wearing the sensor instead of completing symptom diaries.
- Findings suggest that participants were happy to wear the sensor in both private and public spheres.
Chapter 10. Future Studies and Final Conclusions

10.1 Future Work

10.1.i Further clinimetric evaluation of the assessment method

Scientific evaluation of an outcome measurement instrument requires the assessment of three different properties; validity, reliability and responsiveness (Hobart et al., 1996). In this work we have presented evidence for the criterion-related validity of wrist-worn accelerometry and analysis with ANNs, since significant correlation with the current gold standard, home diaries, was demonstrated. To confirm that our system enables clinically meaningful measurement of upper limb motor symptoms in PD, its reliability and responsiveness would need to be evaluated in future work. Test-retest reliability could be established by performing home monitoring with a cohort of patients on two different occasions and then examining the correlation between the data produced. Responsiveness; the ability to detect clinically significant changes, is a critical property to evaluate if the system is to be considered a useful and scientifically sound method of symptom evaluation. There are a number of possible clinical scenarios in which this property could be evaluated. Firstly, newly diagnosed patients could be assessed before and after instigation of treatment, although patients in the early stages of PD may exhibit only mild motor symptoms which may render detection more challenging. Furthermore, consideration must be given to the ethics of delaying initiation of medication for the purposes of research. Alternatively, patients could be assessed before and after adjustment of their medication regimen, be it an increase in the dose or frequency of their anti-parkinsonian medication or the addition of agents such as amantadine to reduce dyskinesia severity.

10.1.ii Examination of only waking hours

One possible future approach to data analysis that might improve performance of the ANN would be to entirely exclude sleep from the data set. The ANN in this work was trained on continuous data captured over a seven day period. Whilst this did provide
huge amounts of data it can be argued that sleep contributed little to ANN performance. Limited correlation was seen between the amount of time spent sleeping as measured by diaries and by the ANN. Our data suggests that periods of sleep in PD patients are unlikely to simply represent periods with little or no movement. Analysis of patient completed sleep diaries showed a mean number of awakenings per night of 1.3 (SD=0.9) per participant. Responses to the PDSS-2 question “Did you get up at night to pass urine?” showed that 28/34 participants (82.4%) answered ‘very often’ (6-7 days a week). Furthermore, 12/34 participants (35.3%) reported problems with restless arms/legs disrupting their sleep on at least 2-3 days per week. 12/34 participants (35.3%) reported problems with disturbed sleep due to an urge to move their legs or arms on at least 2-3 days per week. In addition, REM sleep behaviour disorder is well recognised as a feature of PD and can produce violent, involuntary movements of the arms and legs during sleep (Chaudhuri et al., 2005).

The net result is that inclusion of sleep may in fact adversely affect ANN performance. Periods labelled as sleep by participants may in fact include spells of voluntary and involuntary movements that may ultimately render differentiation between sleep and the other disease states more difficult. The proportions of time spent in each disease state during both CARU and home phases, with only waking hours considered, is presented in Figure 54. Whilst the disparity between amounts of dyskinesia still exists, it is evident that in terms of proportions of each disease state within the data compendia, the two sets of data are more similar than when sleep is included (Figure 45). In future studies participants could be instructed to put the sensor on when they wake in the morning and to remove the sensor before going to bed, thus capturing only waking hour data.
Figure 54: Proportions of time spent in each disease state, for all participants, during home phase and CARU phase, when only waking hours are considered

10.I.iii Further development of the ANN

Work is ongoing with the computer science team to improve the performance of the ANN. Many of the changes to the structure of the ANN that are being implemented are complex, computer science-based interventions that are beyond the remit of this clinical thesis. From a clinical viewpoint, one potential change in the analytical approach that may yield improved performance relates to disease phenotype. It is well recognised that PD is not a homogenous disorder. Identification of the differing phenotypes: TD and PIGD, is routine in clinical practice. Furthermore, dividing a PD cohort into TD and PIGD sub-groups has been used in a variety of clinical, aetiological and genetic studies (Stebbins et al., 2013). In the development of the ANN used in this thesis, one of the features employed related specifically to disease phenotype. This feature simply captured a binary decision between TD and PIGD phenotype (i.e. 0 or 1 in mathematical terms). It is evident from the genesis of the ANN that the addition of this feature improved the network’s performance because if it had not, it would have been dispensed with during the training phase. It is thought that research into the differing phenotypes of PD may shed new light on the biological and pathological processes involved, and may ultimately lead to tailored treatment strategies (van Rooden et al., 2011). There is therefore an argument to suggest that a separate ANN
could be constructed for each disease phenotype. As previously discussed, the
disparity in symptoms between a TD and a PIGD patient in the off state translates into
vastly different accelerometer data (see Figure 47). The difference between the two
sub-groups is further emphasised by the fact that of the 12 TD participants in the
study, none displayed dyskinesia. Construction of an ANN for each phenotype, each
drawing only on data derived from participants with that particular phenotype, may
ultimately produce improved ANN performance.

10.I.iv The Future

The application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to medical decision making and
patient management is rapidly expanding (Dayhoff and DeLeo, 2001). Figure 55
displays the results of a Medline literature search for the phrase “Artificial neural
networks”. It can be seen that the number of such publications has risen steadily since
their first appearance in 1990.

Figure 55: Number of Medline Citations containing “Artificial Neural Networks” (1990-2012)

The sensors employed in this work can be termed “data logging” devices; they simply
store data that can later be downloaded (Ni Scanaill et al., 2006). Such devices mean
that feedback cannot be given to the wearer during the monitoring period and from a
clinical viewpoint it means that an intervention cannot be made until the process of downloading and analysing the data has occurred. The future is likely to see the use of high-speed communication networks to enable rapid transfer of data from the device to the clinical team during the monitoring period, so called “data forwarding” devices (Ni Scanaill et al., 2006). This technology is currently available, but to incorporate it into the sensor employed in this work would place greater demands on both battery life and the device’s size, both of which may have a detrimental effect on patient concordance.

Computer technology is forecast to continue to develop rapidly; Moore’s law, which states that computer processing power doubles every two years, is expected to hold true until 2050 (Schaller, 1997). As computer technology advances it may become possible for worn sensors to function as “data processing” sensors (Ni Scanaill et al., 2006). Such technology would enable automated, real-time evaluation of the data captured and thus allow rapid feedback to the wearer. It may be possible to give real-time advice to patients on their medication regimens in response to such data; personalised, tailored medication regimens may improve the efficacy of anti-parkinsonian treatments (Binkley, 2003). It has been hypothesised that such technology could be integrated into medication delivery systems such as those used by patients currently taking apomorphine or duodopa (Rodríguez-Molinero et al., 2009). Administration rates of such medications could be automatically adjusted in response to the wearer’s disease state as detected by the sensor system.

10.II Final Conclusions

This thesis has presented a system by which upper limb motor symptoms in PD can be evaluated. The system employed two wrist-worn accelerometers that were worn by participants for a seven day period at home. Accelerometer data was analysed using advanced computational algorithms known as artificial neural networks (ANNs). ANNs were developed from a data compendium that was derived from the home monitoring period and were designed to provide outputs in terms of the wearer’s disease state. Training of the ANN was undertaken using patient-defined disease states; these were
determined from the patient-completed symptom diaries. The performance of the ANN was evaluated against both patient and clinician defined disease states.

Patient completed-symptom diaries were, on the whole, completed with a high proportion of classifiable responses. It was shown that the proportion of classifiable responses declined in older, more cognitively impaired participants. Delay in initiation of the home monitoring period occurred for some participants, raising concerns that recall of the diary-orientation session undertaken at CARU would be impaired. There was however, no evidence that delay between study phases translated into diaries with fewer classifiable entries. Limited conclusions can be drawn on the validity of diary responses since no external validation of responses was available.

Across the study cohort a strong correlation was seen between ANN output and diary-recorded disease status. Performance of the ANN was however variable. Visual representations of home monitoring periods revealed, for many participants, disparity between ANN output and diary reported disease state. No factors (demographic, clinical or methodological) were identified that allowed differentiation between those in whom the ANN performed better or worse. In summary, accelerometers and the ANN employed in this study lacked the ability to provide ‘real-time’ evaluation of PD motor symptoms. Failure to do so likely relates to methodological flaws that restricted both the volume and quality of training data, and to the inherent subjectivity of disease state recognition.

Attempts were made to validate the ANN against clinician rated disease status that took place during the CARU phase; performance of the ANN was however sub-optimal. Disparity between the CARU and home data sets, both in terms of the proportions of time spent in each disease state and in terms of the activities performed by participants, may have contributed to poor ANN performance.

Comparison of the proportion of time spent in each disease state, as measured by the ANN, diaries and the MDS-UPDRS, were then compared. Limited correlation was seen between MDS-UPDRS and diary derived measures of disease state proportions, calling into question the validity of this MDS-UPDRS item. A strong, significant correlation was
seen between the measures produced by the home diaries and the ANN. This finding provides evidence for the criterion-related validity of the system employed in this work. It also suggests that accelerometers and ANNs can provide a measure of the proportions of time spent in each disease state that is comparable to that reported by patients via the current gold standard, patient-completed symptom diaries. Further evaluation of this assessment method is required.

To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the most in-depth evaluation of the acceptability of body-worn sensors in PD patients. This is an area that has been neglected in the literature previously, with little or no regard given to the patient experience of wearing such a device. The acceptability of body-worn sensors is critical to their applicability as a tool for home monitoring. This thesis presents evidence supporting the acceptability of our system amongst a PD population. Furthermore it demonstrates that reassessment of participants’ views after the week long monitoring period did not result in a shift towards negative views on the sensors following prolonged wearing. The majority of participants reported a willingness to wear the sensor in both private and public spheres. Problems were identified in relation to the strap, resulting in an adverse effect on comfort and dynamic wearability for some participants. These design issues would need to be addressed in future iterations of the sensor to improve acceptability further. Of note, study participants expressed a preference for wearing the sensor as opposed to completing symptom diaries.

The MDS-UPDRS is the current gold standard PD assessment tool. Despite having undergone thorough clinimetric evaluation the MDS-UPDRS retains an element of subjectivity at the level of the individual passing judgment on a given item. The current gold standard for home monitoring of PD symptoms, the symptom diary, remains shrouded in subjectivity. There is therefore a great need for an objective assessment tool in PD. The ubiquity, simplicity and low cost of accelerometers make them an attractive potential option. The ability of accelerometers to yield huge quantities of data makes them an ideal source of data for ANNs, which require large amounts of data to be provided for their development and training. Algorithms such as those employed by ANNs are already in use in many walks of life (Steiner, 2012) and their
use in healthcare is projected to expand rapidly in the next decade. The heterogeneity of PD and the degree of symptom variation between different disease phenotypes does present challenges to the development of such systems. There is a growing argument for dichotomising PD cohorts by disease phenotype during research work.

The ageing population and the increasing burden of chronic diseases such as PD, present healthcare services with huge challenges. Appetite exists amongst Western governments to increase provision of care in the community and remote monitoring of patient symptoms using body-worn sensors may help to achieve this. Demonstration of the validity of such an assessment tool is central to its integration into clinical practice. However, a clinician-centric approach that fails to consider the acceptability of the system to the wearer must be avoided. Evaluation of the patient experience with such technology must not be neglected.
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Chapter 12. Appendices

12.I Study Documentation

12.I.i Participant Information Sheet

Participant Information Sheet

Objective Assessment of Upper Limb Function in Parkinson’s Disease

Protocol Reference Number: 11/NE/0264

We would like to invite you to take part in our research study. Before you decide, we would like you to understand why this research is being done and what it would involve for you.

Please take time to read this sheet carefully and do not hesitate to discuss with us if you would like some more information or if there is anything you do not understand.

- Part 1 tells you the purpose of this study and what will happen to you if you decide to take part.
- Part 2 gives you more detailed information about the conduct of the study.

PART ONE

What is the purpose of the study?

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative condition in the UK and the main symptoms experienced by sufferers are resting tremor (shaking), rigidity (stiffness) and bradykinesia (slowness of movement).

Currently, assessment of treatment response for patients is based on scales such as the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), and their change over time. Patient diaries are also used to help assess the effect medication has on symptoms. These methods of measuring symptoms are subjective, and there is great need for a more objective (accurate) assessment method of arm symptoms in PD.

Our area of interest involves the use of accelerometry (motion detecting) sensors (figure 1) that are worn on the wrist (figure 2) much like a wrist watch. We believe that our sensor will be able to measure patients’ symptoms more accurately. We hope its smaller size, when compared to previous such sensors, will mean that patients will find it less of a nuisance to wear. Our goal is to confirm that the sensor can be used to accurately and reliably monitor patients’ symptoms while in their own home. We hope this will give us more information on how PD affects patients’
ability to perform everyday activities and also how well their medications are controlling their symptoms.

\[\text{Figure 1}\]

\[\text{Figure 2}\]

**Why have I been invited?**

You have been invited as you are a patient currently under the care of the Northumbria Parkinson’s Disease service, the team organising patient recruitment into this study. We feel you would be an ideal candidate to potentially trial this sensor, as your condition means you experience the symptoms we are looking to examine using the sensor.

**Do I have to take part?**

No. It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do decide to take part we will give you a copy of this information sheet to keep. We will then ask you to sign a consent form. You are free to withdraw at any time and would not have to give a reason. A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision to not take part, will not affect the standard of the care you receive.

**What will happen to me if I take part?**

If you are interested in taking part, one of the research team (Dr James Fisher) will be available to answer any further questions you may have about the project when you attend clinic. You will receive a copy of the information sheet to keep. We will then ask you to sign a consent form and give you a copy to keep. On this consent form we will, with your permission, record your contact telephone number. This is to allow us to get in touch with you to arrange your subsequent visit and to contact you during the home monitoring stage of the study to make sure you are not having any problems.

We plan to assess up to 40 people with PD for a period of 7 days while wearing the sensor at home. Firstly participants will attend a morning session (around 5 hours) where the sensor will be explained to them (and their carer if required) and they will receive training in its use.

This will take place in the Human Movement Laboratory at the Clinical Ageing Research Unit (CARU), located at the site of the former Newcastle General Hospital. We will provide you with free taxis to and from the unit, as well as lunch.

Participants will be asked to attend at 9am, having not taken their morning immediate-release levodopa PD medication (this will be explained in more detail beforehand). In CARU we will apply a sensor on each wrist. After taking initial readings we will then ask you to take your
medications (this will allow us to record changes in your symptoms before and after your tablets). Over the course of the morning you will be asked to perform a series of simple actions while wearing the sensor, for example walking or writing. While this is happening we will also, with your permission, take a video recording of the actions performed. These recordings will be examined by an expert doctor in movement problems at a later time, to provide an independent assessment of the severity of your symptoms. During the morning we will also ask you a series of questions, perform a brief examination of you (similar to that which takes place on a clinic visit) and ask for some feedback about the sensor itself.

After this initial visit we will then arrange a convenient time for you to wear the sensor while at home for a period of 7 days. During this period you would be asked to go about your normal daily activities and also to record a diary of symptoms and medications timings. During this period we will ask you to replicate some of the activities that were performed in CARU. At the end of the 7 day period the sensor can be posted back to us in the envelope provided, or collected by the researcher, and the data collected will be analysed.

We plan to carry out the initial assessments between October and December 2011. The results of the study will be available by late 2012. At this time all patients involved in the study will be offered a summary of our findings.

**What are the possible risks/disadvantages of taking part?**

The sensor itself is worn on the wrist, very much like a wrist watch, and is sterilised between patients; therefore use of the sensor itself carries no risks. The actions we will be asking you to perform at CARU will be low intensity and will be supervised at all times.

**What are the possible benefits of taking part?**

We would adjust your medications if your patient diary (completed during the home monitoring stage) suggested that your current medication could be adjusted to control your symptoms better. We cannot promise that this study will directly help you, but we hope that the information we gain from this research will help us to develop a better method of assessing the symptoms of PD patients like yourself.

**Contact details:**

Dr James Fisher. North Tyneside General Hospital. Rake Lane. North Shields. NE29 8NH
Telephone: 0191 293 2709

This completes Part 1 of the Information Sheet.

If the information in Part 1 has interested you, please continue to read the additional information in Part 2 before making any decision.

**PART TWO**

What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study?
You can let us know at any time if you do not wish to be a part of the study. Your data will be entirely removed from our records if you request us to do so.

**What if there is a problem?**

With this type of study, problems are rare, as we will not be experimenting with pills or procedures. It is therefore normal practice in this type of study not to arrange any special arrangements for compensation.

If you have any cause for concern regarding your participation in the study please do not hesitate to contact the researcher (contact details listed in part one). If you still have concerns after this you may wish to complain formally. The NHS operated Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) can provide guidance and assistance with any complaints or concerns: Freephone 0800 0320202. Email: northoftynepals@nhct.nhs.uk. Text/SMS: 01670 511098

**What happens if I were to lose the sensor?**

If you take part in this study you would not be held liable and would not be asked to pay anything should the sensor be lost, stolen or accidentally damaged whilst in your possession.

**Will my taking part in this study be confidential?**

All information collected about you in this study will be kept confidential. It is our duty in law to protect your personal information and all of our procedures for handling, processing, storing and destroying data are compliant with the Data Protection Act (1998).

Our interview with you will be recorded onto a digital video-recorder. The recording will then be uploaded onto a computer by the researcher. It is important to stress that all of the electronic data will be stored on an encrypted university or NHS computer kept in a locked office.

We will give each recording a code to make it as anonymous as possible. We are unable to completely anonymise the recordings as we need identifiable information so we can match it up to data obtained from the wrist-worn sensor. We will keep copies of the recordings for 2 years after the last person has been assessed (until December 2014). After this they will be destroyed.

**Will my General Practitioner (GP) be involved?**

We will inform your GP of your participation in our study. If you would prefer us not to do so then your wishes will be respected.

**What will happen to the results of the research study?**

We will offer all the participants in the study a summary of our findings. The results of the study will be written up as a part of a higher degree at Newcastle University and in addition to this we hope to publish our results in scientific journals and to give oral presentations on our work at conferences in the UK and abroad.
Who is organising and funding the research?

The study is being undertaken as a part of Dr James Fisher’s MD degree at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne and also for Mr Nils Hammerla’s PhD. The funding is via the Northumberland, Tyne and Wear Comprehensive Local Research Network, Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust and Newcastle University’s Computing Science Department.

Who has reviewed the study?

All research in the NHS is looked at by a Research Ethics Committee (an independent group of people). They are there to ensure that your safety, rights, wellbeing and dignity are protected. This study has been given a favourable opinion by the County Durham and Tees Valley Research and Ethics Committee.

Further information and contact details

You can get more information on this study by contacting Dr James Fisher: North Tyneside General Hospital, Rake Lane, North Shields. NE29 8NH

Telephone: 0191 293 2709

More information regarding research can be found online at the National Research Ethics Service website: http://www.nres.npsa.nhs.uk/patients-and-the-public/

For further independent information about being involved in a research study please contact the Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS): Freephone: 0800 0320202; Email: northoftynepals@nhct.nhs.uk; Text/SMS: 01670511098
12.I.ii Consent Form

[Consent Form image]

12.II CARU Phase Documentation

12.II.i MDS-UPDRS

The Movement Disorder Society prohibit reproduction of the MDS-UPDRS.
The MDS-UPDRS can be freely accessed on the internet at the following URL:


12.II.ii Modified AIMS

Rate highest severity observed; code:
1 None
2 Minimal, may be extreme normal
3 Mild
4 Moderate
5 Severe

Extremity Movements:
- Upper (arms, wrists, hands, fingers). Include choreic movements (i.e., rapid, objectively purposeless, irregular, spontaneous), athetoid movements (i.e., slow, irregular, complex, serpentine). Do NOT include tremor (i.e., repetitive, regular, rhythmic).
- Lower (legs, knees, ankles, toes). (E.g., lateral knee movement, foot tapping, heel-dropping, foot squirming, inversion and eversion of foot.)

Trunk Movements:
- Neck, shoulders, hips (e.g., rocking, twisting, squirming, pelvic gyrations)

Global judgments:
- Severity of abnormal movements:

12.II.iii PDSS-2

Please rate the severity of the following based on your experiences during the past week (7 days). Please make a cross in the answer box.

Choices include: Very often (6 to 7 days a week); Often (4 to 5 days a week); Sometimes (2 to 3 days a week); Occasionally (1 day a week); Never.
### 12.II.iv MMSE


### 12.II.v Hoehn and Yahr Staging

Stage 0 - no signs of disease

Stage 1 - symptoms on one side only (unilateral)

Stage 2 – symptoms on both sides (bilateral) but no impairment of balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Very often</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Overall, did you sleep well during the last week?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Did you have difficulty falling asleep each night?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did you have difficulty staying asleep?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Did you have restlessness of legs or arms at nights causing disruption of sleep?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Was your sleep disturbed due to an urge to move your legs or arms?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Did you suffer from distressing dreams at night?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Did you suffer from distressing hallucinations at night (seeing or hearing things that you are told do not)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Did you get up at night to pass urine?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Did you feel uncomfortable at night because you were unable to turn around in bed or move due to</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Did you feel pain in your arms or legs which woke you up whilst sleeping at night?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Did you have muscle cramps in your arms or legs which woke you up whilst sleeping at night?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Did you wake early in the morning with painful posturing of arms and legs?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. On waking, did you experience tremor?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Did you feel tired and sleepy after waking in the morning?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Did you wake up at night due to snoring or difficulties with breathing?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stage 3 - balance impairment. Mild to moderate disease. Physically independent
Stage 4 - severe disability, but still able to walk or stand unassisted
Stage 5 - needing a wheelchair or bedridden unless assisted.

12.II.vi MoCA
Reproduction prohibited. MoCA accessible via: mocatest.org

12.III Home Phase Documentation

12.III.i Home Diary Data Collection Document (abridged: editing removed)

Patient ID:____________________

This booklet is your guide to help you during the 7 day period of the study where you will be at home and wearing the movement sensors.

This booklet contains:

- Contact details of the researcher (in case you have any questions or problems)
- Instructions for completing your symptoms, medications, sleep and activity diaries
- A questionnaire to be completed at the end of the week

If you have any problems or questions during the study the researcher, James Fisher, is contactable via 0191 293 2709

Symptom Diary

An important part of this study is understanding what symptoms you have over the course of the 7 day period. Your symptoms diary will help record this. The symptom diary is divided into 1 hour periods. Each day’s diary starts at midnight and ends at midnight the following evening. We would like to know how much time you spend in the different Parkinson's states. We would also like you to record when you were asleep.

What are the options to choose from?

- ON: Symptoms of slowness and tremor controlled
- ON with Troubling Dyskinesia: Problems with involuntary twisting, turning movements. (These movements are different from the rhythmic shaking in Parkinson's disease)
- OFF: Problems with stiffness, slowness and tremor
- ASLEEP: Time spent asleep

On the next page is an example of how this can be recorded: [Not reproduced (see Figure 20)] Mark each box with an "X". Remember that you should only mark one answer for each hour period

Medication Diary

Another important part of this study is seeing how your symptoms react to your medications. To get this information we will need to know when you are taking your medications. We would like you to record at what time you take this medication on each day using this diary. We would like you to put the time you
took the medication in the box labelled ‘time taken’. Below is an example of how this information should be recorded [Not reproduced (see Figure 21)]

Sleep Diary

We know that sleep disturbances are very common in patients who have Parkinson’s disease. We hope to gain information on sleep during this project using the sensors you will be wearing. To do this accurately we will need to know what time you turned the lights off to go to sleep and at what time you got out of bed in the morning. We would also like to know if you had any sleep disturbances during the night, for example getting up to go to the toilet. Below is an example of how this information should be recorded: [Not reproduced (see Figure 22)]

Blank diaries for each day of home monitoring follow thereafter

[not reproduced]

12.III.ii Supplementary Pictures Provided During Home Monitoring Phase

![Hand with sensors](image1)

![Hand with sensors](image2)
12.III.iii Sensor Questionnaire (used after both study phases)

Sensor Questionnaire

Please complete at the end of the 7 day period

1) The sensor looks like it is well made
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

2) The sensor is comfortable to wear
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

3) The sensor feels heavy on my arm
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

4) Performing the assessments was made more difficult by wearing the sensor
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

5) I would be happy to wear the sensor around the house
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

6) I would rather keep a regular diary of my symptoms for a week than wear the sensor for a week
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

7) If the sensor was incorporated into a working wrist watch I would be more likely to wear it
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

8) The sensor is easy to take on and off
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

9) I would be happy to wear the sensor in public
   Strongly Agree    Agree    Disagree    Strongly Disagree

10) Please write below any comments you have about the sensor: